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Os %% 19141 th« Am^miQ Qmjmil
tij* Musli® il3Biirsi«ilyi afteip <j#iisl4©rlai tm  
r«com@Malio»s of History S®parts©ftt|
Gonaallt®6 df Aamacoi S%iiil«s ai^ %b® W&ml%y of ArtSf 
©peaified tts® follmrlBg Ispie for ®y Ph*S, ihesist**
» Baglish tianslatias of IJiafl lima’ s MtmlaMmbul 
Lubab -* th© portion 4#aliisg with the r@lg» of Aiifaiiga^ b 
up to 1681 with iiitroductisia aM eritioal notes”* At 
the saae tiai® trof# Sh, A. laahiSf Chaiimn of %im 
History Departmaat VQfy kiMly gjmntti m© «l®parta©ntal 
Soholaralsip for two and half j'oars*
Prof|i»or Mohai»fed llstbib, who m s appointed w  
Supervisort o^fessod thatt as in  tot^ hou«4# ho haiS 
stiiaiofi tm mtkB of Sir -laduaath Sarlsar miS Kimfi 
Khan with saro> that IChafi Khan’ s aooount of Aijrangsoto 
(in c ite  of his omat# i>orsian) and a r@ajti.S5i wliich 
couM ham only been based on th« experiem® of 
officers in Gimrgo of affairs, but that an Elmfi 
Khan»s aocount of Ayrangssob (unlik® liis accoiint of 
previous roigns) was not bsaed on the autl»rities h@ 
had quoted. Sir Jaduimth ms woil-advised in not 
referring to Sha.fi IChaa oxoopt whm nsoessary as in 
tho oas® of ^rsiiid Quii Ihan’ s rafoias* In 1956 
Professor Sri Ram Shaim imA published his diseovsry 
in the Journal of ioyal Asiatio Soeiety to the effect 
that Khafi Ehan»s work waa really based on M*a«uri*8 
liistory of Aurangzeb wittoimt my sort of aclmowled e^ment 
by Xhafi Khaa. Ha has retuffisd to the topie in his 
pibliOf:raPhy Of the Ifei.'^ hal t e i r e . Professor ilabib
II
aad<i It el3ar that imlass X hm n g h t ti^slation
up to the standard required by th# Bengal Asiatio 
Societyf he trouXd pa/ no attention to W  vork# 
if I fulfilled %Hq coaditloa, M would talc® up m  
v o r k f contiimo it till the reign of Hohaamd Snah 
and arrange for its publication* translation 
had to be done twioof as Professor Hohau®md Ifebib 
found my first translation too literal and# 
cOnsoquontlyf not suffioitsntly accurate, H^nwhila 
tli# History -“^epartsent had procured a transcript of 
Ha*iauri’s work from Hasapur. Botograpiis of various 
other works- in particular Sadl% Khan* 8 Haaah
and the ct^ied history of Sadit ^ h ^  and Iteuri » 
had be©n obtained by the History Bopartment i r m  
England owing to the joint efforts of Piofesror 
S,A« Ha0hid smd Professor* Dr« ioorul Hasan*
Professor Habib after oxaaining 3adi% Ehan»a 
work asked ae to translate those i^ssages of g^ hafi 
Khan which apertained to Aurax^ob before his aeoession 
as these passages have been taken from Sadiq, Khan 
without aoknowled^ efflentt he also asked me to proceed 
with ths translation of Khafi Khan up to the fall of 
Oolkonda as that was proper stopping point* the 
Deocan Sultanates had come to an end and Airangzeb 
was left face to face with the MarathaSf whom he 
failed to overpower* By a logical and historical 
necessity, the iapoaition of Jiaya on th« lilndus 
by Aurangaeb had led to th« im p o s it io n  Of Shouth
>:^ urdQSliauki-ji on the revenues of the Mughal iSi^ irs 
in various parts of th« Decoan as well as some hwae 
provinces of th© 4:g?ire*
Ill
Many generations vlll pass bel’ore an other 
historian covers %'m reign of Aurongseb vith th e  
same thoroughness and impartiality as Sir ^a<2unath 
S a 3 ^ r»  So work l i k e  hia lias yet been written on 
aedieval India* SevertbeXess s^atezial on Aurangseb 
has been aoeuiaulating in alaost all Indian languages 
and it ti&6 to be put in its proper place*
EChafi Khan*s account of Aurazngsseb has gaps as 
he hiiBBelf acknowXod^s, still it Is the greatest of 
our untranslated Persian Mstories of India and has 
hitherto been only amilable in the extracts in 
iiaXiot and Dow Son’s stonuaentaX work which Is new 
hard to obtained*
While I was going on with the workp Professor 
Mohasssad "abib conveyed to ms Professor Dr. Koogrul 
Hsuian*s direction that ay real duty was to translate 
and edit Khafi Klian and not to write a treatise on 
Aurangseb* I have^ therefore, not att^ted what 
was beyond the scope of ay thesis* Sevortheless 
Khafi Khan taken together with Sadiq Kamrl»
Ninatt Khan^i Ail| AqiX Khan l^ig the Ha*^slr*l 
AXaagiri* and the ^ iXaiaglr enable us to find
how Aurangzeb's life and work appeared in the eyes 
of his officers* They all be^ti with the highest 
praise for their hero, but except in case of 
Hohassaad Kazim» whose writing was controlled and left 
in eoi^ letof their faith In the esaperor gare way to 
disiXXusion and ultimteXy to despair*
IV
In th« Ifitroductiosi I have tried to eaeaiaiae 
carefully and critically ail th© liiatories on which 
Khafi Khan*s work is l>a£&d* I Imve nol devotod any 
chapter© to I sax* Dss^ Iagar*s Futulmt«»iAlaiafiirl and 
Bhim Son’s partly beoaus© Kimfi
Khan was ignorant of them but priiMrily because 
Sir Jadunath Sarkar has conaaented upon thaa in his 
Studies in Aur n^eb*
In the last c^ iapters of the Introduction I 
have tried to axpress lay own views on Aur^ yagaeb* But 
this cisapter is in a s«n«« provisional* Professor 
MohaiaaAd Babibf who eontinuss the work, will be 
entitled to altor it in tho form h@ likes after 
oxamining tho effect of Aurangsseb’s policy on the ad 
administratitm of Koghal ec^ ire and the s^ orale of 
the aansabdana.
In siy timnBlatitm I hav© tried to b© as 
accurate m possiblai keeping in view the tradition®
of the £toglish m well as Persian language* X have, 
for ^ Eaaplei smmailsed the long chain of adjectives 
of which Persian writers are so fondi also som iim ti 
when the For si an sontence was coa^ lox, very long 
or ungjraiasaatioalt I l^ av© broken it into shorter 
ii^ glish sentence.
Lastly in view of the faot that the Persian 
teatt of the liuntaklabul Lubab* printed by the Hoyal 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, was based on the 
collection of scrveral i^ nuscripts# X have not 
bothered about the variations in the available 
aanuscriptfi of the Huntakliabul Lubab* but have 
concentrated ay attention on the original works on 
which it ie baised*
PART I 
HXSTORUNS OF AUBAHGZEB 
CHAPTSE I
u A D l Q K H A S  
The Badghah Naaafa
This work des«rv«s a careful •xamlnatlon. It
is a history of the reign of Shah Jahan in about
410 pages by one of his high officers, iiriio though
loyal to i^ hah Jahan to the extent of ruining his
ovn career, had no illusions about the fact tnat
the administration, and the general prosperity of
(1)
the contry, had begin to decline.
The author was probably a Shia, he praises 
God, the Prophet and the Companions in his intro­
duction but makes no reference to the Four Pious 
Caliphs. His references to Mashhad and Hazrat 
Ali are also of the type that only a bhia would 
make. Nevertheless we do not find in the book the 
slightest sectarian fanaticisn or hatred. He left 
the cultivation of that hideous sentiment to 
Aurangzeb under whom (as we shall see) he had to 
work for about six years.
1. The only ccmiplete copy of the work at present 
known is British Museum, KcitJ OR 174. La the 
other two copies surviving (British Kuseuai 
OR 1671 and the Bampur Manuscript) the last 
pages have been replaced by l^amuri's work. The 
author curiously enough gives no naiae to his 
book, but his continuator, Kamuri, calls it 
the and I have preferred to
refer it by this name.
"u8t it not be hidden from th« siinds of 
persons acquainted with the secrets of history,** 
our author declares, "that this sinner, Kohananad 
iiadiqi entitled i>adiq Khan, was appointed to the 
duty of Waaa~i Hawis (news-writer) with the stirrup 
of Shah Jahan, the tenth in descent from Amir Timur, 
at the tiae when the Emperor Jahangir sent hisi on 
compaign against the Eana (in 1614)••.With great 
brevity and coiusiseness I will record what I have 
seen frosi the accession of Shah Jahan to the beginn­
ing of the iaprisonaent of that Just Enperor, which 
was due to Shahzada Dara Shukoh's lack of wisdon 
Caadjajai)*'* (f sb-4a)
In view of the favours shown to him by Shah 
Jahan, it seeris that Sadiq reiraizuid loyal to hia 
during his rebellion against Jahangir and Shah 
Jahan reiaeiribered him in the appointments he mad 
at the tiir.e of his accession in 1628. "Iradat 
Khan was appointed Kir Bakhshi and given the 
pen-case of the wi2arat« On the same day the 
author was appointed to the office of Bakhshigiri." 
(8a-8b).
lie seess to have retained this office, which 
entitled his being present at the meetings of tho 
imperial court, for about three years, and he 
acc(mpanied the Emperor during his Deccan invasion 
of 1629-31. Leaving the reader to draw his own 
conclusions, our author describes Shah Jahan's stern 
orders for the destruction of the Deccan peasantry 
so that Adil Shah of Bi;japur m y  be brought to his 
knees. Ke also tells us that they were terrible
i--i3
yeqrs of fasiaa. In tha first year the rainfall 
vas excessive9 so that instead of 100 soans only 
10 m&m could be realised as revenue. Not a drop 
of rain fell in the second year and the famine was 
complete. In the third year the peasants were able 
to grow norsial crops after purchasing the seed-grains 
at a high price| but every thing was eaten up by 
rats and locusts and no revenue could be realised 
(32b)•«.If the author relates with his blistered 
toague what he has witnessed with his warning-seeing 
eyes, it will be painful to the reader and the 
author will be considered guilty of escaggeration 
(31a-b). But he is unable to hold back some facts.
He tells us for eza«:iple« that a aace-bearer, KohamBmd 
Ali, told the e&peror of a starving woran, who had 
brought a curious case before a qaxi; she had 
arranged with her neighbours that they would kill 
and cook her child and call her to share the neal, 
but after the child had been cooked, they ate it 
up without inforxing her (31a>b)• It is futile to 
attempt to see the hand of a Moral Power in the 
accidents of history. Millions of peasants* hoine 
were desolated by the ruthlessness of Shah Jahan's 
soldiers. But at the sa e time he had been conpelling 
the wife he loved - the lady of the faj - to bear 
Biore children than her health could stand, and in 
1631 she died after giving birth to her foiirteenth 
child. The two phenomana, of course, are unconnected. 
But i>hah Jahan, so cruel to the eneiuy peasantry, 
was paralysed by his own loss and postponed the
corspletion of th« D«ccan conquest to another occasioa. 
A peasantry driven to starration and death on the 
one haM and the Ta^ Kahal on the other - these were 
the tvo opposite facets of Shah Jahan*s iaperialism. 
But iiadiq Khan (to do hi» justice) does not bother 
about the Tajj he is r^ ore concerned with the faaine 
and the peasantry.
When referring to cJadullah Khan's appointcient 
as Dagpgha of the Ghusl Khana (secretary of the 
kiHig’s courusil), our author remarked i "The office 
of the 2ajr,figto of the a^ong the high
officers of the imperial court.” (97b). It was his 
good fortune to get that office in 1631• "By royal 
order the author was on the sas» day appointed
aarogha of the Ghusl Uiana with gifts of fX T
horse and elephant. (39a)" But he did not hold 
the office for long. ”¥hen Badshahzada Mohaaisad 
Shuja was sent to punish some mischief-Mikers of 
the subahs of Kalwa and Khaadesh (in 1633), this 
hunbLe author was sent froEJ the court in the capacity 
o f atalia to that high born prince.**(53a) iater on 
6>hu4a was appointed Viceroy of the Deccan at the 
request of i^ ahabat Khan. "The author ** Sadiq Khan 
tells us, **was also appointed and sent in service 
as a.U.U<l and wagia»i navis.”
1. Elsewhere oadiq Khan explains that Ohual Kh^na 
<litarally» bath room) was a rooii in which the 
emperor oet the great a®irs} the naase of 
ahusl Kha.na was given to it because it was aear 
Akbar’s bath-rooics at Fathpur Sikri. lihah Jahan 
ordered it to be called the M lmUrJ Hh&M, but 
the tenri, ahusl Khaa&. remained current for a long 
tiae. (y?bl
During tho period he was away from the c&pltal) 
our author could not record what ha had personally 
seen at the court, though It was a part of his duty 
to keep in touch with all that was happening* It 
was, therefore) necessary for him to have so:se work 
on which he could rely, or which he could at least 
use for reviving his meiEory with reference to dates 
and the sequence of facts. Curiously enough he sakes 
no reference to the works of Qazwinl, Lahori and 
Waris. b u t he repeatedly refers to the la.bal .Mai-jah
>
of Asiaullah, which he clearly distinguishes i*ro« 
the lobal ;lag,ah of Mutamid Khan. Azimuliah was a 
nephew of Kukraoat Khan, a well-known officer of 
dhah Jahan, who a ong other things, was also in 
charge of his buildings. According to our autiior, 
Aziinullah wrote his labal KaLah at the order 3f 
wihah Jahan (132b). The first voltuae, which was in 
verse, gave an account of the first twenty years 
of the reign in 10,000 lines; the second vola^ ie, 
which was in prose, gave an account of the remining 
twelve years. At the end of the first volui e ”it 
gives the name of Mansabdars, amirs, jagirdars, 
officers on ci^ sh salaries and their contingewts, 
a description of the provinces, the royal jewel- 
chamber and the imperial treasury." (14da) Ttie 
labal Na«ah took the list of officers and their
1. Kukraaat K-haa, according to Lahori, had a grade 
of 4000 in the tenth and twenteith years of 
ihah Jahan's reign (Vol. I, p. 720 and Vol. II, 
pp. 292-328). ThB m k z k J & m  C^ol. Ill, p. 361) 
says that he died in the twenty third year of 
the reign at Agra after attaining to the rank of 
5000 with 5000 horse, of which 3000 were du-aspah 
and seh-aspah. Azi»ullah m y  have been his 
brother's son or sister's son, the jrianuscript uses 
n x  both t-rrs, but one of thea »ust be an error.
grades from Azloullah. But in both th9 British 
and th« Ean#ur manuscripts it has survivcvd 
to u* in a ridiculous forai| probably due to the 
laziness of an early copyist» who saved hisiself 
the trouble of searching for correct figures by 
writing ’grade of seven thousand with seven thocsaM 
horsemen' before sixtyfour nares and then made the 
startling stata? ent that "thsre were six thousand 
amirs in the grade of six thousand*" Our author >
(Sadiq Khan} in this list is given the grade of six 
tho>u;and with six thousand horsesien, and, finally 
(to save trouble) we are told "that nusoiber of sLansab- 
dars from the grades of five and fottr thousand to 
those of two hundred and forty was beyond estimate 
and (the possibility of) detailed enumeration.” 
siadiq iOian certainly could not have written this 
nonsense concerning his fellow-offleers• After 
writing what he has, he could hardly have attributed 
to )ihah Jahan an army t ^  size of which would have 
doen credit to the llahabharta.
The author forgets to tell us how he returned 
to the court from service under Shuja. But In the 
fourteenth regnal year (^ept. 18, 1640-41) Raja Jagat 
oingh, son of Eaja Basu of Kangra, rebelled and our 
author was in the aray sent against hi®, "The author," 
he tells us, " received two bullets-wounds and was 
about to drink the goblet of Bartyrdoa from the 
hands of the iaai» hnt his life had not yet co3ie to 
an end." (97b) In the next regnal year (cJept. 1641-42) 
"Rai Mukaad Asaf K.hanl was promoted and put in charge 
of tfuvutat-i nwiur (Icsperlal palaces) and the sertvice
of* Qaftar-i Tan (office of salaries) vacated by him 
was given to the author.” (102b)
In the seventeenth regnal year (Aug* 1643-4^ 
the Beguysi iiahiba was burnt and Aurangzeb, who had 
co®e to see hert resigned. “At a time when the 
author was talking to Hukramat Khan, the jjagQEfaa 
of the buildings, about his >^a>sty*s lack of regard 
for Aurangateb," Raja A»ar dingh slew Salabat Khan 
with a blow of his jardhar in the royal presencse.
Ainar tiingh was killed on the spot by Ra^a Arjun 
am^ the sace-bearers, but his followers outside the 
court, about 600 in number, were told that they had 
no concern with the aatter and wre not involved.
The reason for Amar Singh's act were not definitely 
known, but his followers, though no one had any 
complaint a.iainst the® or they against anyone, 
insisted on fightins to death in the true Rajput 
fashion. iSadiq Khan was sent along with other 
nmnsabdars to fight thes*.
In the twentieth regnal year (July 1, 646-47) 
when Murad threw up the coi&mai]ul of the army that 
had conquered Balkh, the emperor summoned both 
Aurangzeb and iihuja to his presence, ai:»l Aurangzeb 
who reached first was given the cc»aoand. In the 
saise year oadiq Khan was reappointed to his cld 
office. “Owing to the transfer of Khidsiat K^ .an 
£>aqi, this humble servant was appointed Daro ^ ha of the 
j^ laiialjyiajaa*’ (145b). when the Persians captured 
*<andhar, the report of it was brought to him in the 
first instance. **0n the day the river of Attock was
8crossed) and before his Majesty had alighted
his boat, a icace-bearer from i^ andhar, in great haste
and perturbation, reached the house of the author and
explained the facts} then he vent with the author to
Jafar Khan (Mir Bakhshi) and revealed that ‘after
he had cose tvo stages from Qandhar news had spread
that the fort bad fallen into the hands of the ^ hah
of Iran.* On the sa®e day letters of the officers
aral Subedars of the region giving the same were
brought by fort sttassengers,” (161a)
In the summer of 1661 our author went with
iihah Jahan to Kashmir* The beauty of the country
was hardly a coirpensation for the sufferings of the
soldiers, caasp followers and the beasts of burdeda
had to undergo. *The a m y  had to suffer great
afflictions. Two slaves belonging to the author along
with three horses ami one caael loaded with tJie
necessities of his life fell down the abyss and
disappeared.” (170a)
In July, 1662, Aurangaeb was appointed viceroy
of the Deccan and had to be provided with a good
staff* "Murshid Quli Khan was appointed Divan of the
whole Deccan) Moharasad Safi son of Islam Khan was
given the ^akhshli^iri of the Deccanj and this author
was assi,iiied the office of »‘aaia»nl£ar (news-vriter)
(1)
of the four subas of the Deccan.” (147b) But 
Mohammad i»afi*8 work was not satisfactory and his 
office of Bakhshi seeiris to have been assi,snad to
1* Khafi Khan, while copying 3adiq's words sioply 
oaits the last sentence. This is a good iU\is- 
tration of how all references to our author 
have disappeared froe the historical literature 
of the period*
9^adiq BJaan as aa additional duty. This is clearly 
implied by the foUoviog statement. "When the 
Shahaada of high destiny was viceroy of the Deccan, 
the author of these pages visited the parts of the 
Deccan with hin in the capacity of BakhahiHiri." 
he then proceeds to give us a fairly good account 
of the Christians and their ways.
Oving to the position he occupied, i»adiq Khan 
gives us sooe very valuable information about the 
Deccan. His account of Hurshid Quli Khan's reforms 
was copied with slight changes by Khafi Khan, and 
the late air Jadunath, without knowing about its 
origin, accepted it as correct in spite of his 
general suspicion of Khafi Khan. 3adiq Khan's 
account of Aurangxeb's invasion of Golkonda is
also objective and accurate and gives us a goodi
insight into the capacity of his boss for deception 
and intrigue. The same cannot, however, be said 
about his account of Aurangzeb's invasion of Bijapur 
which is full of errors, though Khafi Khan has 
copied it blindly. The reason for it saei-s obvious. 
£>hah Jahan, at the request of Dara ;>hukoh, susmoned 
a nuHiber of officers fron the Deccan to Agra and 
>»adiq Khan was certainly a.ong them, for he proceeds 
to give us an eye-witness account of Dara's prepara­
tion for the battle of Saougarh.
According to l^ msuri, **Sadiq Khan, author of the 
Badshah NaflAh. was sent by iihah Jahan to Dara Shukoh 
with the sessage that the ieiperial tent should be 
pitched forward (so that he m f lead the arity in 
person) but it was of no use.** Manuri also gives
10
the nai&*s of iadlq Khani the author of Bads hah Kaiaah 
and his unciey Kohsussiad Mir Khan in the list of those 
who were seriously wounded at oamugarh* Still he vas 
active enough to be of service to his Bsaster on the 
night after the battle*
In the Raapur oanuscript as veil as in the 
British Kuseusi oiaouscript} OE 1671, the last pages 
of Sadiq Khan’s oadshah Naaah have been removed, 
apparently because they would not have been approved 
by Auraagzeb, and the work of Abul Fazl Hauiuri has 
been tagged on to it without any sort of introduc­
tion or even any indication that the work by a new(1)author has begun* However, the last pages of 
dadiq Khan have fortunately survived in the British 
Kuseum ^  OH 174I this account; though very brief, 
was not available to i>ir Jadunath, who relied Btostly 
on Aqil Khan Kasi, an afficer of Aurangzeb to wh(»s 
his master was both the perfect Musalman and the 
perfect man, and who wrote to flatter Aurangzeb.
;>adiq Khan, though brief is brutal and truthful* 
"ueaving all the imperial equipment on the battle*
field, Dara iihukoh reached Akbarabad in the evening
\and alighted at his own haveli. Though his t^ ajesty 
summoned him to his presence, he did not co&e and 
offered various apologies. Then his Majesty sent 
an aifectionate message twice through the author;
1» In both these manuscripts the work of Kamuri 
begins with the words: ”when Aurang^eb heard 
that the army of Dara had blocked his path" 
(Brltlih Hu«.m KiS Qg. 1671. 9661.
non the first occasion I got an audiance (wiUi Dmra) 
but Um secoM time 1 rdturned disappointed and 
explained the circuacstances to his Majesty. In 
short, in the last paher of the nightt 0ara started 
for Iiahore without meeting his Majesty, iihah Jahan 
sent some necessary icarkhanas and a few well-known 
asiirs with sorae three thousaxui soldiers to Join him.
"Aurangzeb sent a petition to his Majesty fr(»i 
Hajpurai \dHich is two Karohs from Akbarabad lAgra) 
on Banzan 10 (June If 1658). (The sumssary of this 
petition, as given by dadiq Khan, merely recounts 
the main events of the battle of Dharicat and 
Aurangaeb's justification for his actions).
"axegy oag .gil.liltg-laBgEiat .f grnaStg.* ,g>irlag-to
the lack of regard of the sreat amirs and aftldftra
ti^ g, idiaftrlal..ggui:3i,,t ..IaigaL.,b,i? ,9 ,^UgaUfi,a..aaa
seeing this behaviour of Aurangzeb, Shah Jahan was 
greatly distressed and sent a firman to Aumn^eb 
through Fazil Khan. (The text of this firiaan is 
given by i>adiq £^ han; <Shah Jahan invited Aurangseb 
to coffie to see him like a loyal son.)
"When Fasil Khan delivered the emperor's firman 
along with his verbal aiessage, Aurangzeb heard it 
with the ear of acceptance, performed the rites of 
obedience and wrote an ai^dasht in reply.” (The 
t«tt of this Aradasht is given by aadia Khan: 
Auraiiiaeb_DrQirdsad to visit hia father ai^  said he 
m s  waiting for that fortunate aonent.)
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’stfhen Shah Jahan got Aurang^eb’s arzdasht. h« 
felt very happy and his nind was fr««d from anxities 
sent fazil Khan to Aurangzeb again with an 
affectionate aeasage and presents. But after the 
return of Fauil Khan, the aiind of Aurangaeb had been 
changed owing t o dishonest irdschief-asakers, who 
had put quite a different interpretation on iihah 
Jar^n*8 desire to sea him and he now adopted a 
different attitiuie. Fasil Khan returned without 
attaining his object and revealed the situation as 
he had seen it* His Majesty was greatly depressed 
and distressed.”
"This tiae he sent a nishan (or firiran) to 
Aurangz^eh with the author and KMIilullah Khan and
F a s i l  K h a n i  ..
^hah Jahaa appealed to Attgangaate„aQt _tQ .lat 
aiaghief^mtears,alienate his glad from his loving 
father and assured him that all ■iaund«Mtandiaea 
would lae reflioved at a personal interviaw.) When ve 
reached with the firmn, Khalilullah Khan was called 
to a private audiance. He totally misrepresented 
(the reason) for his Majesty’s desire to see 
Aurangzeh and depicted it in the worst light to 
that nohle prince| he advised his to imprison his 
Majesty, capture the fort and take possession of the 
treasures« To keep up outward appearances,
(i;Aurangzeb ordered Khalilullah Khan to be arrested.
1. Public opinion during the reign of Aurangzeb and 
later has depicted Khalilullah Khan as one of 
the arch-traitors to iihah Jahan and to Dara, who 
had specially promoted hia at this juncture* This 
he certainly was. j^ ut Sadiq Khan is our best 
authority on the matter, and according to hia 
iUialilttllah Khan*s treason began when he was sent 
to Aurangzeb. Had he been a traitor on the field 
of JaEUgarh, as Bernier and soEDe other writers 
have stated, 3hah Jahan would not have put him in 
charge of such a delicate mission. The stories 
about Khalilullah's behaving as a traitor earlier 
must be given up.
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He then told FasIX Khan and this hULabXft servant:
* Owing to certain matters I am not satisi'ied witn 
his Kajestyj something nay happen at the tiiiie of 
the meeting or during my return? owing to these 
doubts my aiad is not at peace about his Majesty and 
it is not possible for this well-wisher to come 
under any circu£:^ tances.*'
"On getting this 7iessas«t Kiajesty in deciga
ordered the gates of the fort to be closed.
Aurang;^eb moved from his camp, took up his resideruse 
in the haveii of 0ara iihukoh and ordered his officers 
to besiege the fort« 41 .UklS,, fflWlgRti MtrUtt
to .aaJLt ..
\Ma^ ts,.,Ug.„atiaaa ,& JLlisg, 9 t ,a. av^ a
thrg¥ ,raaaaytig> ,vft4.U.aiMfi..Q£
•♦Distressed by (this desertion of his own 
officers), iihah Jahan sent Fazil Khan to Aurangzej for 
the fourth time, (iadiq Khan gives us the inportant 
paragraphs of this letter* Ater quoting some oft- 
repeated oystic verses about the deceptive and 
transitory character of this world, $hah Jahan adnsi# 
tted that he had ceased to be a king in the world of 
phenomana (alaa-i .iuravi) and had becort^ e a nominal 
king, but he drew aurang2eb*s attention to the enormity 
of his act in overthrowing his father, when accord- 
ing to law of God and Uis Prophet it was his duty 
to obey).**
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At this monent ^adlq pauses to record bis 
reflection about the behaviour of his fellow-offleers*" 
A day there was when all officers from ccH&manders of 
one hundred to seven thoiisand and fro© forty to 
six thousand I from east to vesty were all ohah 
Jahan*s loyal and self-sacrificing servants, Frox 
jsorning to evening they waited for his orders 
with folded handsj in fact they were not so afraid 
of God as of hiai; for whenever they closed their 
eyes or ventured to raise their eyes towards hi®| 
for they saw death (in case of emperor*s wrath) 
visibly before their eyes. And 'irtiile waiting for 
his orders* they kept their eyes, ears, and hearts 
open like a stother-of-pearly anxious as to what 
thefuture would bring for them. And now a day has 
come when nobody cares to help his or to inquire 
about hia, those who declared the;r,selves his 
loyal friends and self-sacrificing servants have in 
the twi^inkling of an eyei like a cocet, taken to 
mischievous ways in spite of their white beards a»& 
loyal anticedents; they have taken away such a 
ishahzada from the correct path and >:ade hiei hostile 
to such a eciperorj they have brought had reputa­
tion to the forraer and helplessness to the latter,*• 
<204a)
In due course Faail Lhan returned with Aurangseb's
(i;reply* iiadlq khan has given us the complete text.
1* Neither of the t m  authors hitherto available —  
lialeh Raiaboh and Aqil &han Rani —  were in the 
fort* iiadiq alone gives us the complete text of 
the letters of both parties; that is, perhaps, 
o m  reason why the last pages of his book disappoaredi
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Written in that florid pseudo-oystic language tue 
words of which meant nothing to that ag«t ^  
particular to Aurangzabi Stiah Jahan was reque»t«4 
to reconcile hiRiself to hi* fate and to obey the 
following polite order of hi« son* "If owing to 
your unliBfiited favours, the gates of the fort and 
all entrances and exits are placed in charge of the 
officers of this disciple» the suspicions in his 
aind will be reisovedi he will then try to stake 
a&eods for his shortcomings | cosse to pay his respects 
to your Kajesty» bow his head in obedience to your 
orders and turn away ianediately frcss acts that 
are vexatious and insulting to your Majesty.** It 
was a lying proodLse of the type Auraa^eb had already 
made to Kurad, though in this case« he did not 
resort to oaths on the Quran. Still Shah Jahan had 
no alternative but to obey.
"As it was ordained (by Divine destiny) that 
changing fortune would leave his august I^Jesty 
in spite of his good and merciful acts and put its 
reins into the hands of another« ai»i that he would 
he deprived of all the Joys of thij world and of the 
privilege of helping the people^ on the receipt of 
Aurangaeb*s arzdasht he handed over the whole fort 
to the servants of the young ihatusada. The officers 
of the ohah*a<la, having obtaii^ control of the 
exits and entrances of the lort, ordered the men 
of the emperor not to co»e in or go out* Four 
astronomical hours after the receipt of Aupang2eb*s 
aradasht (by Shah Jahan), Shahaada Mohacusad .Sultan
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unable to get drilling vater from the Jusnai but 
because he was oi^ered by Aurangzeb to do so« The 
Agra fort Is In the technical language ot' the aldile 
ages a koshak (royal residence) ajod not a qila (fort)| 
it was not desiipied for military purposes* ahah 
Jahan closed the gates for a day and a night| but 
this did not prevent hia officers from quiting the 
fort to show their lo^^lty to Aurang^ieb* cieeondly, 
the theory propounded by some historians that Shah 
Jahan passed his last years in religious devotiocis 
in some sort of o<Mfort must be given up as incited 
by the desire to flatter Aurangxeb* long as 
iihah Jahan was alive, there was an alternative to 
Aurangzeb as esipsror} so Aurangzeb kept him*a 
prisoner in custody* in the satoe way as Murad. He 
was surrounded by spies both in the harem and out­
side; he was denied writing ssiterial and r&ade to 
feel that he was under stem control. So warned 
by the fate of his three sons, i»hah Jahan refrained 
froa driving matters to a crisis. He hioself would 
not have hesitated in putting Jahangir to death, 
if by so doing he could have obtainml the throne; 
Aurangsseb was certainly not better than his father. 
And bath were quits capable of convincing theirs elves 
that they had done a great ser||;ice to God and to 
Islais by killing their fathers in the same way as 
they had killed their brothers and rephews. buch 
murders were aada inevitable by the type of monarchy 
the Bussalr^mns had developed.
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Mamuri tells us that Auzao.gzab, as was izMTitable, 
dlsatlssdd dadiq Khan froffi the past of Waoa-i I^ Ewia. 
(oevs-vrlter) of Akbarabad Ugra) and sumriOned hi» 
to th» court (100b), But we do not know what punlsh- 
Uient, if any, was laeted out to hira. He was certainly 
well-connected. Masarl tells us that Jafar Khan» 
the future of Aurangzeb, was his uncle (lOCb).
iiadiq Khan In the course of his work refers to three 
other \mcles • Mir Khan (17a), Haqiqat Khan <32a-b), 
and Baqi Khan (167a). It is possible to get confir» 
oatory evideiu:e about all of them. The Aaal-i-^leh 
(Vol. II, p. 290) confirms our author's statement 
that Mir Khan was Hir-i tuzak and was appointed 
host-officer to ladiar Beg, the aabassadar of Iran, 
haqiqat Khan is put by l*ahori (Vol. II, p. 727) in 
the grade of 2000/300. The Ai;al*i aaleh says that 
he was the diwan of Jahan Ara Begujc and retired ii 
the twenty-eighth regnal year (Vol. Ill, p. 111)$ 
he was the commadant of the Agra Fort fr(»i seventeenth 
to the twenty-fourth year, but not subedar of Agra 
as our author has stated. The influence of Jafar 
Khan may ha e sufficed to protect our author, for 
he certainly sunrived to write his book.
The last reference oi' Kasjuri to our author 
appertains to the year 1686 during the siege of 
Bijapur, Though the Prophet of Islaa has sternly 
prohibited the use of torture, Axirangzeb had no 
hesitation in using torture to extract the false 
eYidenje he wanted. So getting suspicious of his 
eldest surviving son, Kuaazam, he ordered an of,?icer 
of kuazzais, ohah, Quii ItiJ Khani; to be tortured.
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Unable to stand the pain to which h® was subjected, 
Irij gave the names of four feXlow-consplrators, 
one of vhcas (according to Kaisuri) was "MohaijarAd 
Sadiq, the author of Jbadsiriah Nai4.ah)»** It is diffjcult 
to see how Sadiq Kbant who had begin his service* 
career in 1614 oouid have been capable of doing 
any work seventy-ti«3 years afterwards* iiut Hamuri*:: 
slip of the pen is probably due to the fact ttiat 
Sadiq Khan iriad been in the sergice of Muazzaci so&e 
time.
l}ut \^ile refereiu2es to ^adiq Khan's uncles 
are easy to discovert no reference to iiadiq than 
himself is to be found in the official histories of 
;>hah Jahan » Qa2wini» I*ahori and Waris. He says 
he occupied certain posts <* e.g* that he was the 
atalia of uhuja. In the three official histories, 
a& they have survived to us. the name of the occupants 
of these posts are cniitted. Also the AiXial-i oaleh 
and Aqil Khan both refrain from sentioning him as 
one of the three persons sent by *»hah Jahan to 
Aurangzeb; they only refer to Fazil Khan and Khalil- 
ullah Khan. How Fazil Khan Cforraerly Abul Hulk Tuni) 
made his peace with Aurangzeb by handing over Dara's 
treasures to hi®, but iiadiq Khan never got into 
Aurangaseb's good books, fhey had vorked together 
for about six years* and had no illusions about each 
other. Jiince cJadiq Khan gives us the inl’ormation 
which only an officer occupying his posts could have 
given, it is ittpossible to dismiss his book as the 
fabrication of a later day nonentity. Ho unless a
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better «spIanatlon is forthcoming, v« have to assume 
that Sadiq £han'^ same vas remcnred from the official 
histories I leaving a visible gap» because Aiorangseb 
did not vish his name to be preserved. It has to 
be reimiBibared in this context that Fazil K.han had 
been used by 6hah Jahan as his censor for his 
official histories.
Taken all la all, Sadiq Wian’s Badshah Naaah
is the best - i.e. the most honest and accurate — *
history of iihah Jahan*s reign that has survived to
us. It is the work of an officer of the eapire
written not for the ©yes of the eaiperor but for
the eyes of posterity* It is difficult to say(1)when the book vrais written. Many passages of it 
must have been written contemporamiously vith the 
events they describes they could not have been so 
graphic had they been written years afterwards. 
Nevertheless apart from the copyist’s errors, the 
book was prepared for publication and the Persian 
text can be prepared for the press on ths basis of 
one manuscript only.
Unlike Badauni, Badiq Khan is not inspired by 
personal hostility to anybody. Nothing is said in 
praise of the ^hahsadas, 4urangzeb and .^uja but 
they are referred to with respect. On the other 
hand, though loyal to the esperor and the imperial 
system, dadiq Ehan seeEis to have had no desire to
1. British KuseuB OR 1671 is a aodern copy. A note 
at the ei«J says* »The writing of the book was 
finished in 23 dayi with the help of God in the 
city of Banaras in the 1234th year of the Prophet's 
iiijra (1809 A.D.)* The fact that the work should 
have survived at Banaras is significant.
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flattor anybody. Any one vho reads himy viU be 
convinced of the futility of the Balkh-Badakhshan 
campaign and of Aurangsteb's incapacity to provide 
for the food ajui nsinirauB coaforts of his soldiers - 
an incapacity which, according to all authorities 
was to cost IiKiia so dar during Aurangzeb’s 
Deccan caapaign. He has no hesitation in pointing 
out the absurdity) and the cost in meny moneyt ai^ 
cattle I of the three ^andhar campaigns. In brief 
but effective sentences he tells us of the wholesale 
destruction of the Deccatn peasantry at <dhah Jahan*s 
orders•
Only one example of our author's general view­
point can be given in the space at my disposal.
Thanks to our caate-systen and the large nuiaber of 
non«>caste groups, India 9 as c<» pared to the Hus list 
countries in its neighbourhood| tmd a higher standard 
of living for its upper governing-class groups 
(aiiiirs and seths) idiile the standard of living for 
its workears and peasants was very much lower. The 
official histotians of tJhah Jahan, faced with the 
complete failure of his policy in central Asia and 
Southern Afghanistan tried to console him and their 
readers by camparing the total or gross annual 
income of the three co\iatries - ^  crores of Iran 
as against 20 to 25 orores of India while the total 
revenue of Turan, we are told} was less than the 
incoise of soii^  of the highest sansabdars of India* 
This sort of reasoning is fallacioixs, for it only 
proves that India was a . ore populous country and
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that its population, specially its peas mtry, was 
more thoroughly exploitiid. In order to be fair, 
they should have coeipared per capita inc<»Be or 
per capita contribution to the revenues of the
state* It VO U14 have been then seen that the
peasant in Persia was very much better off them the
Indian peasants. The fact that a few mansabdars
had enormous iiKS(Mses (thou^ not comparable at 
all with the Incomes of the Indian Princes during 
the British period) could be no consolation to any 
sensible Indian.
It was Sadlq Khan*s duty, when he was a news- 
writer, to Inquire into the behaviour of govern- 
laent officers and his opinion on the matter is 
worth considering* It explodes the myth that the 
Kughal Empire attained to its highest prosperity in 
the reign of Shah Jahan. **The revenues of Iran 
are fixed, but in the extensive empire of Hindustan, 
owing to calamities fr«»n the sky, the trouble 
caused by the rebellious zamindars and the tyranny 
of cruel officers, the revenue falls from tacs 
to thousands and thousands to hundreds in a single 
year. Mulks (territories) yielding a karore have 
been totally desolated and removed from the revenue 
accounts. And every day this ruination and desola­
tion increaises and to make up Tor it they take 
bribes and rent (lAara) from the cultivators (raiwat) 
by whatever aeans - force or plunder they can find. 
Although in the reign of Shah Jahan the king 
hinself as veil as his wasirs • in particular Islam 
Khan, Asaf Khan and above all Sadullah Klian (oay
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his end be bl9ss«d) - iovestigated and iziq\ilr«d 
into all jaailpracticos and caiae to th« help of the 
cultivators) nevertheless, the country that was 
prosperous under Jahangir see s more desolate to 
the eyes." (Ua)
It m y be safoly assurr.ed that i>adiq Khan*s 
woltk vas planned as a corrective to the fattiirinf 
official histories of the period, though he never 
refers to the:^ . He starts with the staten»nt that 
he will record what he has seen. But inevitably he 
has had to broaden the scope of his vork. We find 
him referring soioetiiies to what the siace-bearers 
had said to the emperor in his presence} as the 
g a r o ^  of the GJiual.Khana a lot of official papers 
must have passed through his hands and he asust have 
learnt a good deal from hia fellow-officers about 
their administrative work and their campaigns. Also 
as Waoa«i Navis he must have discovered a good deal 
of the shady side of the official machine, which Imi 
irakes no attempt to hide. His official vork wust 
have taught hia to write Persian in a style that 
was both expressive and intelligible, and he 
adopted that style for his Bndghah Naamh. He makes 
no attempt to imitate Abul Fazl or anyone else.





(Himtftrv of Alamgir , «n iif
"Badshah Namah'*
Th« author giv«8 no naa« to his book} so w«
wiy call it Tarlkh>i Alaaglrl (History of Alanvgir)
for the sales of eoavsniencs and cataloguing. In(1)both ths copies within ay reach, the beginning 
of the book, if it was ever written, has been 
remored, and the work starts from a- out the commence­
ment of ohawwal, 1068 A.H. (July, 1658 A*i)*} when 
Aurangzeb began to prepare for his aairch to northern 
India against his father and elder brother. Not 
only the cataloguers of the great lib:^ries but 
even the katibs (copyists) of the book seeised to 
have thought that they were only concerned with the 
work of Sadiq Ktuin. Thus, the British Huseus) 
manuscript (OH 1671) ends with the following curious 
note* **This History of the eapsrors Shah Jahan axid
1. The copies within my reach are a transcript of 
the Raapur isanuscript; which was examined by 
Professor Sri Ram tJharma (Principal, Sholapur 
College), whose opinions are ^iven at length 
in Chapter VXIX and a rotograph of the British 
Museiufi MS OR 1671. The copyist of tiui Aligarh 
transcript did not take the trouble of comparing 
it with the original, but I have referred to it 
occasionally as the British Kuseum written/ 
in a fine (though legible) handwriting, is a 
torture for the eyes*
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Aurangzeb from aaioiig th« works of '^ohal)B»ad Sadiq, 
entitled Sadiq Khan} vho held the mansab of six 
thousand, was fiaished on the 24th Raiaaaan, 1244 A.H. 
(April 9, 1829) in the haiwiwriting of Dayal Singh, 
Qanga Praaad, ChandaJ Bai, ^ukh Ram Singh, and 
Gtobind Narain of the coiaaunity of Braha»ns.(200a)
Now aadiq Khan, as ve have seen had brought 
his work to an end with the Imprisonment of Shah 
Jalian on the ground iihat proceeding with It further 
would be 'insalent and treason to his salt* '
Abul Fazl Mamuri gives his name only once in 
the course of his work but he refers to hisaself 
repeatedly and also refers to the Badshah HatAh of 
Sadiq Khan and to c>adiq Khan himself. Our author 
seenis to have started his career as a ;}unior 
mansabdar but ultismtely rose to be the admiral 
(a&lrul I3ahr) of the empire. His work brought hia 
into close contact with Aurangzebj he refers to the 
emperor with respect but he has no hesitation in 
deploring the policy of the iimperor, which ruined 
both the empire and its mansabdars•
It is not difficult to collect together ^^t 
the author has said about hioself • Vdhen describlAg 
the burial of sausic, the whole of which has been 
copied word by word by Khafi Khan, our author says, 
"One day the author had gone to A;ninuddoulah, the 
Kiistaufi, in order to get his signatures; I started 
for honje and saw that there was a crowd of people 
in the lanes and k  the streets and a great tusult
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had arisen,• This was in th« eleventh year of 
the reign (Feb. 14| 1668-63). When Aurangzeb 
started frosa Burhanpur for Daulatabady our author 
wrote, "The author was appointed WaQairmvis Inews 
writer) of Surhanpur in addition to his work as 
*Kir-i aaman« "(j^ ept. 14, 1681-2). He was apparently 
the MlrJL Saisan of Burhanpur and not of the whole 
empire. Our author went to the camp of Shahaada 
Azam when he was besieging Bijapur and (1683-34) 
and observed its desperate conditiont "The authcxr 
went to the casip of Sliahsada Azaas in order to convey 
some necessary messages. One day X was invited to 
the tent of Bahraisand Kton, the Bakhshi of ShahMda 
Azaffi*s arsy. It appeared frc»D the reports that 
three tl:ousand men and woisen had died fron the 
plague in addition to those who had perished f d  
froffi starvation and whose relatives were grateful 
for the fact that they would not suffer from the 
pangs of hunger any more. The people suffered fro» 
hunger for three months during which an asar <s«er) 
of flour CO Mid with difficulty be found for seveaa- 
teen rupees," (i64a) In the twenty-seventh year 
of the reign (1683-4) our author remarks, ”Tha 
author was transferred from the Departaent of the 
Darogfaa-i Buvutat, which he had served for thirty
(1)
1. Khafi Khan while copying the rest of ^^ asQ^ l's
account of the burial of music, omits these words. 
It was ftis policy when copying oadiq Khan and 
Kawiri, even word by word, to Oiait all references 
of these authors to themselves, so that ha i» y  
be able to appropriate their works. The matter 
has been discussed in Chapter VIII,
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y«ars and hoaoured with appolntoient as Admiral 
CMlr«i Bahr)*" If this stateiaent is correct and it 
seems to be, our author must have beea in service 
of the Department of the Darogha^i Buyutat fro® the 
reign of 3hah Jahan.
Mamuri's work hereafter shows a technical 
knowledge of naval affairs, but his duty apparently 
was to get the emperor's orders on papers apper­
taining to boats, ships and the european settlers 
and their misdeeds. His reisark on Aurangseb's 
order with reference to Saidi Yaqut*s attack on 
Bombay shows that he did not always see eye to eye 
with the experor. )d9 find him in the court with 
access to Aurangjseb during '*the years of the sieges 
(1639-1706)" He says that he had gone to the 
emperor to get his signatures on the pay-orders 
(afrad) appertaining to the buvutat and his daily 
account book (ruz-naiaa)** When Hc^iomad Kurad cap­
tured a hillock during the siege of Panhala in 
1701, but was not supported by the imperial 
officers, i/ater on when Paras Bam (or Parushuram), 
the Qiladar of Eewnl (Khelna) wanted a price for 
his fort \rtiich Aurangzeb was unwilling to pay. 
«Ruhullah Khan, Fassl All Khan, the 
and the author were repeatedly sent into the fort 
as lnteri£iediaries to settle the demand, but it vas 
of no use.” (202-a,b) i^ras Bam would not relax 
his derjands and ^hahsada Bidar Bakht and the aoirs 
had to pay hia secretly what he wanted over and 
above what the emperor had sanctioned.
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We have now to examioe the character of M«unuri*s 
work, ills description of the War of 3uocesslon Is 
brief, but after referring to the Alamglr Hamah 
and the i*or details, he gives wh&t
he haa heard about the Assam campaign of Hlr Jimla 
from three of hi# highest officers - Dilir Khan,
4ghar Khan, azid Yusuf Khan* He has recorded their 
observations on Assamese life, religion, burial 
of the dead etc* (134a) These observations have 
been copied literally by Khafi Khan; but i>ir Jadunath 
and others have paid no attention to them becai:j8e 
they did not trust Khafi Khan* ^till Assamese 
society as painted by M&E:iuri was a casteless 
society, imich believed in one supreme God, Narayan 
equivalent to the Kusliia Allah, but being of 
Mongolian origin, they still preserved the methods 
of burying their dead chiefs underground chambers 
like the changesi Mongols and even the Huns of 
Attila* Both tiir Jadunath and Dr. J.N.iiarkar 
praise Hir Jumla for his attempt to secure justice 
and peace for the conquered people while he insisted 
on destroying their places of worship* But Haouri 
leaves us in no doubt that the Hughal officers w«re 
driven away, first out of Kuch Bihar and later cut 
of Assam, owing to a popular movement which had been 
called into existence by their corruption and 
oppression. Masuri’s account of the Assais cajBpgain 
is weak in geography, but it gives us the ’atmosphere* 
and the huiian elec»nt with reference to both sides *- 
It has to be added that >ftisurl*8 account of the
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struggle between F^ lr JunXa and though
suffering from sore geographical oaafusioni has the 
sa;;.e merit and denierits as his account of the Assaa 
cammii^, the officer's f r m  whosi Mamurl drwm his 
information must have talked to hlsi about their past 
experiences when dining together or riding out on 
their campaigns. Maisurl would remember the broad 
facts I perhaps he heard the sa®e story from the same 
officer loany tlnies over, but having taken no n0tes 
he wo\ild forget the geographical refereiwses*
ulke Bost historians of the Mughal period,
Kamurl divides his book according to regnal years# 
After his reference to Aurangzeb's second coronation 
we come across the following confused but significant 
renarkt "Let It be no secret that accounts have 
been written by this sinful servant, Abul Faal Mamurl 
Mohammad Amin i»lstanl, Zalnul Abidin Khwafif Hohammad 
Jafar Munshl of the Daftar Khana of the empB ror 
from the tlse when Auran^eb was a .ihahsada till the 
twenty third year of the reign. Zainul Abidin 
(has written) from the beginning of Aurangxeb's 
march from Bljapur during the tv^ult and disorder 
of the rulers of the provinces till the tenth year
fli ..ggyia
of the eiSPire was prohibited, a^ohasisad Aaln Khan 
and Moharasaad iiaql ^.hush»Hawls (calllgraphlst) have 
written from the beginning of Aurangzeb's reign 
till the end of Dara and Fohamnaad Shu^a and the 
death of Shah Jahan, If I begin by narrating the 
virtues of the emperor from the very beginning, it
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will be laposslble for se to be brief* Any one 
wants to 3mow sore details will find th«ia In the 
histories of Zainul Abidin, Mohasmd Jafar and 
Hunshi Kaziffi.** (I09a)
iie know nothing of the work of Hoharrisad Jafmr,
but in spite of the curious structure of the first
sentence, Mjunuri leaves us in no doubt that the 
works of all otl^ ier writer s had co&ie to an end
by the tenth year of the reign, \rtiile he had continued
his work till the tw@nty*third regnal year. It is 
obvious Also that this paragraph was penned in 
the twenty-third regnal year, though his long life 
permitted hiis to bring his work to the death of 
Auran^eb. Kamuri must have enjoyed a long working 
life of more than forty-five years.
As I have tried to explain elsewhere, Khafi 
Khan must have been very young when Aurangzeb issued 
his order prohibiting the writing of history* The 
text of his firsian - if there ever was a firman 
about the isatter - has not survived; so we can anly 
try to guess Aurangzeb*s intentions* He certainly 
brought the regime of official histories, each for 
01^  decade, which dhah Jahan had started to a close.
It Eay also be assumed that he disapproved the wri* 
ting of the history of his reign by his mansabdars 
from their own points of view, when the e;;.peror*s 
view-point had ceased to be officially published, 
idtlll Aurangzeb could not have been such a fool as 
to iioagine that he could make his reign a c<»aplete 
blank in the history of India. His orders - like
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th« Jazia Ordinance - had to b« published in cxrder 
to b« obeyed. Ihe proceedings of his purbar-i Urn 
were public and clerks in charge conveyed his 
decisions to the provincial archives and the capi­
tals of the great rajas. From the surviving 
Akhbarat and other material| the late Sir Jadunath 
iiarkar has given us a more detailed account of the 
reign of Aurangzeb than ve possess for any other 
Indian king, otill it can not be denied that 
Aurangzeb's officers were afraid of writing about 
the history of his reign. Aqil Khan Hazi and 
Hiasat i^ han-i Ali have not put their names to the 
works attributed to them. Karauri, the greatest 
sinner in this respect) has put his na^ e^ in his 
book only once.
But there s e e m  to have been no lack of boodcs 
for the first ten years of the reign. In another 
passage} describing Shaista K.han*s narch against 
ShivaJi and the Haratha attack on Shaista iUian at 
Poona9 our author begins with the remarkt " ;5ince 
Fiirza Saqi has described the first ten years of the 
reigning king in detail, this servant of necessity 
has not described certain events in detail and oas 
aspired to be brief. Whoever wants detailed informa* 
tioa about these ten years should study the LataIful
<0ood events during the 
Reign of Alatngir) and the wasus (stories, evtnts of 
Mirza Saqi. I am only penning what I have heard 
from my father, who was with Amirul 0nara i^ h&ista 
Khan in this campagia.'* (130b) This passage 
literally copied by Khafi Khan (even to the extent
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of claiming Kauairi’s father for himself) hat beooM 
an integral part of ln<3i^ n history. It has to b« 
addad that Kaimiri*s father, and presuToably the 
Mughal governn.enty never suspected that ShivaJi 
himself led tlie attack on iihaista Khan. But this 
claim is isade by Sir Jadunath and £>ardesai on the 
basis of Haratir^  records and is presuniably correct.
i»ir Jadunath on the basis of the Jaipur 
Akhbarat has succeeded in reconstructing the vhole 
history of Aursingzeb. But Auxangzeb's prohibition 
of history created a great difficulty for his 
officers, who wished to leave a written record of 
his reign. They could base their accounts on vhat 
they saw and on what they heard from their fellow* 
officers; they oould also use the official papers 
that normally i«3sed through their hands, and 
Mamuri sometiiries did so. But they could not go 'to 
the officers %no %rere in charge of iitate-papers 
either at the centre or the provincial capitals 
and ask for tha privileges given in our archives 
to bona fide students of history. The greatest 
difficulty was about the second decade of the reign. 
If, as 1 havB assumed, Mansuri began writing his 
book in the twenty-third year of the areign, he 
had to depend entirely on his memory. This he 
frankly confesses. ^Although after the passage 
of the first decade of the reign of the Eaiperocr 
Alamgir, I have not been able to find the events 
of his reign, with reference to months and dates, 
as is necessary, still I will record some events 
of the court, which I have seen personally and of
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the provlacQSy which I ha^e h«ard ftom  reliable 
vitndises, briefly and without reference to years —  
and also only a fraction of the total —  till the 
nineteenth resnal year. After the nineteenth 
regnal year all events will be related year by 
year.” (140a)
It is inevitable that our author reconstruct­
ing facts frora oeoory should mke errors. I^ amuri's 
greatest error is that he takes ShivaJi from Agra 
to Abdullah Qutb iihah and makes hi® reconquer the 
forts he had handed over to Aurangseb with t^ utb 
i>hah's help. As a matter of fact Shivaji did not 
cc»se to Golkcnda till the reign of Abul Hasan, whtMn 
our author calls by his well-known designation of 
*Tana-ohah,* and be took Abul Hasan’s help for the 
conquest of Bijapuri camatic. The facts are two 
well known to require a detailed discussion.
Mamuri swallowed the story of a aurat vald that 
iihivaji had given him a handful of costly jewels 
at Banaras and this story is repeated by Kliafi Khan 
who also sseis to have seen the vald personally. 
Kajnuri's greatest oniission during this jeriod in his 
failure to record Dilir Khan’s murderous career in 
the Deccan. Both Mamuri and Khafi Khan gives a wrong 
data to the Satnami revolt. lastly, owing to our 
author’s admiration for his friend, A^har Khan, 
and the false guidance given to him by the a ?h&r Maaa^ h 
sa the whole Frontier Problem is put in a false pers­
pective.
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In the course of his work Haiaurl refers to 
sany maosabdars vhois he kaev personaXXy* He vas 
probably on Intiisate terrcs with Ab4ur Raszaq Lari 
alias Hustafa Khan» the hero of Qolkonda* He was 
also on frieruily terE;s with Klrasa Fohamsnad Kurad 
Sa*adat Khan, son of l^ arshid Qiill Khan, who had been 
4urangzsb*8 ambassador at Golkonda* **£>lnce the 
author of these pages had worked as news-wrlter 
with KohaEimad Murad for a long time* I %ms Inti- 
mtely acquainted with his character and ways." 
(170a) Sow Kurad fell into the bad books of 
Aurang2eb because ho had not infonued the emperor 
of the money sent by Abul Hasan to iiaBibhaji to 
prevent the worsening of Aurangzeb’s relations 
with Abul iiasan and some other inatters* On the 
other hand, Mohansaad Murad had trays of jewels, 
estiinated at 50 lacs, y h io h Abul Hasan had deposited 
with hi!T. and which under the false pretext that 
he had sent them to the enperor, he had refused to 
return. Murad wanted to deposit these trays in 
the Jewel Treasury, but the officers-in-Charge 
refused to accept them without an order to do so* 
Murad's clever friends advised him to substitute 
cheap jewels for costly jewels, but he said he was 
determined to be honest and succeeded both in 
getting the jewel trays accepted by the Trei^sury 
and in winning the goodwill of Aurangseb again.
This fact provoked our author to two reflections.
"Although fsost accountants of this time and 
persons with frustrated ambitions —  and truth is 
on their side —  do not consider any one to be
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honosty and oonsldar fair dealing and th« safe­
keeping (of property) entrusted to one to be a 
nons-3nsical aet» nevertheless, it is visible and 
clear to wise and well-guided men that honesty 
(aicanat) is the asost coKinendable virtue for them 
under the sun. The blessings of honour, dignity, 
good reputation, promotion, permnence of wealth, 
and high status, a happy ond to ones life and 
the welfare of one’s descendants and salvation 
in both the worlds are dependent upon honesty 
and refraining frosa injuring people, which are 
instructions from Sod Alzsighty. Bjiv the object 
of tills honesty should be merely to please God 
and to refraift fro© injuring mankind. But (in 
practice) to secure their own welfare and promo­
tion^ they (Governifsent officers) put people 
unhesitatingly to the sword and are not afraid of 
the questions (they will be asked) on the Day of 
Judgnient." (179a-b)
But are all goverajaont officers dishonest? 
Kamuri says he can not give a complete list of 
honest officers, but proceeds to give the list of 
soTie distinguished officers about ’’whose condition 
the author of these pages knows personally - Aqil 
Khan Khwafi Amanat Khan, Mirza Yar All, <.|a2i Shaikhul 
Islaa son of Qaai AMul Wahhab, Mohasaaad tar Khan 
Grandson of Asaf Khan, etc.** A list of seventeen 
narces is followed by the remark, "There are plenty 
of other honest officers." (179-180) But the 
h i ^ s t  officers of the governnsent are not include* 
in the list.
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all passages of Khafi K.han have been 
compared with the corresponding passages of MaiDuri 
(where possible) upto the conquest of Golkonda« it 
is only necessary to note what he tells us about 
the most important problerns of the reaiaining years 
of the reign* Apart from the ruthless plunder of 
the innocent peasantry| which the Mughals had 
started fro® the aenign reign of iShah Jahan and 
which grew worse under the Harathas, the chief 
features of the period, 1688-1707 were - (a) the 
collapse of the Mansabdari system; (b) Aurangzeb's 
incoaptence as a strategist and his failure to 
provide for the ninisusi needs of his men during 
his campaigns; (c) the growth of the Karatha power.
Mamuri was layal to the eicperor and the empire, 
but he was equally loyal to truth and Justice.
His opinions on all the three questions are worth 
considering.
(a) Under the twenty-seventh regnal year our author 
writes:
** Let it be known to wise and intelligent 
persons that fron tlie beginning of the bandobast 
(organisation) the essperor gave hereditary 
and new entrants a grade or increase of grade 
according to thalr deserts. The honour and mansab 
of the impsrial ssrvants was stable till the year 
of Aurangaeb's com ing to Ainnadnagar, and they lived 
happily on their provincial jagirs or cash salaries. 
Every care was tacen in recruiting Hajputs and 
Afghans} tha lUihsiins, and in particular, the
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ChakSf v«r« 99ldom given a njansab***
“But afterwards, in order to win over the
Deccanies, every^  person from among the groups in
the service of Saisbha, Bijapur, and Haiderabad,
who aame to the isi;perlal side and was presented to
the emperor by o:te of the high officers of the
court» was I owing to the requir0:.«nts of the time,
given a higher ii>ansab than he had expected along
with elephants, horses, a khilat and a title.
Although in order to please them, high mansabs
were given to them and their salaries were decided
in three or four months, still they were given
salaries from the revenues of the Deccan and the
emperor avoided giving them Jagirs. But ultimately
with the passage of time matters came to such a
pass that the whole country went in salaries to the
newly recruited officers of the Deocan* The vakils
(agents) of the Deccani officers by resorting to
bribes seized the most productive mahals for
themselves. Visibly the high grades and number of
new mansabdars without name or status kept on
increasing v^ile day by day the dignity of the old
mansabdars decreased*(1)
"Khuld )4akani (Aurangzeb), owing to his
appreciation of the , inquired about the circur^tances
and income of all Khanazad officers , who were
personally known to him and belonged to reliable
families} nevertheless owing to the large number
I* The use of this title for Aurangiseb indicates 
that the emperor was dead when this passage 
was written. Coispare Khafi Khan, Vol. II, pp. 
3^8-7.
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of sansaMan without reputation or status» who had 
naithar a patron nor tha naans of equipping tbam- 
talvaS) the area of (available) jagirs was so 
greatly reduced that the (mansabdari) voBld was 
left without Jagira, and unassigned jagira totally 
disappeared. Thus the emperor himselfy whens 
signing the register of applicants for salaries, 
(aften) reisarked, 'There is one pomegranate and a 
hundered patients (in need of it)*' Finallyi 
Keans had to be provided for (equipping) ancies 
and for officers appointed to responsible duties, 
while the aeco\mt books showed that no assignable 
jagirs were left$ so it became necessary to trans­
fer jagirs in payiaent of salaries to others. His 
Majesty called for the account books of the parganas 
and cancelled a large nu»*.ber of jagirs with his 
own pen. Owing to this the wailings of helpless 
mansabdars without any means m s  added to other 
miseries."
Under the thirty-fifth regnal year Kauiuri 
adds: "The emperor gave another order to this 
effect. After the jadHlashts (appointi lent-orders) 
of the ffiansabs of the emperor's servants have betn 
prepared, they used to remain with the raansabdars 
and (a copy) with the Bakhshis. Now the office of 
Chehra. which was a separate institution, was to 
make a note on these yad-dashts>
”In the past after the examination of the 
accounts of the jagirs, goremment aoney was often 
found due from the jtgirdars. 3 o collectors were
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appointed to deinand th« money due» and the aansab- 
dars after spending a lot of money s»naged to get 
their accounts settled* Later on| ovlng to the 
appoint:^ent of innimberable Deccaols and Marathas 
to the highest officers, the Khanzad officers of the 
court (were unable to get any jagirs owing to scarcity 
of unassigned lanis. After Husawl Khan had been 
appointed giwan«»i Tan (officer for salaries), they 
took a cughaleka (agreement) that the salary due to 
them for the time between the preparation of their 
yad-dasht and the assignesent of their jagirs would 
be taken in settle ent of accounts. As an alter-
•
native to this novelty (bidat) of Kusawi Khan, 
which ^ t  him a bad reputation in all conversations, 
the emperor settled tlut, in opposition to past 
procedure which ^ve an officer comciand of troops 
as soon as he got his appoint ent-order, in future 
no newly appointed officer would be assigned to any 
duty till he had been cjiven his Jagir, but he could 
take up a duty on his own initiative.
"In spite of the precise not to demand any 
salary at the beginning of his service, a large 
suffi was (now) found due to the irjinsabdars from the 
government at the settles.ent of accounts. Conse­
quently, however, ciuch the mansabdars laay desire 
their accounts to be settled, the rnustanfis (accounts 
officers) would avoid hearing their requests and 
would not condescend to examine their accounts*
"In case a mansabdar by his personal efforts, 
the influence of his patron and the assistance of
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& devoted and able agent (vakil) reccoeded in proving 
th© asount of salary which vas due to him after 
rimning about for seven or ei^t months and spending 
an enormous a:.o\int of money, he would be able to 
get a fourth part of his salary after a persistent 
deoaand froia the governwent*"
"Ultiiaately all rules gradually disappeared,"
(b) Aurangzeb*s complete lack of the qualities 
needed by a great general will be discussed later*
But one basic question has to be asked about every 
military comisander - Did he arrange to provide his 
soldiers with the miniffiuiri needs of life$ or did 
he allow them to perish without being able to do 
any thing about the mtter? The following passage 
froBi Hamuri is significant and mny similar passages 
will be found in Khafi Khan,
"To be short, on the 10th Zil Hijjah, the world 
was straitend for the garrison (of Parli) owing 
to the attacla of the besiegers. But life was 
also straitened for the imperial army owing to the 
continuous fall of rain diiring the days and nights, 
for in that region rainfall does not cease for a * 
single hour for six ajonths, and because no grain or 
fodder could reach thea owing to the flooded streams 
ar^ the attacks of the Marathas idio had spread 
round the army like ants azid locusts* Grain and 
gross had beccsse so scarce that no living creature 
had the power to move# (However the garrison of Parli 
surrendered on conditions and the i/nperial a my had 
to Kiarch back)* There were absolutely no beasts
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Of burden left either for the iasperlal Karkhanas 
or for the rich or the poor. No camel had survived» 
for the continuous rain of the territory and its 
cliraato does not suit camels* Bullocksy caiselSi 
donkeys and other beasts of burden had died citfln$ 
to the colitlnuous rain of three months, and those 
who had survived had nothing left x except their skins 
and b<mes. The sanse calarelty had overtaken the 
elephants also. They put as much of the basgage 
of the is^ perial goveran^nt and of the amirs as 
they could on the weak elephants| half'rdead bullocks, 
and labourers and beg^rs frc»& the poor houses; the 
rest was assigned to the qiladar (of Farlii and 
part was burnt. Thus their burden was rade light.
The distressed soldiers without any means nov 
started as nomads with the earth for the floor oC 
their houses. Nevertheless isany elephants and 
bullocks, whose life was a buz^en to ther, fell 
down on the passes on account of the burden on 
their backs and gave up their dear lives. With 
great difficulty they reached the banks of the 
river K:rtshna, which was at a distance of five 
karohs at the end of the third day*s laarch.
’♦There was no aeans of crossing the river 
except seven broken boats, wlriich had been repaired.
So the army was directed to stop. When the crossing 
of the river began, (mce-bearers were appointed so 
that tl^ strong m&y not tyrannise over the weak 
and one Shahsada with the amirs may cross every day. 
Nevertheless there was so much tumult and resort
*2
to the use of the sword on the river-bank that not 
a day passed on which two or three persons were 
not woundedI killed or drowned. The furks and 
other Hughals as veil as the Deccanls captured the 
boats without pannissioa with the blows of their 
sword, and after crossing the river they used the 
boats as their bagger's bowls or cups for obtaining 
an honest livelihood by charging, in cooperation 
with the boatmen, one ashrafi* instead of one 
rupees (asfare); thus they earned a lot of money 
while r^ any persons were unable to cross the river 
Poor people, who had neither raoney nor force at 
their disposal were droviied in the sea of thought 
and remained by the river-bank. (verses), Kany 
persons, who were sick of their existence, gave 
up all thoughts of their lives and their properties, 
and Jumped into the river in the hope of swiisisiing 
to the other side with the strength of their ar^s. 
But hardly one out of ten succeeded in reaching the 
other bank in safety while the rest were drowned.
By the laiddle of Safar of the same year they reached 
a fort where it was possible to encamp tor a few 
days and the a m y  was ordered to stay there for 
a month. And rainfall, which had pursued them till 
now, also departed." (197a)
(c) What could soldiers having to fight under auch 
terrible conditions achieve? Aurangzeb was in­
capable of these rapid smrches, which had embled 
Malik Kafur to plunder the Deccan and southern 
India, nor oould he provide horses, fodder, grain 
etc. ror his soldiers as Alauddin KhiIJi*s minister 
of war, Khwaja Haji, had done. The failure of his 
Deccan campaigns brou^t the Marathas to the north. 
The result is briefly suiuried up by Mamuri. "Although
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the eiaperoi* caise to th© D9ccan» strove to suppress 
(Marathas) rebels of the region, and after the 
expenditure of several karores of rupees as well as 
great efforts and endeavours brought all the forts 
of the enemy into his hands, yet owing to the 
treason Cnifaa) of the aairs and the cireumftances 
of the time, the innolenee of these wretches and 
their incursions into the territories of the old 
empire increased, araS several defeats were inflicted 
on the amirs with the royal stirrups and in the 
provinces which are impossible to describe," (155a)
It was fortunate for Aurangzeb that Shivaji 
left no able successors* Sanibhaji was always faced 
with conspiracies and lost the goodwill of the 
Marathas owing to the several punishments he inflicted. 
Ramraja had neither initiative nor energy. But a 
new art of war, called the robber's v&r (Jung-i, 
aazzitai) by the Persian historians had been develop­
ing in the Deccan, and it ccanpletely paralysed 
Aurangzeb and his slow moving armies* After some 
eisht years of futile rarches, he fixed his head­
quarters for four years at Islaipuri (1696-99), while 
the country around was plundered by leaders of Harathas 
bands, who got their appointments from Raruraja#
"After the capture and execution of Sambha, many 
Karatha generals of reputation spread out on behalf 
of Rarcraia to pillage and plunder the old and new 
provinces of the empire* They publicly raised their 
banners all round the imperial camp, began to 
show remarkable insoleiuse, and with pluMer as 
their object, undertook rapacious enterprises %riaich
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X will not describe In detail* But briefly I will 
adiULt that a great disaster overtook the imperial 
ofxicers oving to isanta uhorepare Bhosla and 
Dhana wadhav» vho were the famous officers of 
Kai/oraja and were in actual coffinand of fifteen 
thousand horsemen and forty thousand footnen, while 
other flaratha leaders with their armies cooperated 
with the ai:kd obeyed them.
“In particular, banta showed a capacity for 
pluiidering and desolating famous cities and fight­
ing k the highest imperial officers, which it is 
ijBpossible to describe. It was reputed that any 
one who appt^ed him would either be killed or 
wounded and captured or, after suffering a defeat 
he would nave no alternative but to save his own 
lile (by running away and) leaving his soldiers 
and baggage to be plundered by the enesiy* When­
ever isante marched in any direction, none of the 
great imperial officer would gird up their loins 
to oppose him* tioaQ hundered thousand horsenen 
and fifty thousaiKi footmen had collected round 
hiBt and the earth shook whenever he turned in any 
direction with this world-desolating army. Thus 
he drove back Ismail Khan, who was supposed to be 
one of the valient smn of the Deccan, in the first 
attack and plundered his whole army; Isnail Khan 
was wounded and captured, and oanta kept him for 
soiue months and then set his free after receiving 
a ransom of two lacs. Similarly Eustam Khan 
Dakhini AiiiS. ^ ^rza Khan, who considered hictself
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thd Htiatas of the age, faced 3anta in the carnatic; 
after losing everything he had, he fell into Jianta** 
hands and only regained hie freedom by paying in 
raosoK all that he possessed. In the same vay Ali 
Hui'dan Khan alias Hasan h ag Haiderabadi (and his 
oflicers) offered battle to Santa? after the great 
efforts raade by the®, the soldiers and the baggage 
were plundered, while Ali Hurdan K.Mn, ITusuf Beg, 
Rain KJhan, Rustuis Beg, Bu Turab Khan son of Allah 
Vanii Khan, Huruddin Khan son of £>aiyyid Alam 
Barjth, his brother Hajmuddin Khan, Ai^ ha Beg and 
others - nineteen raansabdars in all - were wounded 
and captured. 6>anta kept them as prisoners for 
some days and then set thes free after realising a
ransom of two lacs frosi Ali !4ardan Khan and thirty
t
thousand each from the others. The emperor was 
distressed by this news.” (187a)
'’About the sai^ « tise it was reported to the 
emperor that a battle had taken place between 
Santa and Tahawwar Khan and Jan Hisar K^ ian. Jan 
Nisar Khan after being wounded, considered it a 
^Lessing to be carried out of the battle-field by 
his scouts. Tahawwar Khan on being wounded threw 
himself among the corpees that were lying in mud 
and water and thvts saved his life. Siieilarly many 
offic-ars known to Aurangzeb lost their reputation, 
property and honour in this battle. Though the 
sadness in the eaiperor’s mind increased, he only 
said, ‘Bectsion is in the haais of God."* (187b) 
Santa's greatest achievement, his victory over 
Qasis Khan and Khanasad Khan (Ruhullah Khan), was
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recorded in the first instance by Mamuri (188-189) 
and has been » retold by Khafi Khan in Persian 
(Vol. III 428-433) and by i»ir Jadunath in his 
Auraag*eb (Vol. V, 112-119),
If there is a Divine power that guides the 
course of our universe, it is perhaps not without 
a sense of huicour. It was ordained that the old 
and incurable fanatic with his jaaia-theory woulU be 
defeated towards the end of his life by a Maratha 
woman, who would extract from his officers a fourth 
Cslasadib) a tenth (Sax^a§iMS^)of the iffiperial 
revenue» and Mughal officers who refused to pay the 
Maratha der;ands would be captured and c<xnpZelled to 
pay a ransoia in addition. What really happened is 
best told by Mamuri, before whose eyes the tragic draEia 
unl'olded itself.
Aur:ing2eb started from Islampuri in 16^9 to 
capture the Maratha forts. But only one of them —  
Torna —  could be seized by ^^ ughal military might.
The rest, after unsuccessful efforts, were purchased 
by Aur?ji»g2eb*3 officers to save the failing military 
credit of the e*speror. The whole process is revealed 
by Kaiuuri, **aet it be known to the wise that the 
iriildness, patience, and inAormation of the emperor 
was such that when his amirs captured a distant fort 
without going there, or the high officers of his 
court reduced a fort after the siege «f a few months 
by paying a sum of money to the (l^ aratha qiladar) so 
that they obtained the key of the fort and sent it to 
him, the ae«s of it would also come to him throu^ 
the verbal representation of the harkaras and he
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would give the sa:^ amoimty without Increase or decrease 
as in*am to the officer through whose efforts the 
capture of the fort had been arranjjed." <302b)
HeajEwhlle the Harathas produced a genius who 
succeeded in making the empire of Aurangzeb and his 
successors ridiculous, "Ramraja on his death,**
Haeuri writes, **left two wives and two young sons.
People could not have imagined that a widow with a 
baby to murse would be able to raise a tuiault, or 
that if she did so» it would be difficult to suppress 
it,
”In short Ta^i Bai, the elder widow of Ramra^a 
put her three year old son in the place of his father 
and took all power in her own hands - the change and 
transfer of her officers, (increasing) the prosperity 
of her own people and the destruc/tion and desolation 
of the imperial territory, iihe so effectively organi­
sed and prepared her troops for ravaging and plunder­
ing the six subas of the Deccan till the frontiers 
of Kalwa and Burhanpur, and thus winning the heart 
of her own officers, that in opposition to it ail 
efforts, casBpalgns, and sieges of the etaperor till 
the end of his reign (proved useless) and the power 
of the rebels increased day by day***
"Although the emperor by the blows of his vword, 
the expenditure of the treasures accumulated by iihah 
Jahan and the martyrdom of mny  thousand men (adasi) 
brought (l^ aratha) forts within his power, the Marathas 
becaiTie insolent a M  entering the territories of the 
old empireI took to ravaging a M  plundering. When 
they reached a place, they settled down with their
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wives and children and lived with peace of mind for 
months and years, they were insolent beyond limitst 
but owing to the great distance they could not be 
punished in the way they deserved, for the emperor with 
all his army was in a far off hill-tract*"
"ciayadat Khan son of jia’adat Khan, the ^adrua 
suffered a severe defeat and lost the sight 
of both his eyes owing to builet-shots• They took 
him away as a captive but he obtained his freedos^  
by paying a large ransom and casse to the court
**kt this time, having distributed all the parganas 
between themselves, they appointed subedar, Kamavashdars 
(adninistrative officers) and rahdars with troops at 
various places in the same way as iiaperial officers. 
Whenever they heard of a hecvily laden caravan, the 
rahdars were to pluruSer it. Wherever Kamayashdars 
were appointed, they were to help the subedars in 
realising chauth-money fross the (Mughal) faujdars{
(in case of refusal) they were to lay siege and 
desolate inliabited places. On every route they built 
a garhi (fortress) as their place of security from 
which they plundered the surrounding country. Further 
village-heada^e.i iciiaaddaias) of sose standing in raral 
areas also constructed garhis according to the need of 
the times and in agreement with the KarathaS| with 
the support of the Marathas, they refused to pay 
taxes to the imperial officers. In this way they 
saved themselves from the Marathas and also ^ve 
protection in their fortresses to the women and 
children of the Marathas at the time of battle.
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Matters came to this pass that oving to the pre- 
dominence of the Marathas the land up to the frontiers 
of Ahaadabad and the parganas of Kalwa was pluiaiered 
and reduced to dust. The Karathas ravaged the subas 
of the Deccan and Ahmdabad and the precincts of 
Ujjaia. The/ attacked by caravans vithln ten or 
twelve karohs of the iaperial arajy, and» in fact* up 
to the 1- perial camp itself* To give a complete 
accounrt of this distressing situation will be needlessly 
painfuly but I will give an account of their insolence 
during the perial of the sieges, which proved quite 
useless for suppressing the Maratha trouble.”(204-a-b) 
Mmmuri brought his history up to Aurangzeb's 
death. He had put some parts of his book in a final 
font, other parts he might have wished to revise* 
Probably he never got the opportunity of revising 
and publishing his work. Also unfortunately for 
our author, a manuscript of his work fell into the 
hands cf Khafi Khan, who absorbed the whole of it 
in his Huntukhabul I«ubat. The credit of discovering 
Kamuri*s work goes to Professor Sri Ra® Shama, who 
first discovered it in the Rasipur .State Library arjd 
drew attention to it in his Bibliography of the M u ^ l
CHAPTER XII 
x q iL  KHAH M Zl
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(Pex’siaa text 144 pa^es vlth an English summary of 
55 pages odltdd by Khan Bahadur Molvi 7afar l^ssaAi 
printed by the Aligarh Historical Institute, 
This vork is also knovn by other namest such as
AiaaiUi:,iia>aa,tt otc.)
This booky or rather fragment» is the earliest 
account of the i«far of Succession which has survived 
to us in the Persian language. Since the English 
Introduction and oummary are fairly detailed, it is 
only necessary to draw attention to some features 
%mich the pious and learned editor has over looked.
The book begins without the usual doxology dear 
to i'^ ualia hearts. This osay be due to the fact that 
the first pages of the book have been lost| it is 
also possible that the doxology was never written, the 
author being postponed it till after the ccMspletion 
of the work.
The work begins with the following praise of
Aurangeeb - **He is a king, durwesh in character; he is
a ruler, created occording to the virtues of the Lord
of mankind. His holy nature is free frc«B human
defects and his sacred inner spirit is exempt froin(1)the teaptations of the flesh.” After these compli- 
sients, %^ich nost musalisans would only pay to the 
Prophet, the author declares Aurangzeb to be the 
greatest ruler of the House of Timur, strict in his 
prayers, fasting, etc.
1. Persian Text, p. 1, and 108.
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The author vaa writing xmder the reglnse of an
autocrat and he refers to the execution of iSaziaad.
He had to be careful and his attitude to\i<ards
lurangzeb is one of great respect* Still he was
not prepared to tell lies. It was, apparently, quite
compatible with the Divine attributes’ of Aurangiseb
that our author should tall us that Aurangseb sent
a letter to Qutbul Mulic, saying that his son, KctM umtd
4>ultan, interred to go to his uncle in Bengal by way
of Ori«£a, when ha had really ordered Kohaira^ md SiLltan(1)to attack Qutbul Hulk* Many such instances car. be
found in the work*
the cosiposition of the book was not authorised*
Apart from the last section, which merely notes the
conquest -> (but not the loss) of Assan and the deaths
of : ir Jumla and Shah Jahan, the substantial part of
the book is devoted to the War of ouccession till
the disappearance of Shu^a in Arakan (suBaser 1660)
and was apparently written soon after 1660* The
last section of four Persian pages was probably written
later to give some sort of completeness to the book.
When our author was writing, Aurangzeb had not giiven
the titles of iii-^hukoh and Na»!mrad to the two
brothers he had aurdered and na~shu.ta to the brother
he had driven to death at the hands of the arakanese*
He had also not developed the historical theory to
justify his actions which the Alamgir Nas-ah expound* 1
in detail* Koha'wad Kaeis wants us to believe tliat(2)
Aurangzeb never used foul language, but Kazim
1* Snglish S\M&mary, p* 9*
2* Alamgir Maiaah, p* 1080.
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(undar Instructions) uses e v e r y abusive vord against 
Auran^eb's dead brothers. Our author is respectful 
towardte all the brothew and refers to thetn as An .lanab,, 
or His Higness,
Our author's analysis of the war of succession 
is both simple and correct. Dara i»hukoh considered 
himself to be the legitimate successors of Shah ilahaa 
and was detei%iined to liquidate his brothers. His 
brothers determined to cc»i^ bine against him. Aurangseb 
and cihujai before proceeding to their provinces, 
forced a coiBpact agaii^t Dara in 1652 &.D. Since there 
was on'.y one throne and four claiments, it was obvious 
that three claiaeents had to perish. Our author has 
nothing to say against Dara on theological grounds, 
iiitssilarly our author approves loyalty to the salt in 
the case of the officers of all the brothers, and he 
condesruEXs the v&y in which Shah Jahan officers deserted 
hiiB after the battle of Samugarh.
So far as details are concerned, the ii<ost
iaportfiait contributions of our author appertain to
the circuiBStaaces that led to the isprisomeat (oaid)
not retdrentent (inziwa) - of iihah Jahan and the »»»
arrest of Kurad. Our author gives us more details
but on the sa&e lines as 3adiq Khan. "Thereafter
i»hah Jahan was not allowed to come out of the fe ale(1)apart ents (harem ^ era) ” itfhen the ex-e»peror 
died, our author regrets that there was no royal 
princes ar.ong the laourners. Our author's account of 
Hurad's arrest has been utilised by oir Jadunath.
1. Snglish Sumsiary, p. 31.
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But curiously enovighy after Hurad had beea arrested
and sent to Delhi, our author accuses his of'declet*
and mischief (Kai Pilasl mb. bad laa^ aahi). And poor
Murad had said, 'It is not becoming a !'luslia to
harbour any suspicion or doubt about Aurangaseb after(1)the asreeoent has been confirmed by religious oaths a** 
ABong the important iteras omitted by oiir author 
are the executions of Dara and Kurad, though he just 
refers to Dara*s being captured* Possibly both items 
were too painful for hia*
Our author does not give his naine anyvhere*
Kany officer's writing unauthorised books did so. The 
learned editor has decided that Aqil Khan Hasi (Mir 
Askari Khvmfi) vas the author of this work on the 
basis of the following remrks of Khafi Khan in his 
vuntaktmbal lAtbabt "Although the historians of the 
reign (of Aurang£eb)t hare compiled all the three 
Alaffigir IfeKahs in coepllanee with the royal wishes, 
hare only very briefly described the incident of 
the confineirent (inzlwa 8hudan)of his Majesty (Shah
Jahan). yet Aqil Khan Khawafi has related it with(2)
details in his work, the
Hov Khafi Khan witlng more than half-a-century 
after the ft^ aaiat^ i Alar.girl had been cosiposed, was 
cierely recording a tradition of which he could have 
had no direct knowledge. And the career of Aqll Khaa, 
so far as known to us, makes it unlikely that he could
1. ii, pp. 2U.
2, ibid.
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have written such a book. Aqil Khan Is first rei’erred
to as the secoiud Baktiahi of Aurangaeb during his
Deeoan Viceroyalty. Vi/hen Aurangzeb mrohed north, be
left Aqil Khan in charge of Daulatabad. He was
suimoned to Delhi on the occasion of the Second
Coronation (June, 1669) and appointed ^ aaJjlaJL-Of the
Doab. But he was dismissed or resigned from hi« post(1)and ^iven a pension. But in 1663-64 he vas appointed
with the rank of 2000/700. In 
1668-6;J we find him holding the post of Darot^ ha-?! 
jjak Chauki. but he retired from service again vith 
a pension of Rs 1000. But in 1679-80 he vas appointed 
ijakhshi-i Tan and governor of Delhi in 1681. He 
see&ss to have held this post till his death in 1696*7 
He has left behind him a poetical dlwan and a masnavi, 
but no prose«vork (apart from the Vfaaiat-i Alaiaglri) 
is attributed to him.
The learned editor adaits that Aqil Khan was n ot  
in northern India during the period covered by the 
Waqiat* It seems old that an officer of AurangKeb 
shourfld write about facts concerning which he had no 
direct knowledge and remain silent thereafter for 
some thirty six years. The interrml evidence of the 
wao iat proves that it is the work of an officer of 
Aurangzeby who was present on the spot and had such a 
high opinion of his hero that he started writing
1. i^iafi Khaa puts this pension as fe 5|000 a year,
as fe 10,000 and the Kaasir-i Alamgiti 
as % 1000. Considering all circumstaiuses the 
Haasir-i Alaaglyi seeKS to be correct.
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without authorisation. But as Aurangseb tnarohed 
onward ruthlesal/, our author found it difficult 
to reconcile his hero-worship with provad facts 
used the wrong adjectivcs^ hoping that th€ reader 
would correct this intentional error* But when 
Aurangzeb proceeded to murder his brothers in cold 
bloody our author preferred to remain silent* Jurt 
after the'death of Shah Jahan, he took up his pen 
again to coinplete his brief work and shed a tear 
over the corpse of his former master, it is 
impossible now to discover the anon;^ous author of 
the AloBi^ir Maiaah. Though it praises Aurangzeb it 
is not an official record, and was not controlled by 
him. We must be grateful for the fact that it 
has survived.
CHAPTER IV 
M0HA1344D U Z m
Jaaaft
(Iditdd for th« Bengal Royal Asiatic Society by 
Koivi Mohanssad Khadiis and Houlvl AbduX Hai of 
the Calcutta Madrasa, 1347).
This is the well-known official history of the 
first ten years of Aurangzeb's reign* The orginal idea 
was to put the history of the first eighteen years of 
the reign in one volume« but after his tenth regnal 
year, Aurangzeb ordered Hunshi Mohasunad Ka2i!B» son of 
J^ ohaizonad Asiin also known as Kir Aisina not to write any 
more and KjifsiiBy who had already hinted that Aurangzeb 
was the "Perfect rrtani*' a designation %^ich orthodox 
Musalmans have exclusively applied to the Founder of 
their Faith) brought his book to an end by commenting 
on Aurangzeb*s (uctraordinary devotion to religious rites* 
This left the orthodox Editor, Mau3tvi Abdul Hai, no 
alternative but to reinarkt ^Though the person of this 
religion-protecting empror was a collection of the 
ocean of religious learning and a mine of political 
virtues, and skill, courage and wisdom were attributed 
to him in the affairs of the state, ,l% W u m sX lJ:sU i„U iS i
ial£fl.-gaiHg M J a .
OtiJAsl-ibaZazl) in order to imprison 
his father by a rebellion, to shed the blood of his 
brothers and to lead a large immber of KiUsalir<anB to 
death in his wars against Bijapur, Golkonda and other 
states (b 8). In other words, no amount of fasting 
and prayer could, according to principles of the 8hari«at. 
wash *ff the cri^ ies of aurder, and of leading Husalmans
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to death in an unaqual conflict of vhich no one could 
see the end, and of vhich the only object was the 
e/nperor*s 'vorldly gain«'
The author vas eisplo/ed for his work at the begin* 
ning of the third regnal year. He tells us that he was 
sufferijag frcws financial distress and the appointir^nt b 
brought him distinction and position (p« 23)• ^Isevhere 
he tells us with pardonable pride that **the name of this 
unknown person has been inscribed on the rolls of time 
(106iJ) ,** Exactly how KohansBad Kazim was paid we do not 
knoW) he was not given a isansaby but at one place (p.844) 
he refers to the fact that he was av^rded one thoiisand 
rupees, the Hindi poett Kab Indray had also been awarded 
the same amount.
Kohaimrad Kaziai tells us that the news-writers (of 
the court) were ordered to keep him inioriaed from month 
to month and year to year. He was also given the privilege 
of swking inquiries frois officers who had been on dis­
tant casipaigns. But the final word lay with the esiperor 
who sub;jected Kazim*s work to his * order* and correction,
(p. 23). Our author wrote as he was told to write. He
tells us very little| for examplet about the relations 
of Auxangseb and 3hah Jahan after the battle of Dhamat 
and tries by his vague words to leave upon the reader 
the iQpression that Shah Jahan retired from the world 
of his own accord and was not, as aadiq Khan makes clear, 
put in ’custody and imprisonii'^ nt.’ He expects his readers 
to 8%Ei.ll^ w a fair quantity of lies and insinuations.
His readers are expected to believe that when starting 
for northern India, Aurangzeb imprisoned Mir JUnila
against his wishesj the trick by which Kurad was
iinprisoned by Aurangzeb near Mathura is not described,
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but the reader is invited to find a Justification for 
Aunngzeb's duplicity in the Quranic vers© —  "Had there 
been tvo Gods (controlling the vorld), They would have 
created disturbances (p. 138)**. But when no reuses 
were possible* Aurangjseb ordered Kaziis to be silent* 
Whether Kurad deserved to be executed for the isurder 
of Ali Haqi vas a question on which even the sons of 
Ali Haqi differed* But it was not honest for Aurangzeb 
who had accepted Kurad as co*heir of the Kingdom, to i  
raise the question, when everybody could see that his 
real object was to murder a rival* The Alafflglr Na.:iLah* 
consequently is silent about the judicial murder of 
Murad*
A different attitude had to be adopted by our 
author about the failure of the imperial camp^aigns* 
Aurangs^eb, both as prince and emperor, kn»w how to 
maintain, and even to increase, his military reputa­
tion in spite of defects, and it was not till he 
personally went to direct tlie Deccan campaigns that at 
least his higher officers realised how grossly inc(»iipe- 
tent he was as a director of military affairs. Our 
author is only concerned with two failures —  Assam 
and the Deccan*
The failure of the K)U jhal campaign against Assam 
and Kuch bihar was in part due to the military mis­
directions of an old jewel-ioerchant, who was allowed 
to try his hand at military conquests at the age of 
seventy* A general of Allauddin Khilji, under similar 
circumstances, would have been ordered to plunder what 
he could, to return before the advent of the aonsoon 
and not to ujndertake any administrative obligations in
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a territory where the population was incurably hostile. 
This incurable hostility would have been there in any 
case, but as Mamuri, writing on the authority of the 
greatest suriviving officers makes clear, it was greatly 
intensified by the aisbehaviour of the KufMl officers 
and soldiers. Orders to respect the life and property 
of the conquered people were repeatedly issued but th«y 
were not obeyed. At the same time all their places of 
worship, which the despollerhands could reach, were 
pulled down. "Thf-> Assamese,** our author remarks "have 
greater capacity of physical endurance and managing 
difficult enterprises than most people. They are hard- 
striving with capacity for *urvival, war-like, revengful 
fraudulent and deciatful.**(pp. 726-27).
Owin^ to the misbehaviour of the conqueror’s, no 
section of the conquered population could be won over. 
But our author has a coruseption of ‘imperial justice* 
Insaf-i ^hahinshahi (p. 688; - and his attempt to 
reconcile the two gives us the following paragraph wlilsh 
though based on a lie (for the con:|uerors simply had no 
time for instituting any sort of revenue-aystem, let 
alone measuring the land) is nevertheless si^nifleant 
in what it confesses.
"In scort, owing to these events, the ralyyats ( 
(Assamese) who had subcaitted and corie back to their 
hones, fled a\my again. Meanwhile news spread about 
the re-establlshsent of Bhias Narain*s authority over 
Kuch-Blhar, and this led to increase of pride in the 
conquered enemy, and the increase of cowardice among 
the victorious troops. This cataclysm was due to the 
fact that officers, who had been put in charge of the
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rovonue-affairs of the conquered territory, did not act 
aecordine to policy and disaretion (demnded by the 
circuiRStraces) but began to assess (cultivatable) land 
and de and revenue from the rai/yat _ on the same principles 
as are followed in the isaperial territory. Hov the
PQiicy, in,tyhfl goUfi<sl.lQa,..Qi:,ja,ic&aiMi„,ij;i,t^ g,,
Mtola-gi,,, .4a..Q£aai:,.la...gaaagfl...t^ g .laaraity
ikalg,,raijfyat aaa,,.,tossp, »,g Utat
do not rebel and refuge to pay taxesthese gasindars
iQ art .,UAs..JLfL¥§ .af;ia-i:8.mjLaU.gfl8A ,vliXsh..sis
aoLmi&i i a  iM„.JL&bq r j a j . l a g i C p p *  7Si-2)
It is obvious that J^ ushal raansabdars, who had their 
jagirs for a short ti»e only, would demand everything 
to which they were entitled, and perhaps something more, 
and unlike hereditary local rulers, who were dependent 
on the goodwill of their subjects in war and peace, they 
were singularly inhu?ran. This fact along with the re- 
ligous fanaticissi and military incc»npetence of Airan^eb, 
explains the downfall of the Mughal Smpire.
Here, as elsewliere, our author was not allowed to 
describe events to the discredit of his laaster. We 
are told how Ass&u, was conquered, but we are left to 
guess how it was lost, for in the tenth regoal year 
the Assa.*nese captured Gauhati, which had been imperial 
territory before the war of succession, ai^ killed its 
thanedar, Saiyyid Piroz Khan (pp. 10, 68). Kirat Singh 
son of Raja Jai Singh, who was appointed to fight the 
Assamese with insufricient troops and disobedient sub­
ordinate#, was unable to achieve anything in particular.
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Aurang2eb*8 two ventures in the Deccan - the first 
against Shivajl and the second against Bi^apur - vere 
assif,ne<i to Klrza Haja Jai Singh, The iaportanee of 
Shivaji lay in th© fact that being a middle class isan he 
was not paratyssd by the traditions that had led iUjput 
rajas to defeat since the tioe of Jaipal and Anar^pali 
also he had a resourcefulness and ingenuity in war and 
peace, in battles and sieges, irtiich led Famuri to give 
hira the title of a/yar (wisard). Under the clrcoBstances 
Jai iiingh was well-advised in conciliating ^hivaji with­
out attetnpting to crush him completely, for had he driven 
matters to extremes, Jai <iingh would have been crushed 
in Konkan in the same way as Mir Ju.^ sla had been crushed 
in AssajD. It was not Jai Jiin^’s fault that Auranjjzeb 
shoved utter lack of statesmanship in dealing witJi the 
greatest Indian apponent that an esperor of Delhi 
(Mui^ hal or pre- ughal) had to face. Our author des­
cribes Raj Jai Singh's campaign against Shivaji in 
detail, but his account of Shivaji at Agra is very 
brief.
Jai iiingh*s caB?paign against Bijapur was a failure. 
But the responsibility of it did not lie on Tai Singh 
shoulders as the follovring stateisent of our author 
aiakes cltar. "fhc imperial order was issued to Raja 
Jai c>ingh that after arranging for the administration 
of the forts and territory of Shiva that had corr» under 
imperial control, he was to hasten with the imperial 
troops to attack the territory of Bijapur} he was to 
strive hard _tcijcuia. the towns and villages of that 
TAKiim sLS all thair lialsabitants were superstitlm 
kaflrs and misguided idolatxirs. On reaching the foot 
of the Bijapur fort, he was to lay siege to it and 
destor/ as much of bi.laour territory as i^os^ible*(p. 813)
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but Jai Singh was not able to reach vithin strik­
ing distance of Bijapur. Since military supreiBacy lay 
with the Mughals, the Deccanise the (inclvuiing the 
a^ratlias had froQ the time of Malik Amber been develop­
ing the art of .lung-1 aaaaaki (cassack or guerrilla 
varefare); success in such warfare could only be possible 
for the party that was supported by the people of the 
country side, and tlie mss of the Deccan cultivators 
were against the l^ ughuls. But peasants yiere unable to 
protect their forffiS against the soldiers ^ and *^ u/:hal
Jlacfl tht of ^aton hag, .lar ..lU..Qkig.gi
the cQcDlete destruction of the Deccaa Deasaatrjr_8o 
that the Deccan states may be left without anv resources. 
The I>eccan states, in their desperate attempts to save 
their capitals) followed a scorched-earth policy so 
that the enei&y >nay have nothing to live on» The result 
was the co^rplete ruin of the country» "The victorious 
army,* our atithor assures us,"did not intend to besiege 
Bijapur, and consequently had not brou^^t with it 
heavy guns and other requisites for besieging such a 
fort. But fr«s the frontiers of the iagerial territory 
till the precincts of Bi.laour the country was plundered 
aadl..ftfl8oifl,ti ,^.tey tfae ,ain.Yi ngt^ine was ,
wrianfl In ruiniag .prtginsts of Xort» The enemy 
as has already been narrated, had broken their tanjfks 
and filled up their wells and baulies (large wells) 
with the earth and left no trace of m t e r  or habitation 
in the neighbourhood, (pp. i^-1000)
i^ ince these words must have been read and approved 
by Aurangseb, we have no alternative but to conclude 
that desolating the countryside for the sake of his 
worldly gain - the expansion of his kingdcNc - vas his
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iiuocessioa th9 thaologleal tendezKiies Aurangzeb developed 
after the p<=>riod of ten years covered by the Alaaglr 
:UrfAh. Aturangzeb had destroyed a few new tesLples during 
his governorship of various proviiiees* But so had 
Jahangir and 3hah Jahn. There was no reason for 
thlnlcin^ that Aurangse would change the basic princip:i.es 
of the • pire by following a policy of religous perse­
cution. The Ala-Eir Naxah.gives the names of Hindru
nansabdars who supported Aurangs^eb and Dara at the 
beginning of the struggle* the foriaer were slightly more 
nuroerc^ s than the latter* Mohaisinad Kasijs abuses £ara 
for being a heretic and a follower of Hindu philosophy. 
But he certainly had not read Dara*s Sirr-»i Akhoar and 
neither he nor Aurangzeb had received the necessary 
philosophical training for its proper coscprehension.
Dara« on his part* stade no appeal to Hindus on religous 
grounds. Kurady whatever his other faults, was sound 
in doctrinei if Shuja had any 3hi*i*e proclivities, 
our author (doubtless writing under instructions) oakes 
no reference to then*
(ill) at ihe beginning of his military
Career was driven back to li^la by Abdul Aziz lUian and 
th£ Sd Uxbeks. Towards the end of his reign he suffered 
crushing defeats at the hands of Maratha adventurers, 
like iianta Ghorepare, and by the officer's of Tara 
Bai later on* Cojx^red with the great ^uslla organisers 
of vlc^tory, like Walid bln Abdul Ha Ilk, or Coatpaigners 
like Kc^iasmad Gh&snin, and Amir Taimur, he cuts an 
extre^iely sorry figure. But he knew how to keep his 
nerves steady when a battle see. ed all but lost, as this 
got him a asilitary reputation that served him well
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durixxe the war of Succession. It was bright la contrast 
with the unreliable nerves of his brothers#
(iT) The decision of the War of Succession really lay 
in the hands of the siansabdars, and Aurang^eb succeeded 
because he knew how to win them over. Ht gave to the 
officers of the empire the impression that they would 
find in him a master i^o would not be in the hands of 
any favourite, that he would think and decide natters 
for hiaiself and that he would not ignore services 
rendered. They also know that as a leader in the War 
he had the necessary wisdom Caol) - foresightt craft 
and guide - which would lead to success.
(v) Lastly, Aurangzeb could be depended upon to follow 
the conventions and traditions which the imperial 
officers in India, as well as other Ktisli® coun;.ries, had 
liid down for sl&iilar v&vt of succession. As revealed 
by the Ala>r,cir Hatcah^  they EBay be briefly suicirjirlsed 
as follows. At the beginning of the war every officer 
was expected to follow the iShahzada he was serving.
If he died in battle, She fact would be put down to 
his cr«lit; in any case, the uiesbers of his faisUy 
would have a claia to service under Aurangseb. The 
fugitive officers of his brothers, if they could reach 
his casp, were always welcorr^ e. Their grades wuld be 
confir ed xnd perhaps increased, and they would be 
entrusted with the most responsible offices, regardless
of the fact that they had fought a^lnst him* Bvea
nDara*s wounded officers, who c a m  to Aurangseb after 
the battle of Deoral, were taken into his service.
It is velX-known that oany Ra;lput officers died fitting 
bravely against Aurangzeb and Murad} but a careful
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examimtloi^ of the Alam.^ lr Hasah will reveal that in 
about all cases their heirs vere resf^tored to
their lands a M  their mnsab^s*
(vi) !iike the official histories of i^ iiah Jahan, the 
Alamgir Mamah gives a long list of officers who received 
proHJotions or other awards on different occasions. The 
propertion of Hindu officers is about the saine as in 
the reign of 3hah Jahan or slightly higher.
So account has yet been found of the type of 
education given to Aurangzeb, and even dir Jadunath 
is silent about the matter. Our author who come into 
contact with the emperor in one third of year of the 
reign credits him with ’acquired knowledge...in religious 
sciences such as the Prophet*s traditions (hadis).
Arabic coirii»entaries (on the Quran), and the law (fiah) 
of the Hanfis.** Ue also assures us that the esiperor 
studied books on mysticisn; (tarioat). theology and 
Ethics like the and Kimiya-i oa'adat C«f
Imsim Qha2;zali) and the works of other great scholars. 
Though Aurangzeb knew parts of the Quran by heart, he 
completed his memorisation of the ii^ ole Quran after 
he had ascended the throne. !io previous ruler has 
probably been a hafiz (I.e. one who reiseBbers the whole 
<^ uran by heart). Our author assures us that Aui*ang2«b 
was excellent both in the Arabic (naskh)and the Psrsian 
(nastalia)calligraphy. He had made one copy of the 
Quran when a dhahzada and sent it to Mecca. By the 
time Kazi® completed his work, the erperor had finished 
writing a second copy of the Quran in such spare s(m.ents 
as he could find.
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It is useless discussing the style of the Alamgir 
Hamah. The author uses the customry blue-book style» 
but his work is interspersed with highly Arablcised 
passages in which very cheap and cofftmonplace ideas are 
put in difficult words, otill one has to be grateful 
to KazlE for what he tells about these ten years, 
though Bami and Badauni could have given ox us the 






(Translated into Urdu under the title KataMa~i lIlMla 
by Maulana Amir Ali, with an elaborate introduction of 
212 pages $ 13 vol\imes{ Ne'»al Kishore Press, 4th edition).
This enormoitf work is confined exclusively to the 
hanafi 3_hariat and suffers fro® all the defects of a 
mere ct^spilation. It vas assumed that the time of 
iJtlhad - promulgation of nev principles - was over, 
and that no persons to who® such a responsible duty 
could be *ssigi3®d were alive or would be born in the 
years to come. Reliance had to be based on past authori­
ties, But the question naturally arises - what aiJthorities 
The ratawa-i Ala;r.giri assunes, and all the 
zahlri (or non-mystic scholars) agreed in the assumption 
that going direct to the Quran or the Prophet’s precepts 
for the promulgation of a legal principle was not per­
missible. Recourse could only be Jmd to acknowledged
But what jmUlaWs.^
The MsaJLM of Imm Shafi'i have been printed in 
Egypt along with his Ikhtli^lafatul Hadis (Contradictians 
between the Prophet’s Precepts). Secondary iihafi’lte 
authorities, like B4ihaqi*s AhkaRUl Quran, have also 
been printed and a careful collection sho%« that they 
have followed iKam Shafi’i very closely. This is 
primarily due to the fact that the Shafi’i sect pros­
pered in the Arabic speaking countries. The ilanafis 
were not so fortunate. Ijram Abu Hanifa wrote no book, 
though the late Kaulana Shibli would have us believe 
that scholars working under him prepared an enorffious 
(of which no trace reffiains) covering the whole field of
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of the i>harl*at. A work of Imam 3Tusuf, called Kltabul 
Khira.1 (Book of Revenue) has survived, but It doe^ not 
C0V9P the basic sphere of the sharl*at.
The present position of the Hanafl »^ iari*at as 
explained by Molvi Amir All Sahib, is as followsi-
(1) Basic Principles (Zahirur Rava^t) - These are to 
be found in the four or six works of 1mm ^^ haInIRad•
But none of their vorks have survived, thou^ ve have 
commentaries written upon thein. Many other works have 
been attributed to Irjus f^ ohaou&ad but no reliance can be 
placed upon such statements. Further, the fact that two 
or three persons pcMisess a manuscript is not enough. No 
reliance can be based upon any book unless its mnu- 
scripts have been in circulation through the ages*
(2) iiecondary Principles (ghftlT -
These are to be found in the numerous conmentaries 
on the works of loiam Mohasimad that have survived, 
and in books discussing the principles contained in 
thesi. Unfortunately the coaimentators, in their 
anxiety to ensure that Imm Mohammad should only be 
understood in the way they understood him, mixed his 
words, with their own, and it beca e impossible for 
posterity to disentangle the two. Heaznrhile, about the 
middle of the tenth century, the Kusaliaans learnt
the art of making paper from the Chinese and it became 
easier to write and circulate books. Unauthentic works 
also appeared; loany unreliable works (Kaulana Acir Ali 
regrets) found circulation becaase they were attributed 
to really goodd teachers. The basis of Hanafi finh or 
law are the books that were written after the discovery
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of paper-makii^ and before the Imrasion of Changi*
£.han (960-1220), Inevitably they only deal with the 
problems of that period and vith the atmosphere of this 
period.
l^ atava (or Cojnprehensive T«ct-book«) - The con­
fusion created in Hanafi lav could at last be brought 
under partial control, by a proper system of classifi­
cation* And this the Katawa or Text books undertook. 
Most later text-books accept the classification 
adopted by Imam Burhanuddin Ali bin Abu Bakr Karghinani, 
who died in 593 li (1197 A.D.) in his famous Hidavah. 
Short works like the Kanaud Daaiaa and long works 
like the 1 atava-i Tatar Rhani (prepared under the 
supervision and, in any case, at the cost of Tatar 
Khan, the famous officer of Firos Shah Tughlaq) appeared 
in due course. Though loaa Burhanuddin attempts to 
reconcile authorities, the Fatava. generally speaking, 
vere only expected to quote the Mujtahids. whose work 
had not survived or who had written nothing at all, 
on the basis of very a secondary authorities, which had 
taken no care to preserve the chain of narrators. If 
the Ku.1tahlds agreed or were said to agree, the Fatava 
gave a unaniiaous opinion binding upon all} if the
disagreed, the i:^ ,3aia were only expected 
to record their discordant opinions.
Sometimes, in the second decade of his reign, 
Auraniiseb decided that the compilation of a new Fatava 
was necessary. He did not like Justinian ask his 
coBSRittee of experts to find the basis of a universal 
lav, nor did he like Napoleon wish his lav to be the 
foundation of a nev civilisation. His only object was
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cor.pllation* He %iaa not prepared for anything new* for 
that would mean the sin of bida * at (novelty)} the -iforks 
on which his scholars relied dealt only with the candi- 
tion of AJaiB in the two or three centuries before 
Chengias Khan during which Kuslim governments had n.led 
popuation that were overwhelmingly Muslim* But it was 
not permitted to change their principles to suit Indian 
conditions* The law enforced in practice had changed 
centuries before, but the Fatava-i Alamgirl. like its 
predecessor, the Fatawa«»i Tatar Khani. assumed that no 
change in theory was possible*
The o<»&pilation of the Fatawa»i Alamgiri had to 
be isade within this traditional and unprogressive 
frame work* The first point w s  to collect manuscripts; 
the imperial Library was available for this purpose 
arid secondary works of the type we have discussed were 
caliected from all sources* This part of the work was 
at least thoroughly done* According to Maulana Anir 
All soEoe 600 scholars were put to the task and in case 
of one scholar at least we are told that he was paid 
% 3 per day* The total cost is said to have been two and 
a half lacs, but this is probably an under-estii&ate* ^
The charge of the work was given to Shaikh liiaam.
The scholars working under him were required to sVjdy 
and suasoarise; they were not allowed to think* . Follow­
ing the traditions of the past, the work divided 
into books, chapters, sections and sub-sections, and 
all principles in various texts were put into their 
proper place* The authors of the Fatawa*l A amgirl
1* AIMISU 1086-7
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lummaris© op enunciate a principle and then ref«r to th« 
book from which they have taken it* As In previous 
Xext-books, or 1 'atawa. differences of opinion are 
allowed to stand. When driven to it, the officer in 
charge - the qa2i« the Kir-i adl, etc*, - had to ntake 
a choice with rei'erence to the litigants before him.
But their preferring one authority to arujther was not 
binding on their successors* The principle of precedent 
« that the decision of a low-court should be binding 
on its successors and subordinate courts in sinilar 
casQti - is not found in the I^ usIIk sharl*at.
Aurang2eb, it m sees^, took a good deal of interest 
in the progress of the work, A oonttibutor to the 
Ka*arif (Asamgj^ arh) draws attention to a statei.ent 
of iihah Waliullah concerning his father, di:tah Abdur 
i^ ahim, in his Anfasul Arifin. 3hah Abdur Kahia, 
who was for a short tiae one of the scholars working 
on the Eataaa ^ revised a draft and wrote sorae angry 
rema kfl on the cjargin* Shaikh Nizaia, when reading out 
the revised draft before Aurangzeb, read those angry 
remarks also as if they were a part of the text* Tlie 
eisperor at once objected to the composition, and 
cJhaikh Kizam sou?,ht scwse excuse* Later on Aurangzeb 
crossed the name of Bhah Abdur Kahim* from the list of 
the salaried officers and offered hi® forty bighas 
of land* The gift was refused.
One can not help admiring the extensive field 
of law and religion covered by the Fatawa».i Alamairi , 
But in law as la ]^i politics, Aurangaeb, was not 
destined to herald a m v epoch but to bring & long 
period of prosperity to a close. The Fatawa-i AlaireiTl
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bring* to an end the centuries during which Muslim 
jurispredence had flourished.
The ithariVat principles claiming to regulate tbe 
relation of Huslims with non-Muslisss (which are all put 
in the third volume) will be discussed latery but a 
good example of hov !4uslim ^urispredence came to an 
end is given by the*Book on At>ostacy*. It was deslared 
by religious scholars that apostacy in case of male 
offender was a crijne punishable with death, but fe ale 
apostates were to be imprisoned and thrashed every 
third day. If they had defined apostacy as treason, 
Muslim coifiTOonsense and hutnanity would have accepted 
such a purnishment. But the t-atawa^ i Alamgiri coneidered 
valid whatever to be any author of some standing had 
declared apostacy. The follofwing example should 
suffice. (I) Any one v*io saj« that the t^ uran is 
created or the religion 1 (Islam) is created or that 
Islam and Kufr are one is an apostate (Illf 452),
(II) A fsan who/ sa^ "I know nothing about the qualities 
6f Islamy" is an apostate (III, 453)• (III) A smn wito 
sins but keeps saying, *i«et us display our Islamic 
virtues,' is an apostate. (111,464). (IV) A Christian 
accepts Islam but exclaisss at the de»th of his rich 
father, * I wish that I had not accepted Islam till now 
so that I OQUld have inherited him.* This exclamation 
makes him an apostate, (V) Any one who uses the terns, 
hand of God, *e/e of God,* (accept in Arabic for they 
have been used in the Quran) is an apostate (III, 455). 
(VI) It is not Kufr or apostacy to say that *3od jjo 
Hia Throne knows' but to declare that *aod under
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His Throne knows* states one an apostate CXIlf 466)* 
evil) According to sihaikh Nasr Dabusif a man becooes 
an apostate if he prays y ' 0 God I XiKsrease my means 
of IlYeXibood or |» bring prosperity to sy trade or do 
not treat me cruelly** (III, 456)• (VIII) If one Kan 
tells another, * Do not eat too much if you vish *God 
to consider you His friend,* ai»l the latter replies,
* I will eat whether God considers me His friend or not** 
This reply makes him an apostate. (IX) The Fata%ra.»l 
iJazi Khan declares I "If one man tells another, *0o not 
speak lies' and the latter replies, * Lies are raeant 
to be spoken,* the answer makes him an apostate.
(I) One nan says to another, * YOU will do this, God 
willing (Insha Allah)* and the second man replies,
*I will do it - and without God willing*' This sort 
of answer makes a m a  an apostate* (XX) According to 
the Sira Hah anyone iiAio prays, ”0 God, Do not deny me 
Thffy mercy," is guilty oi kufr. (XII) According to the 
L’atawa-i Tatar Krumi* the expression of disapproval with 
reference to any law of the shari'at. e*g* the permission 
to marry four wives - inakes one an apostate* (XIII) Accord* 
ing to the Ghiasiah a man becoses an apostate if he 
declares, "How can I control women when God Himself 
has not succeeded in c<»trolling them.** OCIV) Accord­
ing to Hohit. If one man aym says to another, "God will 
certainly punish you for your sins,” and the aeoooA man 
replies, "have your seated God on His Throne so that 
He m y carry out your orders." Such a reply ar&ouii%s 
to apostacy* (XV) A iuan becc»&es an apostate if he 
declares, "what can God do beyond >;hat others can do • 
besides sending one to Hell," (XVI) It is difficult
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to give the vhole list but the following is a good 
«xai?:ple* ” A poor nan living in great distress is 
guilty of apostacy if ha prays: * 0 God, I am Thy 
creature• What justice is this that he is living 
in affluence while everything is denied to me*" 
Obviously apostacy so defined could not be 
enforced by the punishstent of death. But centuries 
before Aurang^eb the Shari*at in mai^ spheres, the most 
prcHoinent being Criminal Law, had ceased to be law 
(nanun^ and vas merely opinion Crai)« In distant West 
a new theory of legl2slation vras gradually gaining 
acceptance) trtiich based lew not on dead, forsilisedI
authorities but on public welfare as its (^Jective -> 
and an objective which could only be found by the 
process of trial and errors. The I atava-i Alam^^iri 
in this sense consolidates the rr.edieval shari*at and 
brings it to a close. It had come to a dead end and 
there was nothing Kore to be done.
• • •
m n m  J i
NIMAT KHAN-I ALI 
Waaa-i or Fath~i Haiderabad
( 76 )
To a scholar who had read e.bout tha remarkable 
conquests of the early Saracens Aurangzeb with his 
mansabdars rent by Internal dlssensloni his Indls- 
ciplined and starving army for which he could orrganise 
no proper commissariat» his theological pretensions 
based net on the higher principles of Islam but on 
the sornpulous performance of religious rites; the 
growing disobedience of the administrative officers and 
the increasing incapacity of his generals, must 
have seemed a ridiculous figure by 1688, The occasion 
produced the author. There has survived to us from 
those days a book called vaaa-i (events) which is a 
scathing satire on Aurangzeb's ideology, his officers, 
the most important of whom are named, and the condi­
tion of the army during the siege of Golkonda. The 
book consists of eight sections (or Waaa-l). but it 
begins without a formal preface or introduction and 
does not come to the capture of the fort. Tradition 
has decided that the Waaa-i is one of the stiffest books 
in the Persian language, like the I.1aa-»i Khusravi a M  
oeh Naar Zahuri. and it was, therefore, prescribed 
for students of the higher standard. To meet this 
demand the book was printed by Nawal Kishore Press with 
a elaborate marginal commentry.
( 77 )
The author does not give his name anywhere but
only refers to himself at one place as *a Khanazad
officer of the just court.’ But tradition (confinted
by Khafi Khan who i.ay have known the author personally)
attributes the work to Niaoat Khan-i Ali, about whom
Dr, C,A.Storey gives the following biographical note.
"Mirza Nuruddin MohaEiisad Ali son of Hakim Fathuddin
Shiraziy belonged to a medical family of Shiraz.
If not born in India, he spent most of his life •^ ihere.
According to his own statement in the Bahadur Shah
Namahy he entered government service in Shah Jah&n’s
reign. According to the Khazana-1 Amirah he was for
a period in Aurangzeb*s reign Superintendent of the
Rajal Kitchen with the title 'Nirsat Khan' conferred
upon him in 1692-93. At the end of the reign he was
keeper of tho crown jewels with the title of Kuqarrab
Khan and as he tells us himself, he kept the jewels at
Gwalior during the warfare which followed Aurangzeb's
death and delivered them to Bahadur Shah on his accession.
He then received the title of 'Danishmand Khan' and was
ordered to write the official history of the reign.
According to the Iarikh-1 Mohammadi he died at Delhi
on April 30, 171X) A.H. Ali is famous as a satirist
and a wit. The waaa-i which is the lest known of
his satirical compositions, is still popular in India
(1)among those who read Persian,"
Obviously a work like the waaa-i could not be 
circulated while Aurangzeb was alive and our author 
took care to remain in the emperor's good books. But
1. C.A.Storey! a BlQ-blbllograrhv,
section II Fasciculus 3, K. History of India 
(Luzec and Co., IioiKion).
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there vas nothing to prevent its circulation after 
both the emperor and the author had died« though some 
officers whom he had rediculed were still alive.
The following translations and sumi&aries will 
give some idea of the witticisms for which our author 
is famous. They all appertain to Aurangzeb and his 
administration.
"Irregular verbs are like the (imperial) plans 
and campaigns in the Deccan (16)" "Alchemy means 
being in the service of Abul Hasan for a week (16)."
"Ho philosopher will say that vacuum is impossible 
after he has ^id a visit to the imperial treasury (15)." 
"Ghani" means rich and miskin means poor, but the 
justice of the emperor has made all men equal (14)."
"no, not, never - there are the negative expressions 
which they iise in the Diwan~i Tan or salary office(16). 
Poverty, starvation, durweshi. lack of means, patience, 
and waiting - this is what the officers of the emperor 
have to face in the Deccan (16)." "The term* ’deception' 
and 'fraud* mean the propaganda of the Shaikh of 
Sirhind (16)" "At present the victorious army is suffer­
ing from the afflictions of the Copts (the so-called 
plagues of Egypt) about which the Quran says, "And We 
sent on them flood, flying locusts, hopping, locusts, 
frogs, lice, blood-evidences clear. But instead of 
locusts, the imperial array has been attacked by swarms 
of flies (117)."
To be on the safe side, our author heaps praises 
on Aurangzeb - "His Majesty, ruler of the seven climes; 
Monarch of the Heavenly Thronej Caliph o i the Times 
(88-137). Such terms, of course, had been used by
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following poets and official historians for centuries 
past and meant nothing in particular* But the author 
is on theolosical dangerors ground when he declared 
Aurangzeb to be the "third to the Shaikhain (caliph
»l)
Aiau Bakar andUmar) in the sovereignty of the Caliphate."
(88) Elsewhere in a composition attributed to Abul
Hasani he declares Aurangzeb to be 'a sacred intelli-(2)
gence second only to the original wisdom (113)"
Since the historical parts of the Waaa«»l have been 
re-written by Khafi Khan, we need not bother about 
them. But Khafi Khan says that he has ignored Nimat 
Khan’s bold and insolent remarks, and these deserve our 
notice. They consist of the defence as well as criti­
cism of Aurangaeb, both carefully veiled.
Since Aurangzeb could not get from Qazi Shaikhul 
Islam a fatwa (judgement) in favour of his attack 
on Bijapiir and Golkonda, he ordered Shaikhul Islam to 
go to Haj• Later on when Qazi Abdullah suggested 
peace with Abul Hasan, he was forbidden the court.
So our author composed the following verse-fragrent 
(aital) to justify the holy war against Abul Hasan.
"Jihad and Ghuzwa (holy wars) are for the sake 
of the Faith; so come all i^ eligous minded Musalmans. 
Everyone in the fort is an idol-worshipper and the 
emperor has determined to slaughter Kafirs. "Why? 
Because Abul Hassan has plenty of diamonds, large 
valualgle and excellent in colour. May be, he will 
make idols out of them and giving them the names of 
Manat, I.at, Bal, Wadda, Yaqus (i.e. the idols referred 
to by the Quran) revive their worship. But if the 
Imam (Aurangzeb) seizes these gems, he will use them
1. To the Sunnis, who believes in all the four Caliphs, 
this claim is impossible for any king. But to a 
Shia this would only mean that Aurangzeb was the
__ the Aa^al Gobriel.________________________________
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for the purposes of the government. Further, if the 
minds of men are at peace about Islam and Kufr, vhy 
should they quarrel?
"If cornelian comes from Mekka, let it come.
What harm if onyx is tied to the Brahman’s thread. If 
there is ruby in Badakhshan, let it be. It is not 
difficult for the Franks to get precious stones.”
The coEsmentator clarifies the matter by the 
following postulates - (a) Aurangzeb's real ob;5ect 
was the diamonds and precious stones of Abul Hasar., 
whom by a theological trickery he declared to be & 
kafir; (b) Axirangzeb acted as if the Quranic verse - 
'To you your religion and to me mine* - had been 
cancelled; (c) lastly by way of joke the author hints 
that Aiirangaeb applied the category of Islam and Kufr 
even to stones.
0 ^  author's real criticism of Aiurangzeb in the 
last section of his work ( pp 122-135) is put in the 
month of a mad mystic.
When Ghairat Khan (or Izzat Khan) the commander 
of the artillery (Kir-1 Atish) was captiired by the 
enemy, it became necessary for some one to be appointed 
in his place. At forenoon the emperor appointed 
Salabat Khan (Powerful Khan) to the office and ordered 
him to be summoned. But the ancestors of Salabat 
had come from Khaf (Khwaf^ i; so on getting the order, 
he began to think of the verbal congugations of the 
Arabic word, Khafa (he ^ s  frightened). It was 
difficult to get a reply from him but latiicately he 
petitioned to this effect. "Ky ears can no*: baar the
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soimd of cannon-fire. 'God does not Impose on any person 
a duty beyond his capacity»' the Quran has said. It will 
be a|{ainst the emperor's kindness and mercy to impose on 
me the duty of going near the fort." On hearing this 
truthful reply, Aurangzeb appointed Salabat Khan coomander 
of the artillery provided a Deputy Cnaib) could be found 
to conduct the work at the foot of the fort on his behalf 
so that Salabat may not have to see the battle-field.
Thereupon the naalbs (heralds) proclaimed in every 
lane ”0 servants of the court I It has been decided to 
appoint Salabat Kluin as commander of the aetillery provided 
soiTie one can be found to go to battle on his behalf.
Anyone who is prepared to undertake this duty should 
immediately present himself at the court and personally 
affirm his acceptance so that the emperor may offer the 
Khilat to Salabat Khan.”
This proclamation naturally provoked comments! 'Will 
the death of Salabat Khan be such a loss that another 
man should be salacted to die in his place? High office 
nearness to the emperor and the Jagir will go to Salabat 
and the trouble and dangers will go to his Deputy, 9tc.‘
The greater probability is that in accordance with the 
principle that ' men fallow the religion of their rulers' 
people did not covet martyrdom as Deputy of Salabat; Khan, 
but desired to attain salvation by prayers, religionis 
rites and good deeds."
One of the emperor's heralds, who went through every 
city-quarter came across a mad mystic (mu.1zub-i sallk) ^ 
and forgetting that there was no sanity in him, asxed the 
question: *If the deputy of Salabat iChan dies in battle,
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will th» reward of martyrdom go to the Deputy or to 
Salabat Khan; and in the second case, is it possible for 
a man who is living in this world also to be immortal 
with the martyrs in the next world?'
The oad mystic relplical: 'There can be no doubt about 
the inmiortality of martyrs, but this sort of immortality 
is not possible for a stan living in this world because 
another man has died on his behalf; also if a inan sacri­
fices his life for God| God will not permit another man to 
seige the reward due to him by force. But why do you ask 
me these obvious questions, when the basic problem concerns 
the nature of this conflict and the real question is as 
to which party will be rewarded or punished. God be 
pvaised, I am afraid that the truth may be apposite to our 
convictions and the other party may be right. For the 
Quran has declared: "If two groups of KusaliiJins fight, 
make peace between them; a M  if any of them (afterwards) 
rebels against the other, then fight against the group 
that rebels till it has submitted to the order of Allah*... 
Since the proofs of rebelling (against God) are clearly 
against us, the question of the renrd of the officer or 
his deputy does not arise; the question is which of them 
will be punished."
The author; being a kh*na»ad officer of the Just 
court sent men to tell the mad mystic that he would be 
taken to the Department (mahkama) of Punishment and brought 
to sanity by ita severities. "In these days of tensions 
and afflictions when all wise men have become mad" the x 
mystic replied, " what point is there in bringing back 
one man to sanity." The author then threatened to obtain 
heavenly reward for himself by putting the mad mystic to
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dtath for defying tihe imperial regulations tliat had 
declared Haiderabad to be a place for holy war(daml 
iihad). The mad mystic's reply came pat, "ivery group 
is happy with what it has, the Quran has said, and ever 
since Haiderabad has been declared a place of holy 
var, the garrison has been knit more closely together 
in the hope of that re^ rard (for martyrdom) tc which 
there are no limits.”
The author told the mad mystic that as lie was 
suffering from /melancholia (malikholia) he was not 
responsible for what he said, but offered to treat 
him as he had a )mowledge o i medical . science. The 
mystic in his reply said that he was sxiffering from 
no such complaint, that he was not one of those mystics 
who 'forsook the world for the sake of the world and 
^nvited him to be tiue to his salt by placing his 
medical knowledge «t the disposal of the man whof
heeded it." (Upon tl^ is commentator remarks: This
sentence hints at the fact that the emperor's attack on 
Abul Hasan was due to his obsession and melancholia| 
if he had been free from them, he would not have under­
taken the invasion). But our author is not prepared 
to commit himself further and ends the disciussion 
with the remark that the sayings of mad mystiss are 
not worthy of consideration.
One of the main theses of our author is the 
suffering of the officer's and the men. He composed 
a aasida on the "Afflictions of the People" (Shahr 
ashub)« describing the misfortunes of the followers of 
every profession (30-36). The following lines will 
give some idea of its contents.
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"In this desolated land no one is in happ7 
eircumstanses} men of merit are lying like gens in 
desolate corners. The poverty of the people has 
passed all limits...The soldier has nothing to eat 
except his sword and shield through he marches in ths 
realm of contentment...The grocer reflects, 'Should 
X remain in this camp or go elsewhere*y for nothing 
is left in his shop except his weights and balances*
We have neither cash nor commodities nor brokers} the 
shopkeepers opens his shop only to sell himself.••
'Mhat has happened! 1 asked when the sounds of wailing 
came from a house. 'A guest has arrivedwas the 
answer. I heard the sounds of rejoicing and a neighboiir 
informed me that one of the inmates had seen a bag 
of flour in his dreams...One man pays, ' 0 Lord make 
these Musalmans into Jewes, Hindus, Christians and 
Gabrs (Zoroastrians) so that they may at least X4^ 
lend os money (on interest)." Another man weeps and 
says, ' 0 Lord call me to Thyself and send the angel 
of death to mankind (insan)."
Under these circumstances it w%s inevitable that 
the crdinary mansabdar should lose his initiative and 
courage. Our author after quoting the Quranic verse 
about the early muslims —  "they are stem against 
the Kafirs and affectionate towards each other" —  
adds about his fellow-officers: "When ja the enemy appears 
on any side, they do not ride forth against hla, so 
that the enemy may disperse of his own accord and 
Musalmans of pure Faith may not have to wonder about(142).•
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We have ieea In Mamurl's work that as year 
followed year, the oansabdarl system cracked and 
crumbled aod Haratha doisination over large parts of 
the Deccan was aiade possible.
CH&efER TII 
KHAFI KHA5
T h g  W w tia M ta friA ....
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(Edited for the B.R.A.^* by Moulvl Kablruddln Ahmad 
and Moulvl Ghulasi Qadir.)
Hohaismad Hashlm Khafl Khati) later on known as 
iQiafl Khan Nizamul Mulki, planned a history of medieval 
India in three volumes* The first volume, which has 
not survived» was devoted to the Sultans of Delhi till 
Ibrahim Lodi. The secoM volumet which has been 
printed by the Bengal Asiatic Society, is the most 
monumental work which we have in the Persian on the 
Mughal Empire covering the i^ole period from Babar to 
the fourteenth year of Mohammad Shah*s reign (1722 A.O.) 
The Third Volume vas intei^ed to cover all the pro­
vincial dynasties, but the author apparently was only 
able to write on the Bahmani kingdom, the Sultanates^ 
that succeeded it and the Faruqi kings of Khandesh.
Khafi Khan Insists on telling us repeatedly that 
he was not officially commissioned to do the work,
'that he had no vazir or amir to please*' It was only 
the desire to record correct facts that prompted him 
to undertake the work, his hope being that a correct 
record of historical facts would support the Ethical
1* In the printed text (B.E*A.S.) no number is given 
to the part on the Sultans of Delhi, which has not 
survived* Part I covers the period frcwn Babur to 
Shah Jahan; Part II from the accession of Aurangzeb 
to the 14th year of Bahadur Shah} while part III 
is devoted to the Bahmanis, the Deccan Sultanates 
and the Faruqi kings.
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principles he postiilates. But whatever the author*® 
intentions he has given us the best record for the 
condemnation of Aurangzeb's policy*
But first something isust be said about the author's 
family and his own career. During the reign of Shah 
Jahan or earlier a group of families from Khavaf» a 
district of Khorasan, had migrated to India and obtained 
appointments as mansabdars either for military or 
revenue work. Khafi Khan (infra p. 207-8) while 
confessing that the inhabitants of Khawaf are crude 
and lack personality, says that they make up for it by 
their honesty, efficiency and loyalty to their salt*
When the W£.r of Succassion began, most of the 
Khawafi mansabdars (with the exception of our author’s 
father) were in the service of Aurangzeb, and they 
determined to obtain his good will by their excellent 
service. Aurangzeb, acco3?ding to Ma'muri, left the 
Subedari and diwani of Malwa in charge of Khwaja Kalan 
Khwafi (the husband of our author’s mother’s sister) 
and gave him the title of Kifayat Khan after the 
battle of Dharmat* The bravest of the Khwafi officers 
was Shaikh Kir, who died fighting for Aurangzeb at 
Deorai. Another Khawafi officer, Zainul Abidin Khan, 
the husband of our author's father's mother's sister, 
constructed the city of kha^istah-Bunyad or Aurangabad 
during the Viceroyalty of lurangzeb. Among the officer's 
of Aurangzeb, whose personal honesty he oould testify, 
Mamuri, as we have seen, gives^precedence to Aqil Khan 
Khwafi, entitled Amanat Khan* Khafi Khan is certainly 
correct in saying that the Khawafis prospered more in
1. Mamuri, Aligarh Transcript. Yq1> II* 385  ^and 
ia£.V%t ,PP»
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the reign of Aurangzeb that they had in the reign of
an/other king* They vere probably Sunnis; for in
referring to the rise of Shaism in the Deccan Khafi
Khan states | **A deep injury^vas inflicted on the
correct creed of Imam«i Asaffi.”
Khafi Khan forgets to give us the name of his(2)
father, but informs tis that he was in the seri^ ice
of Hiirac Bakhsh. He was wounded at the battle of
Samugarh and Khafi Khan quotes, on the authority of
his father, a conversation between Shaikh Mir and
(3)
Aurangzdb) which is not to the credit of either*
Unlike the other officers of Murad, he did not enter
the service of Aurangzeb but triec? to devise means
(4)
for rescuing Murad from the Gwalior fort, But after
the execution of Murad, (Kov-Dec* 1661) he applied
for service to Shahzada Shah Alam, who had been
appointed Viceroy of the Deccan in succession to
Shaista Khan (May, 1664) * His first appli(}ation was
rejected. He then got the blessings of Shaikh
Burhanuddin; his uncle, Zainul Abidin Khan, also
recoBt&ended his case to Mustafa Khan, and he was
(5)
appointed to a post before he could arrive*
Khafi Khan only at one p^ce gives us some facts 
for guessing the date of his birth* He says that 
though 74 lunar years have passed since the death of 
the waair, SaMullah Khan in 1066 A*H* (1666 A.D*), 
his descendants have been prosperous since then; he also 
adds that fifty-two years have passed since he attained 
to the age of discretion (hadd-i tami^)  ^ i.e. the age
at vhich a boy begins to understand the things around
i. Vol. Ill, p. 76.
2* There is no good reason for calling him Khawaja
Mir Khawafi as Elliot does (Vol. VIII, p. 2071). See 
C*A*Storey, Persian Literature. 
p* 461 n)*
3. Infra, Vol. II, pp. 148-9,
4. InfZ'a, Vol. II, ppr ail-SlTis.
6 . K.K.Vol. II, pp. 654-6*
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him. By taking the age of discretion as 14, Mr. E, 
Beveridge concludes that he was b o m  about 1074 H 
(1663-1664 A.D.) He probably died in 1731 or 1732.
How eacac^ tly the Muntakhabul Lubab was written we 
do not know* But a good part of it could only have 
been written after the work of !^amuri» which comes 
up to the death of Aurangzeb, had fallen into Khafi 
Khan's hands. Also interspersed through his work are 
passages i^ich describe the condition at the time of 
his writing - the conditions o€ India under Mohammad 
Shah. He seems to have had no government employment 
after his dismissal by Saiyyid Husain All Khan in 1719, 
and may have devoted all his energies thereafter to 
his history.
During the fifty-two years or more in which 
Khafi Khan observed the political and econcHaic conditions 
of India, the two great pillars of the Mughal Kmpire - 
the mansabdari organization and the land-revenue system 
—  completely collapsed. There was also an inevitable 
degeneration of character. An extensive empire like 
India can only be preserved if the machinery of govern­
ment is in competent hands. Khafi Khan repeatedly 
expresses his regret at the degeneration of the 
character of the mansabdars and the decrease in the 
revenue or the government. Ha declares that it was
impossible to defend India from an invasion from the
^2)
north-west. He did not fortunately for himself, 
live to see the day when Nadir Shah was able to sack 
Delhi after the battle of Kamal in 1739.
1. C.A.Storey, P. 461, quoting Encyclopaedia of Islam.
2. K.K. 7ol. II. inlTa> pp. Al^a^
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Though according to the traditions of the day, 
other duties vere also assigned to him, Khafi Khan 
was by training a revemie officer or amil. He has left 
us a remarkable confession of his own conduct. "The 
author", he writes "has carefully observed that the 
objects of a tyrant are never fulfilled, that the 
sons and descendants of tyrants never prosper or 
attain their desire, and that thcxse who start novelties 
Ibldat) for causing sufferings to mankind have the 
evil finger pointed at them and suffer for their sins 
here below. Further, their descendants come to an 
end in such poverty and bad reputation that describing 
their condition with one's pen would mean wailing over 
one*s own condition. God be praised I Though the 
author from his earliest days has passed his life in 
sinful affairs and wasted his time in services that 
lead to misfortunes and considers himself among the 
greatest objects of Divine wrath, nevertheless he has 
never assented to inflicting such misfortunes on 
others as in popular parlance are considered tyrannical. 
It is considered wicked by all religions to hold God / 
falsely as one's witness. Thus reuiembering the grandeur 
of God, I confess that till the thirty-second year of 
Aurangzeb's reign I did not restrain my wicked mind 
and appropriated plenty of money belonging to the 
emperor which was served as a feaSt owing to the 
plunder of the Deccan. But even then I vaS careful 
not to push matters to an extent that in popular 
parlance I may be acctised of being tyrannical. There­
after, owing to certain circumstances the relation be 
of which would nean revealing one's own black face,
I made a compact with my God that so far as possible
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I would striv« witk my heart and a®ul to restrain 
my wicked nind from consuming, misappropriating and 
destroying tke property of Musalnaiius, The work of a 
caretaker of d®gs and a shepherd ©f pigs is higher 
in (noral) dignity than that of a revenue collector* 
Although I tried my best to avoid the bad popular 
reputation that attaches to the office of a revenue 
collector and strove hard to be honesty so that I 
nay not be accused of plundering and exacting like 
ether doomed revenue officers, still since such good 
fortune is the result of Ged's grace, I was unable 
te attain it!^^
As to the end of the descendants of the wicked, 
Khafi Khan observes with reference to the overthrow 
of Farrukh Siyar; " It is impossible for the pen to 
describe how jewels were seized and the honour 
(of the Mughal princesses)* was lost. Ho royal 
family of the past has suffered so much as the
decendants of Tiour, who have lost their lives, their
CB)
reputations and the honour of their women. ” But the 
worse was still t« COM*
But S# far as Khafi Khan's conscience was coneex*n«d,
he naturally failed te see the real authors of kis 
moral disaster > Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb. Unable te 
defeat the armies of Bijapur and Gelkonda in a 
'Cossack Warfare' (iung-i-aazzaQl)> Shah Jahan 
started the programme of destroying the fields,
1* K.K. Vol II. p 672-3
2. K.K. Vol. II. B 814.
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haslftts and townships of the helpless peasantry* The
pregramse was bound te succeed, though under the thoroughly
incompetent military cotmoand of Aurangzeb it took a very
long time. The Alameir Haaah insists that the real
object of Jai Singh's invasion was not the capture of(2)
Bijapur city but the desolation of the countryside.
The havoc wrought by Dilir Khan during his Deccan 
Viceroyalty was not known to Khafi Khan in detail, but 
is well described by Sir Jadunath . Dilir developed 
murderous tendencies of &n insane type and his friend, 
Mamuri, prefers not to refer to him again. Any way a
(1)
1. Thus with reference to the behaviour of the Mughal Sa Saldiers in ^ hah Jahan's Deccan invasion of 1630-1, 
Khafi Khan states: "Wherever they came across ciati- 
vated lands and flourishing fields, they destroyed 
them in the twinkling of an eye, and ploughed tfea 
land up again vrith the hooves of their horses.Houses, towns, and flourishing markets were so effectively desolated that the groimd could be used for cultivating crops. Nothing was left undone in 
capturing the peasantry (raiyyat) - men and women, oli 
and young - and despatching them to the realm of 
non-existence. In short the p?eg?e prosperous mahals 
of the Bijapur were so changed in appearance tJiat 
they were left without even a name.”(K.K. Vol. II,p 466)
The manner in which Khan-i Dauran carried out Shah Jahan’s order in 1635 A.D. is thiis described. "Wherever an inhabited place came in sight, it was 
destroyed by the soldiers in the twinkling of an eye. 
Wherever they attacked, they left no trace of any habitation. When they came a place, they Seized 
fverything that was there, not leaving even tiie minimu® 
cloth for covering the private parts. Thus in three 
or four day« fifty flourishing cities and villages 
were plundered."(?ol. I, p. 524).
Our real authority for these wholsale and planned 
mtirders of innocent men, women and children is not Kiafi Khan but his predecessor, Sadiq Khan, vho was loyal to Shah Jahan. The official histories of Shah 
Jahan also speak in the same strain* No tears need be 
shod on the last years ©f Shah Jahan; he soved what he 
had reaped. But an Indian Empire, which could adopt such hideous methods, had also outlived its utility*
2* Alamgir p„ 913*
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plunder-feast was spread for the Mughal officers in the 
Deccan. They vere neither better nor worse, fren the 
view-point of the peasantry, than the Maratha freebooters 
who follewed them, but since they were first in the field, 
they could gobble up more.
But Aurangzeb failed in the south and the Marathas 
began to harass the old provinces of the empire. At the 
same tiice the number of the mansabdars kept increasing 
while their salaries decreased. Prosperous cities like 
Ahinadabad were completely ruined. Ultimately, te make up 
for revenues of the lost and desolated provinces, Baja 
Ratan Chand the peshkar of Saiyyid Abdullah, overthrew 
the bandobast of Todar Mai and gave the Khalsa-land to 
revenue-farciers on such conditions as he thought iit.
All security was gone.
After giving an account of the reforms of Todar Hal, 
Khafi Khan ebseinresi '*It is obvious to wise men with 
experience that at present in accordance with the circums­
tances of the tiue, all regard for the consequences of 
political affairs, promoting the condition of the raiwat. 
planting new habitations and increasing the land rervenue 
have totally disappeared. The agents of the contractors, 
who have paid cash in advance to the Durbar, go te the 
mahals and are a torture to the revenue-paying peasantry. 
They have no regard either for the prosperity of the 
coimtry er the distressing coalition of the tenants.
Further as they have na reliance (on the renewal of thetr 
contract) fer the next year, or even for its contllKtianee 
for the whole of the current year, they sell in advance 
the revenue for both the seasons. It is an act of C»odli-r 
ness on their part if they confine themselves to this
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tyranny and do not sell the bullae and carts (of the 
peasants), which are the basis of agriculture, or, in 
the attempt to compensate themselves for the expenditure 
incurred by them at the Durbar, the payment of the 
salaries of the soJjiiers employed for the collection af 
the revenue (Seh-bandi) and the loss incurred by them 
©n their contract, they do not sell away the remaining 
possessions of the peasants, including their fruit- 
bearing txees and the land which is their hereditary and 
personal prapertv. The plunder and destruction by the 
mischief-makers of the region (the Harathas) adds to 
the desolation of the country and the distress of the 
peasantry.
”It is owing to this that plots of ten Itarohs and 
twenty karohs of arable land remain uncultivated; and in 
place of cultivated fields, thorny trees scratch the 
skirts of the travellers and wound the hearts of the 
helpless Jagirdars, So many prosperous parganas and 
towns have been so effectively destroyed by criminal 
officers that tigers and other carnivorous aninials live 
there now. S© ssany villages are in ruins without a 
lighted lamp that road-sid« is no longer considered 
te be inhabited. Though owing to th« wickedness ef ^he 
huffian mind and the needs of this age of distress, the 
desolation of the country increases more and more 
•varyday, the raiYYat is ground down by the cruelty 
of the wicked amilS (taX-gatheres), and th® Jagirdars 
have been caught in miafortunes of the sighs of the 
peasantry, yet the tyranny and cruelty of Godless 
officers has reached an extent that even desctibing a 
fraction of it will take me away from my purpose,”
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”And in case one of the revenixe collectors (inaiDall 
fearing the Day ©f Judgment and in opposition to the 
customary behaviour of the other hard-hearted officers, 
does not consider severity and cruelty to be the main 
fiiLnctions of the revenue officer and deems mercy on the 
lives of the tenants, improving the circumstances of the 
tax-paying raiyyaty and the increase of revenue from 
y»ar to year to be conducive to his own welfare and the 
welfare of his sons, the people of this generation will 
consider him blameworthy and include him in the list of 
fools. And if, God forbid, he is transferred before 
the end of the year • as iias often happened to the writer 
of these pages - he is ruined financially by having to 
pay the salaries of soldiers employed by him for tho 
collection of the revenue and meeting other charges 
while his neighbours x’ojoice at his misfortunes I I4ay 
God, out of regard for the Prophet and his family^ keep 
all his sinful creatures under His protection.”
And again: "It is necessary to reflect with care 
that in those (past) fortunate days, the object of 
people mas heavenly reward, and their acts were blessed. 
Unlike these days, when matters have come to such a 
pass that people devote all their energies to ruining 
each other's prosperity and goc^ reputation. People 
of wealth and affluence have effectually closed their 
doors on the face of the needy - as if they were wield­
ing an axe to draw the gifts ©f God towards themselves 
and scratching the hearts of the distressed. Conse­
quently, all fruit-bearing trees in tho orchards s.nd 
shade-giving trees by the road sides, which had teen
1. KJC.. Vol. I, pp. 157-168.
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planted cwing to th« efforts of the virtuous men of
the past and were a source of ceiafert to travellers
and a beauty for the to\>rns, villages and suburbs of the
houses, have, owing to the tyranny of the officer's,
been cut down by the cruel saws ef the soldiers in
order to feed the cattle or build houses or light tlw
kitchen fires, Ho trace of any tree is left by the
side of most roads and the suburbs of many habitantione•
Similarly the stones and bricks of inns, mansoleuira and
mosques which had been constructed by their founders for(1)pious purposes, are used by them for the construction 
of boths ftd and new buildings out of the money they 
have obtained by cruelty and corruption, but they are 
left unfinished.*
Though contemporary Observers, like Mamuri, were 
of the opinion that the irretrievable decline of the 
Mughal empire began ^ e n  Aurangzeb decided to proceed to 
the Deccan to undertake a political and military task 
for which he was thoroughly unfitted, still it is pleasant 
to turn from the harrowing conditions of post-Aurangzeb 
period to the more stable conditions of haIf-a-century 
earlier, when Khafi Khan began his career.
Our author had the opportunity of seeing a good 
part of India. He never wtnt to Bihar, Bengal, Peshawar 
or Kabul. Nevertheless ho saw a lot of the country with 
observant eyes. It is difficult to piece together 
his various posts in chronological order, but he speaks 
with confidence as if he knew the whole country. Thus 
in his account of the Faruqi Kings, he remarks: "rhe 
author of this history has visited the chawks (miin
1. The graKmer of the toxt hero leaves much to be described 
but I have tried to interpret it according to the 
meaning ef the author, ^ich is clear enough*
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markets) of th« eleven subahs of the Deccan and of
Shah Jahanabad till Lahore* but he did net find an/ of(1)them so wide as the chauk ©f Burhanpur, He liked
mixing with p&ople of different comTinnities » the Bhoras
and Pars is of Siirat and Ahmdabad, Marathas, Rajputs
and “he Snglish and the Portugese - but his attempt
to be a student of comparative m religion often failed
on acceuQ.t of his mental prepossessions and insufficient
knowledge. Thus his exposition of the creed of the
Indian Bhorah community is both brief and incorrect»
for sxample. his assertion that they believe Ismail to
(2)
be tile thirteenth Imaia is wrong. He was pleased to
find that the Snglish^ though they are also Christians
have no idols in their churches, but though he claisss
to have disc'issed laatters with English scholars, he had
probably no very clear idea of the distinction between
Roman Catholicism and Protestantism or of the various
nations of Europe* In declaring that Shivaji, in spite
of being a planderer, developed all other virtues,
specially riligious tolerance and regard for the honour
of both HusliB and Maratha women, he is merely quoting
Mamuri. He haii an opportunity of associating with the
officers of the Rana of Mewar, but they failed to impress 
(3) him.
Sir Jadunath accuses Khafi Khan of being 'gossipy.' 
The reasons which prevented Sir Jadunath from utilising 
Khafi Khan's history as a whole have ceased to be valid 
after the disaovery of the works of Sadiq Khan and Mamurl,
VoU  I, p. 693.
2. £tj£i*y Vol. I, p* 469*
3. Vol. II, p. 678.
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Still Khafi Khan sometimes relied on doubtful authorities.
Thus he tells us that in 1107 S (1695-6 A.D.) he met a
Amrvesh  ^named Mirza Abid, aged 105, vho had come froEi
Iran in the same caravan as Itimaduddoulah. Our auther
nad long conversations with the aged durwesh. deposited
what he heard from hi« in the 'casket of his memory*
and used the facts he had heard from Mirza Abdi in
writing the history of Jahangir's reign along with the
(1)
three J_ahan>;ir Kamaha* The stories he tells us about
(2)
Abdul Wahhab Khandeshi are borrowed from Sa^diq Khan.
In view of the Dingal letters discovered by Sir Jadunath,
we have no alternative but to conclude that both Mamuri
and Khafi Khan were deceived by a Surat Vaid, who told
them that he had built his haveli from the sale of
(3)
jewels given to him by Shivaji at Banaras. Still
Khafi Khan's attitude is scientific, fie is not prepared
to make statements which huiaui reason and experience
rejects, and within the limits of his capacity, he
tried to base his statements on official records or on
the statements of reliable witnesses. Where he makes
statements on hearsay only, he generally confesses(4>
that he is doing so.
Khafi Khan tells us that his teacher was Mir 
Saiyyid Mohammad, an incomparable mathematician, who 
had survived from the time of Jahangir. Nothing else 
is known about Saiyyid Mohammad, but Khafi Khan speaks 
with confidence about matters appertaining to astranomy 
and the calendar. Khs.fi Khan says that he had livad in
1. Vol* I t  P* 348.
2. Infrat.-_Yel> llitClranalatlon) ^ pp. 31-34.
3. Iaira> Vol. II (IjaflfilatlQa)^_PP^_4Q1^3.
4« For examplettowards the end of his book (Vol. II, 
pp. 963-973;, our author gives a harrowing account 
of the destruction of Ahmadabad and Gujrat, but says 
that his account is based on what he had repeatedly 
hoard.
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Baglana f»r two years, but does not specify the time.
He was probably there with his father and before he
entered service. He has little to add to what Hamuri(1)•ays about Baglana* Khafi Khan was well-connected 
among the Khanazad iiaansabdars, and he probably obtained 
service about the age of eighteen, when Aurangzeb moved 
to the Deccan. He says he was sent with the Hughal a my  
which besieged Bamsej in 1682-3, but was unable to do 
anthing in face of the Maratha qiladar and his wooden
(at
guns. He was also sent with Shahzada Muazzam in the
(3)
futile Ram-Darrah er Ramghat campaign. (1683-84).
Thereafter Shafi Khan tells us nothing of himself 
directly till the fall of Gelkenda. But he had apparently 
risen high enough to be able to associate with the great 
officers of the land* Two of them deserve special 
mention - Mohammad Murad Saadat Khan, son of the late 
Murshid Quli Khan, {vho had died at the battle of Dharmat) 
and Abdul Razzaq Lari Mustafd Khan, whom Aurangzeb 
insisted on taking into service though he had fought 
for Abul Hasan to the last. He gives us an account of 
their careers on the basis of >^t they told him$
Mamuri had already done this, but Khafi Khan was able 
to give more details* Abdul Eazzaq uari, it seems, was
(4)
put in charge of Kenkan sometimes between 1191 and 1196
1* Infra» Val. IICiranalation). p. 31
2. Infray Yol. IlA_lTraiiglationI. pp. 491-495.
3. Infra, Vol. II (Translation?, pp. 503-606, in the
twenty seventh regnal ye«r. Bayacurious oversight 
he describes the Ram-Darrah campaign in the twnety fifth regnal year also.
4. CiA.jitoreyy p« 463*
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with Rahiri as his headquarters. Our author says h«
lived in the haveli Shiva^i had constructed near the
fort and repeats the difference in the behaviour of
Shivaji and Sambhaji towards the women who came to fetch
water from the well (bawli) He also net Saidi Yaqut
who assured hiu that Shiva^i had been awakened by the
explosion of the gunpowder magazine at Danda-Rajpurif(2)
when the fort was reconquered by Saidi Yaqut* It was 
owing to his close association with Abdur Bazzaq I«ri 
that Khafi Khan visited Boldsay. The account of his 
visit has been translated by Elliot and DowsonCVol. VII9 
pp* 361-4)
The closing chapter of Aurangzob*s career is his 
strugile with the ISarathas after the execution of 
Sambhaji (1689) in the course of which the eapiro 
gradually collapsed, "iiivine destiny,” says Ktu4f Khan 
”had ordered that the Maratha power in the Deccan would
not bo uprooted and that the emperor was to spend the(3)
rest of his life in campaigns and sieges," Our authar
says that "the chief reason for the prolongation of the
struggle was the treason and lack of cooperation among
the officers, so that a journey of two days took twelve
(4)
days." The fifth volume of Sir Jadunath's classical 
work is devoted to this period (1689-1709)* We do not 
know to v/hat services Khafi Khan was appointed. But 
when after living for some four years at the camp of Isla»- 
puri, Aurangzeb very unwisely decided to set out to 
conquer the Maratha fortr^ , Khafi Khan must havo boon
1, t ^ol, IXy PP* 390<*1,
2, Xngra> Yol, II. (Translation^> 9, 413.
3, Vol, II, p. 389.
4, Yol, Ilf P* 4^8,
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with the main camp. It m y  be doubted if aoy coiu^uering 
army in India, or anywhere, has had to face such dis­
tress and stravation as the army of Aurangzeb from the 
march to Satara to the capture of Wagingera. Khafi 
Khan follows Mamuri, but his graphic account ef the 
sufferings of the imperial army is based on what he 
himself saw and vent through.
At the time of Aurangzeb's death, Mehammad Hurad 
(Saadat Khan) and Khafi Khan were jointly working as
news-writer of the whole province of Ahmadabad and(1)
as faujdars of the Sarkars of T hasrah and Godra$
ishahzada Bidar Bakht sen of Azam was the governor of
the prov^ iKse. *It was Murad's duty as the senior
partner to convey the news of Aurang^eb’s death te
Bidar Bakht, who talked as if a war of succession was
inevitable. We do not know when Khafi Khan went eve?
te the winning side, but he was present at Khan Bakhsh*s
defeat near Haiderabad. **the author of these pages was
present at the battles. He counted the corpses of those
who had died fifhting for Kam Bakhsh - they were sixty-(2)
two in number. Bahadur Shah's claim to be a Saiyyid 
only caused ammusement, but his order that Hazrat Ali 
should be declared tfasiullah (executor of the Prophet's 
will) K led to riots in many mosques in 1121 H.(1709-10). 
Khafi Khan says that he had come to Ahmadabad just then, 
but he tried to collect such facts as he could. Later 
in the same year, Mohammad Hashim, the grandson of the 
Shah of Iran, visited India. Ghaziuddin Khan Firos 
Jung, who was then governor of Ahmadabad, appoimted 
Khafi Khan as host-officer to the Persian prince on
1. C.A.Storey (p. 464) says Thasrah; Thaneswar in the 
printed Persian text is obviously incorrect.
2. K.K., Vol. II, p. 624.
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his own behalf while one Kokah Khan was appointet as 
host-offleer on hehalf of the emperar. It was on this 
occasion that our author met the officers of the Rana, 
n\xt owing to urgent revenue affairs he had soon to 
return to the army.
During Bahadur Shah's reign of four years and two 
months, the downward trend of affjfairs continued. The 
emperor gave the same title to different stansaMars 
and the dignity attached to mansabs| drums, surpeches. 
elephants, etc. completely vanished. **Ikhlas Khan 
Jadidul Islam drew the attention of the Qazir (Jumlatul 
Mulk) to the fact that the appointments a M  promotlotns 
of the emperor would really lead to the unemployment 
of the mansabdars, for the real income of the State was 
not even a fraction of the proposed expenditure. His 
suggestion was that the wazir should personally scrutinise 
every case before sanctioning an appointment or promotion} 
but the wazir was not prepared for the unpopularity that 
would result from such work, and when Ikhlas Khan was 
asked to do the work himself, he offered to resign 
Ultimately the duty of scrutinising and sanctioning all 
papers appertaining to appointments and promotions of 
mansabdars as well as daily wages was assigned to Honamcad 
Saqi Mustaid Khan, who was believed to be a strong and 
honest man. But his hands werS sometimes forced or else 
papers were taken to the emperor without reference to him. 
'In consequences the signature of the emperor became a 
thing of no value.” His Majesty, would say to his 
officers that he had no alternative but to sanction 
applications^^still his officers should od what they 
thought best. Some thirteen crore of rupees left by
1. luJi.f Vol. II, pp. 628-630.
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Aurangzab were spent away, and the expenditur# of the
imperial palaces was met toy the daily allowance received
(1)from Shahzada kzXwm h Shan.
In the faction-fi^ts and intrigues that were to be 
the chief featiire of Delhi for decades to come, all 
groups destroyed each other in turn. The safest course 
for a government officer was not to pledge h im s e lf too 
deeply to any faction and to leave the path of retreat 
open. This, our author, seems to have done. He was 
left linharmed by the wars between the sons of Bahadur 
Shah and by the overthrow of Jahandar Shah by Farrukh 
Siyar and the Saiyyid Brothers. But he had soiree 
under the late Feroz Jung, and when Peroz Jung’s son, 
Chan-Qalich Khan Hizamul Mulk Fath Jung was appointed 
Viceroy of the Deccan in 1124H (1712-13), he appointed 
Khafi Ehan as his Diwan. This is the highest office our 
author was destined to attain and it is probably for this 
reason that he called himself 'Nizaiaul Mulki.* But 
Husain Ali IQian, the younger Saiyyid Brother, had decided 
that the Deccan was to his exclusive doisain while he and 
his brother, Saiyyid Abdullah, governed the rest of the 
empire in the name of Farrulch Siyair. So Hiusain Ali 
Khan was appointed viceroy of the Deccan and an order
was sent susunoning Nizamul Mulk from Aurangabad. He had
no alternative but to obey and started for Delhi in 
Safar, 1125 H. (Feb. 1713). Husain Ali Khan realised 
that there could be no security for him as Viceroy of 
the Decean without an understanding with the Maratfeas.
So he made a treaty with Sahu and Balaji Vishwanatfe. 
granting them chauth and Surdeshmukhi. The working of 
the treaty has been explained and criticised by Khaif 
Khan, who was then in the Deccan.
1. ..KjjK^ , Vol. 11, p. 684.
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Husain Ali kept dismissing the imperial offieera 
owing to the charges brought against then hy interested 
persons and in order to mke money out of new appoint- 
ments. About hiiflself, Khafi Khan says that after three 
years ©f grief and affliction he had gone from the 
Deccan to the imperial court and obtained an appelntaent 
as revenue officer and fau5dar of the Khalsa mahal 
Mustafabad in the district of Burhanpur, which the 
officers of the adopted son of Husain Ali Khan had 
desolated. He obtained the assent of Hussain Ali to 
the imperial order after putting himself under great 
obligation and spent money in collecting peasants and 
enrolling soldiers (Seh bandiS* to look after the land. 
But H^ain Ali Khan decided to march north against 
Farrukh Siyar and demanded twenty thousand rupees from 
Khafi Khan towards the expenses of his artillery. Eut 
as Khafi Khan had not been able to collect revenias for 
even his first autumnal crop, there was delay on his 
part in providing the money, Husain Ali took the money 
he needed from another person and dismissed our author. 
"It is impossible to describe my grief and affliction 
owing to demands based on accounts - and also beyond 
account - of the Marathas who had obtained suj^reiacy 
over all (Mughal) officers and accountants."
During the rest of the book Khafi Khan writes like 
a man who is living at DeJJii and has difficulties in 
getting correct information about the provinces. When 
Nizamul Mulk, after being appointed governor of Xalwa) 
began to coxiquer the Deccan provinces from the officer's
1. 9 Vol. XII p. 798.
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of Husain All Khan, ha did not call Khafi Khan to his
sido. On the other hand Khafi Khan repoatodly refers to
what he had personally heard from Saiyyid Abdullan.
It was impossible to give a good certificate to t‘ne 
Saiyyid Brothers, but Khafi Khan notes a few points in 
their favour.
Our author gives a fairly detailed account odE* the 
Sil& revoluticni he saw the Sikhs who were slaughtered in 
Delhi in U26H (1714 A.D.) but like £ost contemporary 
Muslins he did not understand the Sikh creed, thsmgh 
he could not help admiring the courage of its followers. 
In 1132 H (1720 A.D.) he rode roimd to see the havoc 
caused by the earth quake at Delhi; three towers of
Fathpari mosque had fallen down and about twelve men had
been killed. When he beouliht his history to a close 
in the fourteenth regnal year of Mohasimad Shah, he had 
probably passed his seventieth year.
CHAPTER VIII 
KHAFI KHAH’S DEB? TO SADIQ KHAH AND MA*MI3RI
Th* great credit of discovering the works of 
Sadiq Khan axid Manuri (boimd up as one book) in the 
Hampur Library belongs to Professor Sti Bam Sharsia, 
one of our leading medieval scholars. In his well* 
known Eibllographv of Mughal India. Professor Shanna 
writes t-
"The place of honour among the chronicles of 
Aurangfiob*s reign has a far been occupied by Khaif 
Khan's Muntakhabul Lubab. He has been wearing a triple 
c»own as an historian. His love of history and the 
sacrifices he was prepared to aake in its cause are, 
it is said, proved by his facing the wrath of Aurangzeb 
rather than abocidon his work. His impartiality is 
borne out by his occasional flings at Aurangzeb and 
his policy. His unique place among the historians 
of Mughal India is assured by his compiling an account 
ef the entire reign of Aurangzeb, besides the history 
of the earlier Muslim rulers of India.
•But a critical examination of the history of 
Alamgir proves him to be one of the biggest imposters 
among historians. He nowhere mentions himself that he 
went on compiling an account of Aurangzeb*s during the 
life-time of the emperor. He refers to the Ma-^asir-l 
Alaaeiri of Mustaid Khan, which was compiled after the 
death of Aurangzeb. He claims to have examined Hai 
Bindraban's Lubbut-Tavarlkh. which was net written 
earlier than 1694. He speaks of the Alameir Naaah 
of Meharjaad Kazim which closes with the tenth year of
C 105 )
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(1)Auraagzeb's reign. To have used Ma-asir-i Alamglrl 
and found out its defects | Khafi Khan could not have 
written his history during Aurangzeb’s time. In an­
other place he gives an indication of the date «f 
cemposition. While describing the carrying off «f 
Ajit Singh, son of Maharaja Jaswant Singh from Delhi, 
Khafi Khan adds that Aurangzeb vent on describing him
as an impostory - till he -was married to a daughter(2)
of the Rana of Udaipur. Obvioiisly this could net 
have been written before this marriage, which couLd 
not have taken place earlier than the nineties of the 
seventeenth century. While narrating the accounts 
of Mohammad Murad Bakhsh, Khafi Khan claims to desctibe 
the events as detailed to him by his father, who was 
a trusted servant of Murad Bakhsh, implying thereby 
that he liifflself had no personal knowledge of the 
events. In fact Khafi Khan began the writing of his 
book in -:he year 1030 H (1717) as he himself seems (3)
te indicate in the introduction to the first volume
and completed it in 1045 H (1732) to which date he
brings de«n his narrative in the second volume* Thus
even according to our author the book was began ton
(4)
years after the death of Aurangzeb; all the pains 
the author had to take concerned collecting materials 
from such sources as he could then command,
1. K.K.. Vol. II^_212 (Progessor Sharma).
2. K.K.> Tol. II, 260. This addition is not to be 
found in Abul Fazl. See also infra. Yol. II,
(XraitflaUQfl) >
3. Vol. I, p. 2*
4. Even Professor Dowson*s addition to Sir H.M.Blliots 
note on Khafi Khan (Elliot and Dowson, Vol. II,
p. 209) wrongly asserts that Khafi Khan compiled 
an acoonnt of the reign of Aurangzeb during the 
Saperer's life-time and kept it suppressed 
(Professor Sharma)*
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"Aa examination of this MS proves that Khafi 
Khan incorporated it almost word by word in his own 
history; where he differs from its text, it is 
usually in suppressing the personal part played by 
Abul Fazl in various affairs. Not only is the pres# 
narrative a copy of the account written by Abul Fazl, 
but the verses used by both to embellish their works 
are almost the same. There seems no reason to doubt 
that the original account of Aurangzeb's reign, which 
Khaf i Khan subsequently made his own, was written by 
Abia Fazl. It covers p. 378 to p 733 of the Rampur 
MS. It closes with the death of Aurangzeb, short of 
the account of the burial which Khafi Khan gives.
The work comes to an end with verses found on p. 549 
of Khafi Khan, Volume II,
"It may be suggested that our author may have 
copied Khafi Khan's account of the reign. This is 
impossible. To have been able to use Khafi Khan's 
history, which was completed in 1732, our author 
must have lived at least more than 105 years.
During the War of Succession he was raised to the 
ooijmand of 1,500. To have attained to that rank, 
he must have been about 30 at least. Copies of Khafi 
Khan's history could not have become common till 
some time after its completion in 1732. To have 
copied it then, and that upto the account of Aurangzob'j 
death, suppressing the account of Aurangzeb's burial 
would seem unreasonable. To suppose that Just as 
Khafi Khan used Sadiq Khan's Shah Jahan Naaah. he 
■ay have used, Abul Fazl's annals of Aurangzeb's 
reign is more reasonable. A \friter of a history of
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"Though he has named some of these ¥©rks, he has 
scrupulcusly avoided mentioning an author, whose 
writings he used most* This is an^other historian 
of Aurai^zeb, Abul Fazl# Khafi Khan has purdorned 
his history of Aurangzeb almost verhation* Unfortu­
nately, the only two extent copies of this work are 
found ho’jnd up with a history of the reign of Shah 
Jahan, Shah Jahan Uaaah of Sadiq Khan. One of these 
copies belonged |o Sir Henry Elliot, Professor Dowsens, 
who examined it, rightly came to the conclusion that 
the account of the reign it contained, could not 
have been written by Sadiq Khan. He dismisses the 
matter there without probably examining the account
itself in detail, as it seemed to him to be a copy
(1)of Khafi Khan with only slight variations. The
other copy of this work is bound up with a modern
manuscrip- of the Shah Jahan Hamh of Sadiq Khan in
the State I»ibrary, RampTir (India). An analysis of
the work revealed the fact that though it seemed
to be a copy of Khafi^Khan, it claias an uathor of
its own, Abdul Fazl. The author's name is mentioned
in several places. We also get infomaation about the
important places he filled in the reign of Aurangzeb
He is further mentioned in the k lu m slr 8a«>h and the
(3)
first volusie of Khafi Khan. From a H  these sources 
we learn that he accompanied Aurangzeb from Burhanpur 
when he started for the purpose of disputing succession 
to Shah Jahan*s Empire. He was present at the battle
1^  Slliot ai^ Dowson, Vol. VII, p, ISSCSharma)
2. t o r n  577.
3. These references are to Mamur Khan and not to our 
author. (K.K.f Vol. I, p. 747).
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•f Dharmat. when he vas promoted to the commnd of (1)1,500. Early in Aurangzeh's reign he seems t© have
been appointed Dharagha -»i Bavutat. which effice he
occupied for thirty years till the thirty-sixth year
(2)
•f Aurangzet*s reign. Towards the end of the year
25, he was appointed Waaa-i Navis of Burhanpur to hold
(3)
it along with his old appointment as a Mir«i Saman.
In the year 36 ©f Aurangzeb's reign, he was appointM
Mir»-i Bahr. He seems either to have continued in
the Departiaent of Bavutat or was again reverted
thereto, as we find him visiting the army
besieging Fanhala with certain impertant papers in the
(4)
year 44. In the year 46 he was employed as a 
negotiator on behalf of the besieging Mughal coEmander 
to settle terms of surrender with Parma Nana, the 
commander of the fort of Khelna, which they were 
besieging. He seeras to have survived Aurangzeb.
"The author mentions certain events ^ich he 
himself witnessed. He was present in Delhi when the 
Hindus frcm the city and the neighbouring places 
gathered together for the purpose of holding a demons­
tration of protest against the imposition of the Jazia 
Earlier still he saw the iiusicians of Delhi carry the 
bier of music to the burial ground, when Aurangzeb 
banished ^hem from the court.
1. These facts (K.K.mJgpl^_I. p. 747 and Alftngir 
j^amab. p. 53,77) als© refer to Mamur Khan. But 
the remaining facts enuaerated by Professor 
Sharoa in this paragraph are correct with reference 
to our author, Abdul Fazl Manuri.
2. Abul Fazl, History of .tM rejgn Aurangzeb. 
MS. f ,  653. (Snaraa)
3« Ranp«r KSS. p. 548 (Sharaa).
4. Rampiir MS, p. 699 (Sharaal.
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Mughal India upto his own times is more likely to ust 
a work on a particular reign> than a writer on the 
reign of one emperor to lift it from a universal 
history. The internal evidence of the MS. nukes it 
possible for Khafi Khan to have used a work which n| 
might have been compiled by a contemporary of Aura)igzab 
To purloin K.hafi Khan’s work and add to its account 
his own participation in certain events s e e m  
impossible and unlikely for Abia Fazl. The balance 
of plagiarism is turned against Khafi Khan when we 
remember that kis account of Shah Jahan*s reign is 
also idebted to another contemporary work. This 
seems to have been Khafi Khan*s usual method of 
writing history,
"The fact that vhat w« have known as Khafi Khan»s 
account of Auran2aeb*s reign turns out to be written 
by an important public servant of Aurangzeb increases 
it value. It ceases to be the compilation of an 
historian, who with difficulty ascertained the 
truth some years after the passage of thoss events.
It becomes the work of a man who long pa rticipated 
in many public events, and who, as news-writer and 
Daroghft Bavutat. had abundant opportunities of leav- 
ning the true account of iaany important public events. 
It becomes an important docujnent of Auranezeb's 
relcn precisely becaua.e I t K h & a * _ s  
work. (pp. 51-58)
Sir Jadunath Sarkar in his Foreword to Professor
S,R.Sharma's work remarks: ”His «x:posuro of the 
vholsale plagiarism by Khafi Khan opens a new line 
of study in Mughal historiaal bibliography and desorves
( 111)
the fullest Investigation. It is a discovery of
first rate interest,"
I have quoted Professor S.E.Sharma at length
because his discovery is of great T^lue; the charge
of plagiarism against Khafi Khan is substantially
correct) though Professor Sharma has not worked out
the relation of Khafi Khan with the works of Sadiq
Khan and Mamuri in detail. But first it is necessary
to remove some errors.(1) In his account of Aurangzeb*s
attack on Haiderabad and Qolkenda, Sadiq Khan refers
to one of his officers, Mir Abul Fazl Mamuri} Khafi
Khan has bodily copied the whole of Sadiq Khan's
description of the campaijpi and has also referred
to him. He, later on, got a mansab of 1,500 and
the title of Kamur Khan. But he was killed by
NaJabat Khan a few days before the celebration of(1)Aurangzeb*s forty-first solar year (Nov. 1669) lie 
does not concern us. The author of the work on which 
Khafi Khan's account ©f Aurangzeb is based also calls 
himself Abul Fazl Mamuri (without the 'Mir')} but 
he refers to himself by name only once (109a) Khafi 
Khan takes every care to eliminate all references 
to Abul Fazl Mamuri. Abul Fazl is not an uncosmon 
name and several mansabdars of the period had the 
surname of Mamuri. (2) As to the relative ages of 
Khafi Khan and Mamuri, Mamuri refers to the fact 
that he was in service at the burial of miwic, which 
took place in the eleventh regnal year (Feb, 1668-9).
1. KJS..y iQl. II. P. 176 (Translation)t pp, 46-47 
(Persian text).
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Khafi Khan, born in 1663-4, must have been only five 
or six yearsat the time. It would be safe to ass\iiie 
that Mamuri was fifteen or twenty years older*
(3) Khafi Khan, as Professor S.R.Sharma correctly 
points out, began writing his book in 1717 and 
finished it in 1732, He claims two virtues for him­
self} first he was devoted to history as a science 
and secondly he was not writing for any wazir or 
amir. But he never claims that he was writing a 
history ef Aurangzeb during Aurangzeb*s life-time 
and in spite of the emperor's wishes. Aurangzeb had 
ordered Mohassmad Kazim to stop his official hSstory 
after the tenth regnal year. May be, he did not like 
his officers writing the history of his reign when 
he had neither the time nor the inclination to see 
Irhat they had written. Still two Hindu writers^
Bhim Sen and Ishwar Das Nagar, who were punier officers, 
seem to have written their histories during Aurangzeb's 
life-time} on the other hand Aqil Khan Razi and 
Nimat Khan-i Ali have not put their naaet in their 
works. In any case Khafi Khan took his title from 
the city of Khwaf} he seems to have prepared ne 
notes, records, etc. during AurangBeb'fl reign. He 
says at vario\ja places that he assigned what he saw 
or learnt to the 'casket of his memory.'
Still Khafi Khan &annet but be condemned for 
the Xast.tiMLt laisgJla: .tf
SadlQ lOmn and Mamurl JKlthcut acknowledging his debt 
to them. This increases the value of his work, but 
greatly decreases our estimtes of his character.
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We have to imagine a man of fifty-five^ vho is 
unwilling or unable to find any paid work as a revenue 
collector. But he has worked for years as a news* 
writer and developed his own style of prose. He 
plans to write a history of the middle ages and asks 
book*sellers and friends for material. So far as 
well-known works like Farishta, Babur's Hemoirs,  ^
Jahangir’s Autobiography, etc. are concerned, he 
has no difficulty in finding theai and unhesistatingly 
acknovlSitos his debt to them. He probably could 
not find Mustaid Khan*s I^ la-asir-i Alamgiri that book 
would at least have helped him about the sequence of 
events and dates. The copies of the three official 
histories of Shah Jahan - Qazwini, Lahori| and 
Waris « were easy to obtain, but susmiaring them was 
a bother and would not have added much to the value 
of his work. But he succeeded in finding a history 
of Shah Jahan written by Sadiq Khan, the nephew of 
Jafar Khan, on the basis of what he had seen, the 
reports that had been brought to the emperor in his 
presence, the papers that had passed through his 
hands and kis conversation with officers to vhom  
important duties had been assigned. A complete copy 
of Sadiq Khan's work - the same as British Museum 
OR ISS 174 - was apparently not easy to getj in the 
manuscript Khafi Khan obtained (it would be safe to 
presume) the work of Sadiq Khan had been continued 
by Abul Fazl Hamuri up to the time of Aurangseb's 
death. Khafi Khan calculated that he could appropriate 
(or rather misappropriate) both the works without 
being found out.
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But the two works differed in character.
Sadiq. Khan’s Badshah Naroah (to use the name given 
to it by Manniri) had been carefully vritten for 
publication} al3o it vas not based on the offisial 
histories. There v»s little that Khafi Khan couU 
do to iKprove on Sadiq Khan's work, and Khafi Khan's 
volume on Shah Jahan (397-760) is really Sadiq Khan 
re-¥rltten with slight changes here and there to 
show that he had access te the official hsitories 
also. Khafi Khan often expresses an opinion difffrent 
from Sadiq Khan» but he could mke substantial iirprerve* 
ment upon his predecessor's work.
But it was different with Maauri, Mamuri's work 
was a draft which the author had not lived to revise 
and prepare for publication* There were some parts 
ef it which the author had finalised * e.g. Mir 
Juala's conquest of Assam - and to which he could 
have added little more for the senior fellow-officers 
on whom he had relied for his information were dead. 
Mamuri gives \is the authorities on which he had 
relied for inforaiation concerning those early days, 
in particular the Alamgir Namah . Generally speaking 
we may say that Maaiuri's account of the first decad# 
is in a finalised form, and that Khafi Khan, instead 
of making his own svasm vy of Alacgir Namh. prefers 
to copy out Manuri's sunmiary.
At the coBBencement of the second decade of 
Aurangzeb's reign, Khafi Khan was a boy of sjbc er
1 seven, but Mamuri was a grown up man in governnent 
service. He seenss te have written this part of his 
work in the twenty-third regnal year, and he should
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have been able t# rei^ cal what had happened during 
the last t;hirteen years. Nevertheless he seems to 
be in distress about the sequence of facts and 
contents hisiself with merely mking a list of the 
iLain events. It is difficult to believe that Mamuri 
had nothing more to tell us about these thirteen 
years; it is safer to assume that he postpined the 
finalisation of this part of his history to a more 
fortunate occasion, when he would be able to discuss 
the Better with his felliw-officers and consult the 
official records at Delhi or elsewhere. Khafi Khan 
inproves upon his predecessor's work by discussing 
what Kaauri had sierely enumerated. He was in no 
position to correct Manuri's errors. Thus Hamuri 
puts the Satnami revolt after the emperor's return 
from Hasan Abdal and Khafi Khan dees not correct 
this miJtake. It is to Hamuri's credit that he 
made a fair estimate of the character of the enemies 
of the empire; Ishwar Das Nagar in his Futuhat»i 
Alamgiri condemns the Satnamis a M  Sir Jadunath has 
accepted his opinion. But Hamuri gives them a good 
character-certificate as a courageous, self-respecting 
and non-caste coimunity. Khafi Khan has copied 
Mamxiri word by word.
After the twenty-fourth regnal year Khafi Khan 
was in a position to draw upon whatever he had deposited 
in the casket of his memory* Still the relative 
position of the tis officers should not be forgotten* 
Mamurl had access to Auxangaseb and was on intimate 
term s vith the highest officers among whom the events 
that shook the er*pire to it» foundation must have
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been a constant topic of discussion. Auong others, 
Mamuri knew all the igher officers of the Khawafi 
group and it is worth noting that almost everything 
Khafi Khan tells about them is taken from }%muri.
Khafi Khan, on the other hand, was a junior officer 
whose knowledge was confined to camp gossip, vhicji 
had no histoi*ical value. Consequently he followed - 
i.e. copied with slight alterations * the work of 
his predecessors.
A change, however, came with the end of what 
Sir Jadunath calls the Islampuri period (I629i, when 
Aurangzeb niade the unfortunate decision of conquering 
Maratha forts. So far as marches and sieges are 
concerned, Khafi Khan still follows l^ amuri. But H 
so far as the sufferings and privations of the imperial 
amiy are concerned, Khafi Khan has much to add to 
Maiouri on the basis of what he himself witnessed. 
Mamuri, as has been already noted, was not unaware 
of this aspect of the situation, but it is only in 
Khafi Khan that we get a correct picture of the whole 
unhappy situation. Sir Jadunath quotes Manucci to 
the effect that Aurangzeb's policy cost him the lives 
of 100,000 men and 300,000 animals every year. It 
is unfortunate that the great historian's suspicien 
that Khafi Khan was iaerely a recorder of gossip, 
pr€fvented him from imking full use of what Khafi Khan 
wrote as an eye-witness*
The care with which Khafi Khan eliminates all 
references, which Sadiq Khan and Mauniri have oade to 
themselves in paragraphs which he copies word by word 
from their works, leaves us no alternative but to
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c#nclud« that he wanted to obtain credit for their 
works for himself. He certainly succeeded in deceiv­
ing all students of Indian history till Professor 
Sri Ram Sharma^s remarkable discovery of the two 
works in Raapur Library. But as to the value of 
Khafi ax Khan‘s work as it stands, I will venture 
t o  put Professor Sharaa's conclusions in more con- 
cerete terms, (a) With reference to the reign of 
Shah Jahan, Khafi Khan’s interperence has spoilt, 
and not improved, the work of Sadiq Khan, (b^  But 
concerning Aurangzeb we have to come to a different 
conclusion. Khafi Khan found the draft of a history 
of Aurangaeb, written by a martsabdar of distinction 
who also knew the leading members of Khafi Khan's 
family. He proceeded quiatly and very dishccnestly 
to improve upon it and to misappropriate it. The 
history of Aurangzeb in the MuntakhabiU. Lubab is the 
joint-work of two officers of the Empire. The contri­
bution made by Khafi Khan to the work of his prede­
cessor cannot be ignored, 'or it is of real value.
It is useless speculating how Khafi Khan 
expected that his dishonest misappropriation of the 
work of his two predecessors would escape detection. 
He nay have thought that he had purchased all the 
cepies of this in the market or the fa.iilies of 
Sa.diq and Mamuri saay have got a high price for their 
manuscripts from him by telling him that they were 
the only cepies in existence. In any case the steps 
he took succeeded in deceiving posterity for two 
centuries and a quarter* Even such a thorough 
investigator as Sir Jadunath did not discover the
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existeius* of Mamuri, because owing to the errors of 
the Brahman copyists it had been classified as 
Sadie Khan's
But it would be unfair to under-estimate Kiiafi 
Khan’s capacity as a historian on account of hi« 
indefensible plagiarism. In giving us an account 
of the Mughal Dynasty from Babur to Jahangir he 
merely acts as a compiler and the same is true about 
his ▼olume on the history of the Deccan. But from 
the accession of Bahadur Shah to the early years of 
Mohamad Shah*s reign he had no one to guide hia 
and collected his facts from records and by personal 
investigations. Wherever his narrative is weak, he 
freely confesses to its being so. In the distressed 
apoign of Farrukh Siyar, he tell us enough paper 
was not available even for preparing the drafts of 
the news-writers. Still both for atmosphere and 
facts, the Muntakhabul Labab is the best work we have 
for the decade and a half following Aurangzeb*s death. 
In footnotes to my translation I have att«3ipted 
a comparision of Khaif Khan with Sadiq Khan and 
MaBuri, But t© decide the question of plagiarism 
we nrust consider the wordings of the Persian original. 
The following paragraphs ai^ e offered as specimens 
for the purpose of comparison.
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” At the end of the seventeenth centuryi" Sir JaSunath 
oarkar states#« tiiQ great ec^rs fouMo4 hy Alcl)ar» and 
raised to world-faaed prosperity Shall «lah^ was in a 
state of hopeless decayi administmtioni culture* eoonsiaio 
lif@i military strength and social or<^undsationt all soemed 
to be liastoning to utter ruin and diesolution* The mterial 
waste caused tc the eng>ire by this century of warfare was 
frightful* The desolation of the Deooan was coniplete. As 
a oontoaporary Suropsfan observer notes, *Aurangzeb withdrew 
to Al-saadaa^ a^r leaving behind hia the fields of these 
provincta devoid of trees, and Imr© of crops, their place 
being taken by the bonee of m n and beasts. Ins ead of 
verdure all is blank and barren, Jhe country is so 
entirely desolated and depopulated timt neither fire nor 
light oan be found in the oouroe of three or four day's 
Journey. There have die in his ansies over a hundred 
thou&ixnd souls nearly, and of aniiaals, paok-Ozen, castels, 
elephentsi etc. over three hundred thouSiOid ••• In the 
Deccan provinoes from 1702 to 1704 plague (and faiaine) 
prevailed. In t'.iese two years there expired over two 
million aouM.» (Storia de Mogor, iv, 252 and 96)*" ^
GHiVPf® II
1« iaarlcar, Aurangseb, vol v. p 255-6 what we loam from 
Mamri and Klmfi Shan fully eonfinas Hamiooi.
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ia.sevi ere the great historian rsmarkfii ” The gre;it 
anarchy begjui in  the eaapire of Delhi even before 
Aujrangzeb h£^ close his eyes.”
7he great oitjr Of m&lmA ^adir Shah
in 1759 after the battX# »f Safml. thereafter th 9  
Mughal empire remained only a theory cr an ld^l» bat 
since the disappearance of the centralised authority 
seems to have taken place as a consequence of the policy 
Aurangaeb pursued during the last forty years of hi® 
reign» it is natural to hold hia responsible for the 
dissolution of the mpire and all ita direct and indirect 
consequences* Bat this sort of argument in no vay c 
convinces the apologists of Aurai^eb*
In his classical vorls, on Para Shukoh* Professor 
Qanuago remarks* •» In spite of the unfavourable verdict 
of i istory, Aurangaeb shall ever reraain the hero of popular 
iiaaginiitiont which is hardly affected by historical criticism 
The li(mage of love and admiration w hich Husliiss pay to him 
is ts>% due to the peculiar mentality of that ocHminity« 
liad he been b om among the Hindus or Christians and done 
as louch for th^« he vould have been imiled vith no less
popular applajise jjjjj receives today tr m  his wwn
cosii^unity* His is a character ^ust suited to fire 
popular is^ination which always paints the iedal hero 
as one who does not duviate even by a hair-breadth from 
the traditional path of the Dhama (Law), restores religion 
to its purity, represses the enea ies of his faith, 
protects the pions, spurns the reductions of softer 
voices, labours not for his o%m enjoyment but for the 
discharge of his duty to his people, lives and dies a
1. Sarkar , Aurangzeb. Yol ▼
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poor laan in the midst© of thewalth of lllnd iritn a
cimsacter witxiOut wealmess and without any moral
stain ••• If tha ideal king Raachandra can not "be blaaed
for cutting off th® head of a Sudra asoetiof as the poet
Bhambhuti pcdnts his hero»- Aaraagaeb oan hardly be
blauied for putting i^armd and Dara to deathf or witiat he
did twards tr.osc whoa ha dQoaed th e of true
religion* the lai ©fortune of Auranga@b was that he lived
in a liiotorioivL £ige, and liad th© full light of history
1
focuasGOd on hija*”
A very good example of this uncritical admlation of
Aurangzeb, to which Profescor Qanuneo refersg is to be
found in the late# higJ^ ^^ ly rospooted Haulana Shibli»s
2/.uranftzeb Alaa^dr»
” Xhe charge-*aheet against Aurangzeb is perhaps 
longsr toan against any other criminal* He ii^risoned 
his fatheri killed his torothers» destroyed the (two)
Kuslla Singsnlps of the i)©eoani per sente the Hindus aM  
shook the foundat .on of the fisiurid empire by nHJlesting 
the Sa^puts# But leaving other things asidej we have to 
consider whether the most Kings of the dynasty had 
teen guilty of siadlar acts or not*" fhe pious scholar 
no difficulty in proving that precedents for all the 
acts of Aurangiseb are to be found in the career of Shah 
Jahan, And further Haulana Shlbli Ptatesi **Hliiat Khan 
All” in his Waoa* i has written a condemn.tion of Aurangzeb
1# Qanungo* ♦Dara ShukohS Vol,i p 2 7 M #
2# i-^ pjrinted by the Jaaia Hllloa Press Aligarh# 1924 
3* Aurangaeb-'lafflgir, p 2 et ref
from the beginning to the end* Bat Aurangz®b*6 tiuccessor,
Bahadur Shah, on account of hi8 Isarings towards Shiaish*
gave %h9 author the tltld of Banisimand Khan* and hifi book
cam© to be Inoludod in the syllabus*” ^
" It waB not Auj-ajigaseb who raised the Maratlia trouble;
they rmd attained to such power in the time of Shah Jahaa
2tliat he :^ad to use all his forces against them*"
"In short in 1117 H ( ) the forty-^nth year
of the reign all the forts and impregnable places of 
l^xutiiaB were conciu^ r^ed*'’
But Mamuri and Khafi Klian both tell us that# apa^ 
frDn ’^oroa» these forte wore oither purchased or 
capitulated on tenas and that they were reconquered by 
the Maratiias.” ^ The great tlirone of Ticairids was 
occupied by Muazzam (^hadur) Shah and cruel historian* 
biased the angust predecessors" for the faults of his 
wortriless successors*
"It a custois of the ^iaurid Durbar timt when a 
groat officer died leaving inf mt sonsi the <%Q>eror used 
to succion them t3 brought up like princes under his care. 
It was according this custom that Aurangaeb sumaoned 
the sons of Jaswant Singh." 6 Mughal iiistorians do not 
refer to any such custCM# But the q.uestion hespe was not 
of guardianship only, biit of reparuting uaweaned babies 
from their mothers#
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1*n Aurangaeb Alamptlr. p*10 
2* Aurangaeb Alaa/^ ir. p 29 
3* Aurang^b Alaa^ drt p 59 
4* A coaJlDie account of the purchase and loss of th«se forts vdll be found in Sariar* Auran«zeb. Vol v 
5- Aurangzeb^ Alaagir. p 41 
6. Auraagzeb^ Alaagir. p46
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With referoncQ to the &rdar noted by Xhafi Ilhan 
that “Hindu peghkars and divans be rsaoved and that 
Muolim Karorias alono bo recoassdnded for appointment to 
the imhals o f the Khalsa,” tho following imfort«nata 
justification is offered, "It is obvious that Kayastlias 
usei to ba appointed to this office» who are faciOUB for 
taiing bribos, no distinction on the ground of v^X igitm  
wa& intended*%ter on» when Aurangsebf unable to 
enforce his original ordert relaxed it for lacfe of 
trained Muslija&f so as to appoint one fiindu a ^ n s t  one 
Hufialisani Haulam Shibli offers a secoM unfortiunate 
;]ustificatlon« ” Vhat other ob;|ect could such arrangement 
•iave except that Hindus should be prevented from  taking 
bribes and acting corruptly#”  ^ Thera is no proof for such 
a charge* Has&iri« ZlmtX Khan and Aurangzeb*s ovn firaana 
suko it quite clear that the orders of disa issal were isade 
on purely religious grounds.
** The Jazia-tax was nothing nonpl«si&3Att it mst on the 
contrary a blessing to non-Kuslia coas3unitios< Inhere 
can be no doubt that the Hindus showed a reseritmont against 
it« but this was tobe expected as the tax had not been 
ic5>osedfor a long time." ^ If Maulana Shibli Imd worked 
out the fibres of the jazia- ordinance and esanined its 
laaguagQ of inexcusable thoologioal arroganeOt he would 
iwe found that the resentment of the Hindu workers was 
based on the S^ tt% that the jazia-tax not only insulted 
their religion but took away frcsa th^ about one month of 
their yearly earnings.
t • Auran/^ eb»AlaaiE;i r p 60 
?• Aurang2 ob- Alaiagir# p 64
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The learned theologian adaits that If Aurangzeb des- 
troyad toadies, then this was against the principles of 
Islaffi and the tradition of the Hous Caliphate* One 
feels grateful for this verbal tolerance. Ne'rertheless 
the fellowing excuse is offered for Aurang*eb*s wholse- 
sale temple destruotion* "Today the mosques of the 
Musaloans and the i^tshlas of the Hindus are protected* 
But in former days these places had become the oeatres of 
conspiracies ajid revolts % fhis is the tq&sqxi why Hindus 
and Musalssans destroyed each other* s^places of worship 
whenever they had the power to do so#« So proof is givwi 
for this statement. In any case many Hindu teazles were 
destroyed - e.g. in Rajpitam -» after the population haA 
fled away and there was no one left to conspire or rebel* 
"Auranipseb was a Sunnit while all his historicms 
that is Himt Khan Ali# Kasia ShiraJiif A<^ il Khan B&zif 
and Khafi Khan were shias* This does not aean that 
their acoounte are unreliable owing to their belonging to 
a different sect* but Asian historians are influenced by 
differences of religious opinions?** Sow all these four 
historiaiLS are Persians. But Kazimi the author of 
Alcgaeir aag»h> whether a Shia or a Sunni in his heart # 
wrote under Auran^eb's personal supervision. A%il and 
Khafi Khan were both from Khawaf in iChurasant but they 
had the greatest respect for the es^eror and wrote like 
good Sunnis. Hiaat KhEua Ali m y  have been a Shiai but 
a discerning critic cannot ignor the sug estions in his 
a^aa* i.
1* Aurangseb Alaatgiri p. 67
2. Aurangaeb Alaiagirf p. 75
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Such arguments though thoy ptgtb the thesis af 
Professor Qantingo and m s provide sos» solace to eoaauna* 
Xistic aii4 reactionary oonsciQne®6| do not load to any 
useful resultsy aM  are no oontribution to history as a 
progressive scienoe* Xt has to be added that Haulaaa 
Shibli*s vork on Auran^eb Alaa^lr is hasty a M  uafortu-- 
nate* Xt is not worthy of the authors of the Shirul A.ian 
and the 31ratun Habi. We do not find in it that critical 
examination of authorities that has von for Haulasa 
Shibli such an honoured place aiaong the biographers of 
the Arabian Prophet*
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l i t  MM.m i I
It In order to  understand th« tragddy of Aurangzobf we 
must keep in mind the contradiotiona between the two ele­
ments represented • the institution of monarchy aand 
the ideology of the shari*at.
th » institution of monarchic is not baaed on the Quran 
or the Prophet's precepts but on the statemanship of Aoir 
Mu’awiya and the need of iiaintaining law and order* But 
monarchy among the Musalmans had certain definite eh&rao- 
teristiosf both good and bad» during the middle ages, 
whioh distinguished it from the monarohiee of other oouatr* 
ies • medietal Europe, for example. First, all officers, 
high and low, were appointed and dismissed by the king 
in his discretioni in other words the king had to organise 
emd maintain a governing olasa which would help him to 
administer the country, but all members of which were 
under his personal control. Secondly, the religious ul«aa 
of Islam could never develop into an independent body 
like the priests of the Hcsaan Catholic Church. All ^dicial 
ecclesiastical and semi-ecolesiastical officers were k 
appointed by the king and could be dismissed by him a;t 
will* The maintenance of orthodojcy and the punishmexit of 
heresy was a function of the king} the ulema could merely 
appeal to him, and were unable to punish anyone on their 
own authority* Gibbon rightly remarks with reference to 
the grett Itoayyad Caliphs that there were no checks to 
their authority - except a Revolutionary public opinion.
Ihe great feature of Muslim monarchy was its extraordinary 
concentration of authority*
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On tha other hand, {fusXim monarchy could never be 
Hnstitutiomllsed" - l*e. brought uiai@r the regiae of law 
and custc»3. Huslls secular reason did not succeed In 
evolving \miversally accepted principles for the devclutlon 
of the faonarchy* The utmoet ve can say is this. Ths 
reigning nonareh had the right to nominate one of his 
soxis (or brothers) as hie successor and the person 90 
naalnatad would asoend the throne after his death provided 
he was acceptable to the great officers of the state. If 
they were not prepared to accept hlmt they would put an­
other porson from the faiaily of the deceased kingt the 
throno. If no agreeissnt could be arrived at# there would 
be a War of Sucession* This is a well-known phenomena in 
the history of Muslim monarchies*
Conversely, just as the law of the Quran and the 
Prophet did not recognise the legitimcy of monarchy, it 
did not put treason within the categoiy of cri»es I 
Shari*at law-baoks condeon taking arms against a 
generally accepted govemaent, but they have no ’authority* 
for such jud^ents. In any case Husliia public opinion 
refused to make any distinction bItween a successful rebel 
and a logitiaate king, the Quran refers to nunafias 
(hypocrates), who wero against the Brophet In their hearts, 
but they are not named and no punlelment was meted &ut to 
them. The Prophet of Islas liad no law of treason - and 
no need for it#
Xhe historian ^lauddin Baml, who had been a ceartier 
of Mohancaad bln Tughlaq. for about twonty-seven years, writes 
as follouG in his Fatays-i Jalmndari. the only Indo-Muslim 
work on political theory tlat has yet been discovered.
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"K3W, bltw«en th« traditions (Sunnah) of the Proph«t 
Hohaxmnad, and his nK>de of life a M  li'Tizig and the custoas 
of the Iranian iiaperorst and their mode of life and 
living# thore is a complete contradiction and total 
opposition.«.fhe pious Caliph governed the world according 
to the traditions of the Prophetf while wearing tattered 
clothSf poor az^ starrir^l nevertheless Ho^ri Usinan and 
Ali were nartyred by reckless devotees. After them the 
Caliphs and rulers of Islam were faced with two irrecon­
cilable altemativesi both necessary for the religion and 
the state. If they follcnired the traditions of the Prophet 
and iiis node of life, kingship and govenaaent would be 
impossible for them. On the other hand# if in their 
customs of sitting, standing, eating, dressing and in 
their general mode of life they followed the policy a t  
the Iranian Ssperors, which breaks the headstrong, su>'« 
dues rebels and is necessary for the execution of stete* 
orders, it would be neoessaxy to violate the traditions 
of the j^ophet, which axe the foundation and the basis 
of the Faith. A careful reflection upon the character of 
the kin E and those near them leaves us in no doubt that 
prophothood is the perfection of religion and that king* 
ship is the perfection of wordly good-fortune# These two 
perfections are opposed and contradictory to eaoh other, 
and their c(sabination is not within the bounds of possl'> 
bility...conse<iuently, it becaae necessary for the ruldrs 
of Islaa to follow the policy of the Iranian Qaperors in 
order to ensure the greatness of the True Word, the 
supreiaaoy of the Huslim religion, the power of Truth, the 
suppression and overthrow of the opponents and enonies of the 
Faith, the execution of the orders of religion and the
aaintenaaoe of their own eaithority*..Heverth«le88 XfiXam 
totally forbids and prohibits th« iaequitifts caaait-ed 
by th« Iranian iis^ erors* M t  3ust as th* eating o? 
carriony thou^ prohibited, is yet penaitted in tiai» of 
dire need, similarly the oustoas and traditicois of tha 
pagan .iiperors of I ran* ♦♦should from th » view-point of 
truth ai^ tho oorreot Faith^ ho considered liko th« 
eating of a carrion in time of dire need. It is th« duty 
of roligious kings to be afraid and rsgrotful of &i»ch 
actions which ar<3 a danger to roligion# to ask for Divino 
forgiveness during tho nights with wooping and laasntationa# 
to knov for certain that all tho ouster and ways of 
kingship are violations of the traditions of the Prophet 
and that in tMs violation they and their foolowers and 
their servants are involved••♦kingship is not possiblt 
without following the tradition of the %ms>erovB of Irani 
and it is known to all religious scholars « tliat these 
traditions are opposed to the traditions of the Prophet 
and to his mode of life and living***^
Tim monarchy evolved by the I6&ayys4s subsisted 
throughout the laiddle ages and has in some parts survived 
iij)to our times* Xt is not doubt rendered substantial 
service to tho scansion of Islam, but hid plenty of ugly 
foaturei»« In the first, tim  duties required of th^ niler 
wore so grext that a very high percentage of kings who 
wanted the thi^no failed to oomo up to th© required 
St-ndard and were put to death by their relations, high 
ofricor& or rebels* ho Kusliia royal fazaily has beoen 
more honoured than the Abisaside Caliphs of Baghdad, still
1. ilablti and Afsari Ih» Political Theory of tto maai* 
AgOf* PP 39-40.
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an analysis of the fate of the 28 minor Abt^lds Caliphs 
(861-1258) shows that 8 were put to death, 2 were hllnded*
2 were deposed but probably not Blllod and one viac 
cougpelled to abdicate* Secorsdly every shahz&da who 
desirod to nwunt the throao, and every kingy who wished 
to r c l ^  in  safety had no altrnativ© but to kill his 
nearest rolationsj for if allovod to survive they would 
claiB the tiirone or be ueed as their tools by rebels# 
Muslia (pinion did not approve a son^s Isilling of his 
father for the sake of the tl^onct ai^ Mir^ Abdul Latiff 
who killed iiis father Ulugh Beg Mirzaf grandson of Amir 
T i m r ,  i s  execruted by all historians* ^ t  putting 
brothers, cousins and sons to death was q.uite in conso­
nance with the traditions of Muslifii c^narehy* Some 
Official writers went so far as to approve it, for the 
king, who sleu his rivals ^ d  kinmen, enmired the publio 
peace. In iiaprisoning l^is father and putting his brothers 
and nephews to dei.th, Aut^xa^Aeb had followed the tine- 
honoured customs of Huslia monarchy. 7he public laay weep 
over the fate of Dara and Hurad, but they tow that 
Aurangzeb had no alternative* It did not class him with 
nurderers or even with killers* Suoh executions ware acts 
of state*
IXi fhe Arabian peninsula was converted to Islas by the 
Prophet* Tliereafter it expanded politically from the 
Cliir^ se frontiers to sourthem Spain mostly during the 
reifpn of the Calipiis U m r I (6 3 3 ^ 4 4 )* The frontiers of 
the Muslin populations (though they included large non- 
Muslia Eiinoritles) are still substantially where the 
Caliph Walid left th^* But how the conquered people 
were converted to Islam is not known* Ho authorities on
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til® qyudstion hav® survivad, but th® ^rl*at of Islaa 
had probably muoh to do with it*
”1 have been soat to ov»rthrow habits and e^ jetoaui’*, 
th« irojjhet is reported to have said, and his wh^le 
9ffott was directed to overthrowing the pagein wa/s of 
th<i Arabs. Bit vhilo political oonsolidation of Ambia 
(as Haulana Shibll points out) wqb a comparatively easier 
taksy it was very difficult to work a revolution in the 
minds of men* Like all other moral and social revolu«>» 
tionariesi the prophet was driven to recognise tfce 
«inevitability of gradualness*** He startedi as Kaulana 
Ab^ Kalam points outf with the basic formla tlmt "all 
men are equal and brothers^'* but when the Meooan chiefs 
rejected his message» and even persecuted him fosr his 
preaohingt he confined the principle of * equality and 
brotherhood* to his small band of persecuted followers.
In some items of his programme, the ProphDt*s success was 
phenaaenal. The Arab tribes consented to their idols being 
broken by the Prophet’s <Maissarles and the custaas 
associated with idol-worship were completely eliminated 
from the Arab mind. As Sir Syed Ahmad Ehan rightly points 
out in one of his small tratise, Risala«>i Abtal^l Ghulani. 
the Prophet completely overthrow the custom of reducing 
prisoners of war to slavery. In other matters like the 
prohibition of drinking# ^Eysbliz^ and ths eating of prohi­
bited flesh* the Prophet proceeded slowly but succeeded 
in winning his community to his ways. But in his ten 
years of government over the Republic of Madina, the 
Prophet was unable to elimimte all dlscriminatiens. 
inequality of men and women remained| slavery, though
con<l9mnod» could not b@ lituidaleai a&d tribal distinctions 
and tribal assoeiations survived# fise Prophet*s ten years 
at Medina mmt h& regarded as an unfinishQd revolution - a 
revolution which posterity failed to develop on proper 
lines* The policy of the Pious Caliphs was clear* When 
the Prophet's injunctions led to soaa noceesary eeaelusions, 
they had no hesitation in enforcing thM# fhm tbe Caliph 
Abu fiakar refused to imke b:^  cQj^ rmsim with the Apostates 
for the reduction of S 2 M  and the fine pr^ers* fhe 
second Caliph prohibited taiporai^  laarxiages and the third 
Caliph ordered the destruction of all except the a«»horised 
cOi^ es of the Quran# Severtheless the Hous Calii^ s claimed 
no i^ ivine mandate and where the Pruphet had accepted a 
coi^ r^ mlse (lilce W.ssing the black stone of Ea»aba;, they 
merely followed his precedent.
Now a newfom of society requires a mw law aiid this 
law in Islam is known as the 8lmri*at as * the path. * Some 
laws* bat very few| are foimed in the Qamn*> fhey are also 
brief and do not give sufficient guidance to the ^iidioial 
officere who had to enforce th«a* On %M other h&M the 
Quran does not lave anything unsaid so far as the mmX 
principles Qi social life etre conoemid*
Sunni critics  are generally agreed that no beak Ims 
survived to us frcaa the first centujy of Xslata with the 
exception of the Quran# Fort that one century « sbkL the 
most import :nt of all -  we are entirely dependent or. what 
was r®aa!Kabered and not upon what survived in writia^. Ihe 
consolidation of Muslim learningi both scientific, secular 
and theelogieal m  the basis of written books is an achieve- 
oent of the period of ^ a t  Abbasides (t54«841) •
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It W-.8 th« period that sav growth of the four 
sohoiars of Huslia ^urisprudonce* The matter has been 
disouesed by Dr, sclaeht in his Ori/tin of Islaaaio. 
Jurlsptudence and does not sonoem us here. The first 
conflict was between the followers of ravavat or traditions 
and ImaBQ Shafi'iy who claimed that all laws should be 
based on the ( ursA and the Prophet* s precepts and arguamts 
drawn therefrom. But the four Sunni scholars were easily 
reconciled on the principle that any aagi could select 
the principle that did justice to the parties of the case 
before liiisv regardless of the differences between the 
four legal schools*
The relation between Huslia and non«Husli»s will b« 
discussed in the next cection. But there can be little 
doubt that aaong aai c<»3minity-law6y the ^ r i * a t of 
Islaa was the bc^ st legal system in the oiddle ages so far 
as private rights were conoerned. But with the passage 
of tiae and the ejcpansion of Islam into foreign landSf 
the simri»at became less and less applio«U»le and was 
restricted to spheres of mrriage, inheritance and the 
like. Ve have to point out bHefly how this happ^ed.
(t) The aonarchy of the Itoayyads had been established 
thz^e or four generations bi fore the text books of the 
siiari*at appeared. The great mu^tahids of the Al^side 
period are silent about s^xtarchy and political institution 
in general I and it is doubtful if ar^thing said b^ then 
would have laade any differjnce to the course of political 
events* There are so®e stories connecting Inam Ehafi*i 
with the Caliph Uarun Hashidt the fouii^ ers of the 
other three schools and their chief followers were indfipen* 
dent ef the govemaent and the govemaent was independent
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of them*
(2) It was g Q m m lly postulated that tha basis of 
shari*at wera th@ Quran, tho ?roph«t*s precepts and 
actionsi and aiyas - th© application of th® principles 
of the Quran and th« Prophet's precepts to aaalogQus 
cases, Tfeo principlos of iatislah (rofona) and istlhaan 
(public welfare) were not accepted as proper basea for 
Si^ riat, i tho Quran refers to the Law of nature - 
*»the nature (fitrat) of (Jod according to which he ha«
Bade oan,** nevertholeBs the Iiaw of Heason or ITatur®f 
wJiioh had boen such a useful guide for the Rc«aan 
3wiscou0Ult3, irfas not Imown to the gu.1taliids of Islam*
(5) the first chailen^ to the shari*at probably 
caae froa urf or custoa. If a non-Arab coiasainity was 
coairerted to Islaia, it would continue its old oustoas, 
provided they v/ere not potently idolaters* It would 
even i^ore olear QarmiG injunotions, such as grantiiig 
inheritance to worsen, because its conditions of life 
were so radically different fro© those of the Arabia 
of the Prophet*
( 4 )  tiie great cliallooge to the 3lmri*at* howeTrer 
caae from t!^ State, "The basis of the sha,ri*at-law was 
canonical authority, the public good was not a relemnt 
consiieration* iut the h a s is of kingship was %h» publio 
good, it could have no other basis* Under these oonditiuns 
wise kings adopted a policy of ctxaprtaalse and moderation# 
they paid a lip-hosiage to the Slmri*at and adiaittod their 
sinfulness if they were imsble to enforce any of its 
provisions I they kept the State-controllsu aullahs 
disciplined and satisfied} over the whole field of 
adxainistration concerning which the shariVat is silent
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or ziearly 8ildnt» they saake th ^ lr own lavsi If ths 
feraditiooai cusfeoes of tii© people were against 
Shari*at> they enforce these customs. Time stiita^iayst 
called zm m hitrn grew under th e  protection of sonaroi^#
If these lavs violated the sliari*at. the principle of 
noceciiity could quoted In their favour* And tho 
Ijack of the shari*at was broken for th© primari^  reason 
that it had provided no im ^ s for its own dewlOisaQnt.**
(5) In tho last stag© of its dogoneration, the 
advocates of the sliari*at prwented all resort to the 
^ran and Prophot and deataoded proofs frcm secondary 
authority only. Ilms the liedayoh written in the eleventh 
centuryf occasionally discttsaes the Qur^ and the 
Prophet* a precepts* Bat tl^ ratavt^ a^ i^ Aloagiri as already 
pointed out# is a mere coapilation of secondary authori­
ties*
Ihou^ Stato-laws (zawabit or a *in) oaae into
oxistanoe with tho yusayyfiMi - or^ perliape with
tliQ Pious Caliphate - the first fzwik discussion of2
State-laws is to be found in tho two works of Bamit 
who wrote throe centuries before Aurangseb*© acc5»»sion.
It is necesi^ary to ta^ s o m  note of wi^ at Bami Bays*
(a) lunislaaentc prescribed by the Quran are called 
hudud azMi s^ iari*at text<»books do not discttae any other 
crinec. ^hece puniolrxidnt& Imd nevr boon enforced and
1« Politioal !^ lieoi:y of the Delhi Ij^tanate by li^ abib asa^  
Afsar* pp. 136*7#
2* .Forog ghahi * and Fatawa^i Jahandaarll
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Bami bold that this ya@ justified on th$ basis of th« 
PrdphQt*s ]^ rQe«pt»t * avoid Quranic punish8»nt8 on ground* 
of doubt.* In f&cl long before Bami th« frsaaars o f  
the slmri*at had laid down si;^ h stem rules of evidence 
for tbB proof hudud-*criiaes that no one could be punished 
unless he had coss&iti.ti>d these crimes in public. Thus 
all oricBs caae within the sphere of etate-lavs.
(b) ”A state-law (zabita).** Bami declare®, ® means a 
rule of eiction which the king has imposed as an ct>li* 
gatorf duty on hiisself for realising the welfare of the 
State and from  which he absolutely never deviates*** A 
non^sharl*at but extrsaeljr irs^ortant instltutieai like 
the monarcliy could only exist with the support of 
•tate->lavs« B:imi advised the Mags to adher to the old 
laws, the valt^ of which had been proved by escperience.
But w<e live in a ciianging world and adherence to old laws 
may prove sucidal* **In that case the Icing met sollect 
the %-3ll«>vishers of liia kingdoa and ftBsatt new laiirs* But 
these tm / laws, w^ iich will regulate the work of every 
govemoent departiaentf should be frooaed after careful 
reflection, coneideration and diBCUSBion in which every 
aspect of the mtter, present and future, la kept in view." 
Lastly if state-laws ceae into conflict, the etate-lawa 
are to prevail* *Kecef»sity makes lawful things forbidden.' 
But the king stust realise that he is endangering his 
peraonal salvation by overriding the shari*at and pray 
for Mvine forgivenessl
(3) fhe uleafa based the shari*at on cononical 
authority, but the laws of the state had to be defined 
witli reference to an end or objective which theof were 
expected to attain* iimaan welfare depends in the last
1* *Jolitical theory of Delhi Sultanate? advice XIV, 
pp 64-65*
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rosort on th« dffiolenc^ of our methods of produotltm 
and v9 should not the dsfinltion of a ai^ cl&XlBt
or a volf&re state in Bimi» But wimt he says Is clear 
enoBgh for his aget "Only tha.% ruler o m  in  %su%h and 
justloo be called o M  deemed a king in whose territory 
no salt goes to sleep mlced and hungry ^ and who aaices
(za^abit) and fraaea aes^ures (aawazln) oiling to 
which no aubjeoi of iiis haa to faoo m y aatorial dis-> 
trees (dartaandgj) fr«»i whioh there is a danger to his 
life?*
The Delhi sultanate and the Hoghul empire coold 
only survive by lisping in view the conorete ccnditions 
of life. If the ruler or his offieers ignored these 
conditions, they hibci to ansi'er for their error with 
their heads* The ets^ror Akbar was driven by neoessity and 
conviction to the policy sulh*i Iml or complete and 
universal religious tolerance# But the uleaa were 
bound by no such necessity. Thi^ kept on teaciiing the 
Shari*at books writt^ la Iraq# Persia and Mawaraun Hahr 
without any reference to the condition around thea*
The goveraa^nts of Uelhi were basically Indiani the 
Sixxri*at« on the other i'iand# continued to be foreign 
and was never Xndianised*
Ills Gonoorning tlie relations of Huslias and non- 
Muslims asuch has to clarified and isuoh has to te 
condooned* But we must consider the aatter with reference 
to the changes of ti*e and cirouastonoes.
(I) Much controversy has prevailed with reference 
to the caapai^s (ghsgwag) of the Prophet* But the 
following xjostulates of i^ulana Shibli embody the
Siratun Nabi. ?ol* p* 427.
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ooncluaioii of higher Kaslim Scholarship througiout the
acQB« Proph«l Oftly resorted to war under two oondi-
tioKB •• (a) Whos tbo Qn<»ai«a attacls^ Medina ar^ th#
city had to b© a M  (b) when it was knorn that
tho H n m ies woro c<mspiriag to atfcaclc Medina a M  their
attack to bo antioipatodl
Haulana 3hibli also quotas a liadis from the Swtafi
of Abu ijmid to the effoot that a mm asl^d the Prophet i
**¥hat about a potsoa who wishes to fight in a holy war
but also doairos sOTte baaofit for himself#" "there ia
no spiritual reward (sawab) for hi®,’* the Propiiet replied
Three tiaas this question was put to tJ» ?ropbet and
every tiiae he ^ve the ssase reply. According to the
Sahih of I s m  Muslim* the Prophet declared that a holy
warriorf who took his share of war-spoils her* belowj
would lose two-thirds of his award in the next world.®
(2) the tise of the greater Abbasides the
frontiers of Islam had been practically fixed* fh#
Abbasides proaoted Chrictian oontributitm to Stuslim
lojLmin^ tt asloed Christians to ti:unalato Plato* Aristotle
and the olaosioal Greek writers sM  even gave them
freedom of preaching ti^ir religion# The following extracts
from the Alikanul Qurai]f of Baihaqi gives us Ijaam Shaft* i*e
opinion ski to# laatter*^
3iratun febi« Vol* I, p# 427.
2* ..;^ i.mtun Vol. I, pp. 444-446
3. iHaia 3hafi*i»8 great work, the Xldatilafatu.1 f^e.dis 
(Conir-dictions bet^ten the Hadie)* is not available 
at Aliga.rh> but the 10;^ rned i^ptian editor of 
£aihaqi»s work certifiOB that his quotation froa 
iBaa SImfiH are corroot*
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«Shafi»4 has said* ‘God has orfieredi *Flght against 
those vho do not believe In Allah aEtd l>ay of Jad o^mant 
aad vim do not forbid what Allah aad his Prophet havo 
forblddoa and who do m% ^o4s tho trua faith frcsi aisoog 
tha p*3oplo of tho book t i l l  tliojr giva tho .^ igyB %i.th 
thoir hands and thoy are subdued (p« §1)*«*«and (in tlM 
Clatter) tho Arab and non^ Arabs ara to b« tr®at«d «gua ly.** 
(p^  55)
2* "Bit tho d«ty of fig:htiijg tho worshipper sof idola 
fr<»a aaoag ths poXythaiste (liaAahrlto)is thiei Fight 
th m  M . s m  M v q  powgr _QYgr_ _thoj(a (iz Audlm alai a ^  
till th9^ aocopt Islmg and it is not potsitted to yew 
by the Quran and the Sigmah of Jprophot to accept 
.ilgya frcffi th«a (p# 53)
(How the eseence of such a postulate is tho condi­
tional claiis© • "tf you have powar over them** affe3 if this 
Claus* is csaittedf th« whole meaning of X m m  ShafiU's 
postulate i& changed* He vas not advising the Husaljcaans 
to pctish in a hcpelose struggle against all no&4luslimB. 
Also living in tho heart of what was once pa^sm Ar^ia, 
the Ijoam could not fail to realise th^t while Xelaa 
could liquidate k ts^  idolatryt it would have to oa^ 
permanent tonas «^ ith th e  3m& and the Christians* This 
is the basis of %im practical distinction between * the 
people of the book* and the *idol«-Aforshippers* • loaa 
Shaft* i is silont sdsout the Hindus but he distinctly sayst 
”T}^ Ufophet of Allah has penaitted the acceptance of 
AXzm froE the Matins* (Ahtoaul c-ur^ m. Vol. II, p. 55)
And from the view-poiat of the medieval Huslia begists, 
the Hindus and the Mahans (^oroastriains) were in exactly 
the 3€£k0 category* But this is not all)
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"Imaa Shaft *i saysi *War has bo«a aiade obligatory 
a^iast mn->^ 4uallajs who are not x:)eopls of the book till 
th@y accdpt Islam Mid agaiiist th& poo lo of the book till 
tii«y pay tlie Jizya* Bat the '^ uron also states, * Allah 
dosa not iaposo Jipoii s«^ porson a duty boyoad his power* 
(3urm II# V9rs0 276)* Consoque itly# oiHy that is a duty 
of the Hujsalsians t^oh is within their pow@r» and if they 
are iidlpless about a isatt6r» then they are not in duty 
bound to do what is beyoj^ their power. So thoro is no
f?r t-fnr rfm^n *T"i *'Vi*»Un«
ft iseoup Pf polvtheistB and aaiw iwac» with thai.' (p. 62)<<
• ♦."And Ixsm ^hafi*i eontinaoes (The iropli^ t of God ioad<i 
peaoe vith the people of H#coa at Hudaibla) it was paaco 
betvein thasi for ten yoars# and during this journey the 
revelation oiJJ© to himi ‘ m  have granted to you a clear 
victory so that God aay for^ iiye you* (Sura IL V IX l, varse 
t-2).” (AlikaauX J4ur&n. p * 62)
•»And Imam Ohafi’i sayst Ibn-»i Slmhab has said, ‘There 
was no greator viotoiy for Islaa tlian tho treaty of 
r^ iudaibia* i and Shahab^added« 'Bjople joined Xclaa and 
becamQ true-boliovers.**
The tsrtas of the liudaibia treaty, concluded between 
the Prophet and the Quraish in  6 A.H* are well-known. 
Manlana Shibli eniaaerate thes aa followsi (t) The 
Musalmns (who had gone with the intention of a pilgricsage 
to Mecca) were to re tu rn  to Medina that year. (2) aey 
were to cm m next y e a r but were to return after staying 
at 24ecc» for tiuree days. (5) Tl'iey were to og®9 unaiwadi 
they could bring their swords, but the swords were to b« 
kept in their she ths and the sheaths in their bags#
1. .m it le a l  awonr of the peliit Sultanata. pp 50-91
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(4) Th&y mr6 to taim may with tliMn any Musalaan 
who ^  bedti residing at H«eca, but if any Muslim pilgrim 
vishdd to rmEtiu at H#oea« timy vmild not prevent him 
from d(^ iig 6 0* (5) Xf a K&fir or  a Muealman w«nt to 
M«dinaf would b@ returnddf but if a Husalaaii V9nt 
to Hdo<»» hd vcmld not bo rottmtod* (6) Lastly th*
Arab tribes vould bo fr^ to enter into oottpaots with oither 
party* The Prophet* s caa^anion had groat roeontaasnt 
against the inequality embodied in elauses 4 and &t but 
the Prophet insisted on the aooeptanee of the treaty 
booause it gave him freedcxt of preaohingi and the seqinal 
proved that he was right*
Host educated Muisaliaans would today agree that the 
Treaty of Hudaibia based on the principle of Free choice 
in religious matters - a principle that is also supported 
by several Qu^ Cranic injuEtictimis is the interpretation 
of the Prophet's creed.
(3/ But bad days were to follow* So far as the 
period# 847-1218, is concerned the Shari*at books definitely 
shows a increase in the religious hato-^lt* However 
their hate«*cult goes badi not to the Prophetf but starts 
with Hutavakkil scm of tasimi (847**@5t A«D«) a drunkan 
fanatic who oc^pletely changed the tolerant policy of the 
Abbaside Caliphate* «In 849^50 A*D. Mutawaiclcil ordertd 
all people of the book and simmis? tAe Bauzatus Safa 
tells us» * to wear a gridle round their waists smd to 
stitch a mark on their clothes* There had been no suoh 
rule before* Ho «Jew or Sorastrians was to be employed 
in the Mvian (Ministry of Revenue) and the graves of non* 
Husllios were to be levol with the ground*.*In S53-4 he
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ordered that thojf w«r« to ride on asses and cajaels*** 
Mutavakkil met the and he deserved. One of hie Tarld^ 
offioers* ]^ igaf sieHintad the steps of the throne and 
kHled who had beea driklsg for a ^ Loaetiset
with two bloira of ids Mfd«^
Ji^here wore pl«»ty of non-Muslla aiuoritles in
Mueils lands I their standard of living was larobabiy 
higher than of their Huslim neighbottrSf beoause they 
were trained In iHieinssa and were allowed to talte i> 
Interest* It was le&ptlng to exoite HusUa hatred 
against theaa. the possilarity Of a writer on the 
sAari*at was sure to he proportioned to his fanatioisa, 
and so there was a great tecjptatlon for the millahs 
to be fanatical* The leading sharl»at text*4>ooks of 
the period axQ the Fatawa-*! Oazi Khan and the Hodavaht 
but aany aoaller books also appeared* It is wmeoessary 
howevert to discuss thaia here, for they are all incorpo­
rated in the Iatawa-»i Al^lrl> which will be discussed 
in the next section.
(4) *The whtols of <lod grind slowly but th»y grind 
exceedingly saall** Sothing has cawsed a greater hara 
to Islaia than the doctrine of .1ehad as preached by the 
faaatioal aallahsi on a oonservative estiaate it has 
aetint ti» loss of four lluslla lives for one non-«!uslia 
life* In 1218 A*B. Cbeagiz Khan began his feaaoiis aaroh 
against m m m m Rahr and Persia with Qcm $0^000 
Hcmgols and all Huslia Is^^enoe about Hehad and the 
inS)om inferiority of the infidels ooa^ lately vanished
at the smB of iiis ctsaing* There was a wholesale
1
oassacre of Muslias, both in th© oities and t.^e country­
side, such as the world has not seen before or since
1« Persist text published by Hewal Eishore, Vol. Ill, 
pp* 162-3*
mAta MaXlk Jiwayni in his Tarlkh^ i Jahan Gtiaha calculatos 
that out of lOOfOOO t^sXims only 100 sarvivdd* A large 
nuabdr 9f proi^rous cities TlnoiSi fiQiXlch» Haishapurt 
eto« coQ^letdly diaappearedi th« Xaad vae plou^dd up 
and Bwon with laurley* At Marv th# survivors suoo«eded 
in countii^ over a oilXion corpses) and about the 
saat nuaber of oorpses were counted at Her^ t* There 
could bo no q.uestion of insulting non-4iusXims aiQr 
further. All t^esalsra2l8 tried to learn the Mongol 
tonguet for that vas the only aeans for assuring a 
livelihood* The ulcaa quicicljr forgot tl^ ir old ideas 
and vero prepared to eat humble pie at the behest of the 
Mongol conqueror as is illustrated by following inoid^t 
narrated by AX Fakhrl. "i#hen the eaaperor Halaku conquered 
Bftghdad in A«H« he ordered that a ruXixtg be obtained 
froB the doctors of law as to whether a just infidel 
0!j^}er0r wore better or a blieving unjust eatperor* Then 
the doctors assesidbled for this purpose in the Hustan<- 
siriyyahf but when they had considered the rulingy they 
hesitated to reply, Haziuddin Ali s<m of Tava was 
present at this meting* He was senior and respected* 
Vhen he saw their reluctance, be took the rulii^ and 
signed it, as preferring the just infidel to the unjust 
believer. The others signed after hia*^
It is true that ti£» Mongols were converted to 
Xslaa in the course of the century* But the lands of 
Muslia Asia could m t regain ti^ l^r Xost prosperity for 
two or throe centuries* Ata tiaXik said that if the 
surviving Musalmsns ouXtiplied tiXl the end of tiae, 
tliey wouXd not be able to reach their fora^ r nuaber*
1 . C.S.J* Whitting, AX (p. U )
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ifaodullah Mostaufl says In hia NuzhatiiX Qulub that the 
r^osues of Xz^ in th« first asd second deoade of the 
thirteenth oontury were hardly a third of vhat thejr 
had %09n prior to the HongftX invasions*
r;-^Tri[, j




th 9  gfttawa-i Alangirt on th» Haiv<Mu8lta8
All boolcs <m ths shariat oontaia a ciiaptorf called 
Kitabus Slvar (Book on Morals)* daallag vith aoa-lfuslij«8« 
All theaa oimpters m f f & t a  irm a 0oao radioal defeots* 
they are untrue to the Pros>^®t*8 traditionsi they are 
/ also untrue to the facts of life* % e  * ulema also 
caused confusion Ity into lailitazy mttere
oo«ceming which they had little kno«ledge| they applied 
t& the paid araies of later days the rules t>mt the 
Prophet had applied to vouateersi and they violated 
the basis of military disoipline by extending to eveiy 
Huslim soldier the right of giving protection to the 
eneoy on behalf of the viiole community « a thing 
penaittad by the law of the Prophet# but absolutely 
lGQ}ossible in  later tisi^ s#
In this ohaptetf as in the r«nl of the Fatawa*»i 
■laiagiri. Shaikh lissaia proved unequal to iiis task*
Also the secondary authorities brought ti^ther were 
coaposed before the discovery of gunpoweri radically 
changed the art of war*
I I J.eiiad or lioly War ^he J*rophet had rationally 
divided the Arabs into tree groups - (a) Musaliaans who 
were prepared to die for their creed* (b) hostile non- 
Musliaa who were prepared to fight the Musaliaans and (c) 
neutml n<m«ifaslims» who did not feel coneemed about the 
mat ter# but wore prepared to accept the dc«ainance of the 
successful party* M t the Fatawa i^ Alaagiri^ following 
its prodeoessorsf divides the whole globe into two ports 
on a purely theological tois- the Oarul t o b ( Infidel 
land)and Darul Islagt (land of Islam). " It should b« 
known"# says the Fatawa^ ** that the ^arul ilajgb can
1 * I have hereafter referred to the Fat^ wa^ i Alagr.li!i
siaply as the Fatom*
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Daxul Islam on o m  oondltlos only « th« CamoBXvOm&niB 
(Ahkaa) of Islaa mast be enforcea there# loam MoliamBad 
has said In tho 21ad^t tbat according to lm &  Abu Hajalfa 
a Darol loXaa bocoxaes Danil Kufr If three oonditions are 
fulfilled (a) the of infidelltjr (ure
publloly pyoclaisied and no orders aro glirea aocordiag to 
tho Qtmma&sBnts of Islaa} (b) the torrltory adjoiiis 
othor Jurul liarbs and thare Is no J)arul Xalaa betweaa 
it aad the other Danil Harbi (o) no I^uealmn or i^rotected 
non«4iusl4a has the sSourity left which he had before#*
Ho place c m  be found in this dsflultioa for cotmtrles 
lllse China> Turi&plstan a M  Mongo Hat where full freedoiB 
of religion was allowed.
The Fatafef'a. lil£i> its predeceaaor» Ims no plaoe for 
any wars exceyt theological wars or .iehad* A ^ghad 
to be valid m m t fulfil at least two oonditions. First* 
there must be no treaty with the non-Muslim group con­
cerned« secondly there isuet be a certainty of SBc«e8S 
It is not penaitted to lead the Mugglaans to annihilation 
under the pretext of .lohad.
It is unsesfiary for ue to bother about the futile 
discussions as to whether a man could go to & iehad 
without the pemission of his oreditort a slave without 
the penoission of M s  mster or a trustee without imlcing 
arrangements about his trust# liOng before these books 
wore written the state had ooiae to depend upon enlisted 
aroies and the right of State to the service of the 
enlisted soldier overrode all other olaiias*
1. Fourth editiOBf Vol* III, p* 415# But q.uite contrary 
to tho above tlie following etatoiaent is also made with­
out refog^ eaoe to any authority* ’laaa Hohaaaid and 
liiafi Yumif have ^ d  timt one fact alone oonverts a 
Darul Xfclaa into a !^ul ftfr - the publication of the 
doBEkmds o r J a £ r ’’ (p# 4i5A '
m(b) m a^ rn u slim  are attaols# th * y  should b«
lntlt«d t o  & oo0pt Islam or pay According to
Hidayah it Is a sis to ecO»arli vrar a ^ s s t  thoso to 
vhom X a lm  imB not been explaliiodt In th« course of tha
gun.jeuiiQB or catapults Bay be used agaiJifst tiie fortst 
troos cut and crops deetro/odt but it is not parsitted 
to kill voaen or oi^ldrent nad aan or ptrson who are too 
old to fight. Christian znonkSf who ore living a retired 
life in thoir aoiiaeteries« oust^not be attacked and 
corpses should not be sutilated*”
(c) Treaties • It is pernitted to the leader of the 
Kusalatn to nake treaties vith non>-IIU8li!a8 and also 
truces that say extend to more than ten years on terms 
that are advante^ous to the Kusaloans. Agreements 
made isist be honcctly kepti in particular if a public 
agroeDfmt on vhic^ the non^Huslims are relyizig is 
denounced by ti^ liuj^ lsiatnsf sufficiont tine should be 
^ven to thca to repair their forts and collect ?heir 
troopc. The authority of the Hed^va is quoted te the 
effect that it is penaitted to guarantee any free 
nuanlmn, nan or vooan to guarantee protection to a 
group of nen*44uBiin@, or to a noiv-ffuslia city or fort# 
and such a guarantee shall be bindingi but if the loader 
(j5^ a)of the Musalmans oonciidere auoh a guarantee unwise 
he can denoimce it by inforriing the non-^uslias* Simi­
larly if ti» Jlu^ls®ns by agreaaent pass through a 
Sarul llarb territory, they should adhere to the tenas of 
tf^ a^^auiit not ia;iure tae inhabitants during 
their passage*
1. Fatavat pp# 542-348#
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SpIXs ♦ Property won froa lafidsls by war la 
caXlM (jspo4le) and that whieh is obt&in»d
without war* lik<? kiaraJ or .lia.va is oalldd fai*i. The 
stato is entitled to %om ono-fifth fraai tb» apfcils but 
not frOQ %lm so tl^ Gliay&tal Bayan 8t .t3s various
authoritios are quoted to shm^ ^osimbilit/ of 
loavlng «notigh laM a»d tbs m i^m of ouitivatian with 
the conquered non-guslis® so that thoy may b« able to 
pay a tribute frtm . tiao pro«iaoe of tliO land*
**Th« leader (^SBg) of the Mvisaliaana taking ono^fifth 
as tfeo share of the state will d istrict©  the rost of tha 
spoils aooi3g tho onay* According to Im m  Abu iiaxdta. a 
footman is to gat one ateo and a horssaaa is to gat two 
shares, iiut acoordiag to Ijaoa Mxislim and laaa Bukhari 
and the Iledaya the horeooan is to get thrae sharas* the 
oosamndez^ of the aiw vill havo t ^  saoe sharo as is 
givon to tho varrlor (i.o# share of a horsaoan if ha 
fights on a horsof othor«jiso tho shara of a footoan) t this 
is said in the Sira..11ah#»< A man who has savaral horsas 
will only gat tha share of ojio horsaaan. Ho difforanoa 
in tho quality and braod of horsas is to bo ccmsidarad 
Parsons who are laountad on oas^lSt assas or dcsikays 
will be oonsidored footmn.^.fJje oao-fifth kopt liy tho 
leader is to ba dividad into three parts - one part for 
orphanSf another for destituta parsons and thtapd for 
travallors*"
Caro must be takan that tha scriptures of tha Jews 
and tha Christians, which toe boon saiaed by the Hualia 
aray do not fall into thoir liaads again} they are not 
to ba burnt* but t*^ laay ba burjlad uziulorgrouBid or givan
?P* 376 and 381*
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to Kasalmiis vho w ill not Th« otobbbb qxA
B t a t m llo s  o f th© Christiansf if Bade of a prooious
aotal, sust be hrolm n bofora are distributed. But
coins vith tJio isarSe of tlia orosss or Ituaan figures upon
1
tl m neod aot bo brokon**
(e) gttoroiaaQy of t'm Infidols - mi,m tho infidels ar«
8uprons» they will not be bound by tho giia.ri*.at#
8hp,ri* at books howei^r, oonjjidier the qpwstion of privato
ri^ h^te in Huslim o*g. th® q^udation whether a slav*
wrio has flod t r m  a M M  conauorod by non-l5usliEts oxa b«
ciaiasa by his i o t m t raastor# Tin disoussion of tl»
topic ie too long to ba sucjmrlsodf but th© followiag
set once may le given as a spociaem If tho furkiah
kafira conquer %M Ro^mn Kafirs and talso tliem captlvo,
they will b otsae oifljers of the Roajans and thoir prcjwrty.
If after that we conquer tlm  furbish ^ firSf then whatever
tiiey have tals»n m & f fe r n  Hoao will be lawfully ourei
in spite of the fasts that there is a eaapaot betwe«i
2
us and Kooe***
^<^0 • frade with i^aniX t o b  is permitfetd, 
eubjectod to mutual aereement* M% a Hui^liaan imst not 
take anaamdntSf or mtarlal fr^ which arsBments oan be 
Eiade» to a j.^ rul liarb* Also a noj>^!usli» who bringe 
anaaoents into ijarul Isltia eonnot taJ«» thea baok again*
(g) Uahr and Khira.1 - If only on@-»tonth of the pai'oduoe 
was taken and t e cultivator was a lluealzBanf the land was 
said to be uahri* But in oaso of non-Hufilia cultivators 
the ising could t^ ike mch tribute CkMra^jas he liked| 
provided it was not above half the total produce# If
1. Fata»^ a> Vol* III, p. 583.
2. Fatav/g. ?ol. Ill, p^ 401.
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tekoa in kind, it Wiis known as Shi,rci.‘^ i 
if the khirai was taken in tho t o m  of fixed 
rnomy rant* it v?as l^iown as khira.l^ i But having
two t ^ 6  of land tax was voiy oESnfusingi also the ste.te 
would sand to M ith sverjr convoj^ion, for the ataount 
of gilra.^  yas h i c ^ t  tlian ushr* ao two rules were laid 
down* H i  & non«4toiiB oultimtor who was paying l£liira>1« 
acc®0t9€ Islam, im would eontirai© to i w  lghira5 as beforo* 
Conversely if a HuBlia pttrcbase^ Miiraji land f t m  a 
nc^-Husiiai he would tore to pay the whl.o!i was
b€fine takdn froa tiie land before*** fh« fatawa attributee 
both principles to %m liedaya*
(i) Jizm  ii^u, is  of two kiiiis firstf tiJt Aizfaa 
fixed by agreaaent as Imz been done by tte J?rO|>het witii 
the Christians of Ha;fran| tMs fixed aaomt oannot be 
ohanged by unilateral action of etther* **fhe 
second type of .liaya is  tia t which the Muelim con«iuer©y 
iEq^ oses on the kafirs after gonerously leaving their proper
§
property to theiai so says the Isafi*  ^ A© the contente 
of tMs section are sua^rised in Aurangsieb*® . 
Ordinance, i t  is  not neoessary to disssuss them here*
U) Ilon^luslia Places of Vjorshir.»»^  Yli^  mtawa quotes 
the follo;^ing ttm  the airu.1«*i ¥ah!m.1i **lf the h M  
oonquere a non-^tolia pmplQ and fthen thin&a that tiiey 
should be laade into aiiaais and irpose a l&ira.1 upon 
t i^ f  of distributing the land aaong the Mualia
conquerorsf as liasrat Wmr did in the neighbourhood of 
Kufa —  then tMs i$ penaittedf tlien non-^usliais will 
beooGie zimiB  and will not be pwented froa building
t. Patawa* v\/i* lil, p# 430*
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church falls downi th© Christians ¥llX aXlowea to 
reconstruct it? but %h9y will not &lXow9d to axtood 
It or to ooastruot another church in its place «lBe%hera* 
(8) W  the texm ‘old*, according to Steatul Ayiia is 
o^ant the time v h m  the place mm brought under the 
control of the Husalm»n« and not the ti»e of the Prophet 
and his Ccsmjanionel
(k) EegulationjS for the degradation of non<4fusliaii 
is aost unbeoosiinet" says the Patawa« "thst 
anjr glBiai shotad be allowed to ride or drees lil» the 
Husaloans or to adopt their ways of life*® But Imsa 
HohasKsad says that in so far as this mtter is regulated 
by tre;ity» the treaty aiust be followed, and if the 
treaty says that the non-Muslims shall be distiaguished 
from the Husalaans by one im x k  onlyi then there oan 
be no iBorease os that (Hie marls*
But if a non^slia country Has been conguerid 
by the blows of the swordf then the Muslim ruler can 
mke whatever rei^lation& he lilees* According to the 
Sharh Hukhts^ the object is to distinguish then by 
oazics which according to the custom of tho tise, » may 
prove their degradation, low stttus and helplesness**
It was thus open to writers of shari*at books to suggest 
ways for the degradation of the ziiaais* The following 
are se»ae of the sore ii^ortant sugt estionsi —  (1) Ihe 
ziomis should not be allowed to ride on horses, except 
when on state-dutyt bM  even then they should discount 
when they ooae across a n^ aaber of Musalaane (Hohit).
(2) They should be asksed to construct akaf-^aaddles. 
i.e, a saddle with a ball at the pocaael* thej' will not 
be prevented t r m  riding aa^es and donkeys, bat they loust
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ohapele^ ohurohesy 9r t r m  eelUQg viiM
and pifi*0 fl<i8h or i>f l!iose acts viileh vo iKive 
desorib^ vlth refertnce tbelr religidd***
^dji dxiiaiple 9 t the Seeoad Caliph 'nm oG o^lotm l^  
isnoT9& by tb9 toxi«*boo)cs oa %ho
What the FaUws sayii m  the basis of I ts  aatiiorilid«  
aajr be briofly soasiarie^ aa follovst (1) Shsra is  a 
ganoral agraosdat tisat tha Clirletians should not ba 
alKh#ad to build nmt o^pala or o!mrohaa or tha Haglaos 
new firo^ ac^ laa is  tlia e ltle e  of the Husolaan* (2) But 
thare la  a differoiioe of op in im  aboat tha bolldizig of 
new plooea of vorahlp by Chrlatloi^ and Havana i& rural
araaa# ^ha Futafe.«>i is quoted as an authoriiy
for atatlng t ix it t!)a SlaalHhs of Bollch ware a ^ n a t  thlSf 
Qscept In vlllagea vl^re tho mjorlty of inhabltanta 
varo aiffiilB* vMla tha S^k^is of 3ok^ ]^ni pomlttad lt«
(3) So now nm ^iiXBliA pl^oaa of worship eoold be 
constructed r^nyvhera la Arabia# (4) The oonstruotion 
of a nev aaunl^a - a ple^e of vorahlp for ono m m only 
vaa prohibited la the mits» voy oa oliruo oa and fira« 
t«9 ld8f but there vas no ob^eotlon to a parnon 
oonstrustlag a plaea for aaylng prayers la hla o ^
liOuae* Thla la  tha a ta te s ^ t of Ghjaratiil Biran> (§) 
tbare la  a general agraooant tbat old ohapals emd 
o!mrohofi standing In rural areas and t ^  suburbe of
tha to^ms w ill mit ba tmiahed* (6) Aa to (old) ofeapela
and oburohoe la  Huslla toym^ Imm  Moh^ fismd In his 
lia ra t aaya that thoy w ill be allowed to atand tdilla tija 
KitAtoX *gelMr thot tl»y tsust b« pulled
(Sown* Hovavart t ^  Shg:«Bul Aiaaa Sarakhsl aaya la  
opinion Xflaa Hohaaoad Is oorroot asA thla la  the 
oplaloii of Qaal JClaa also# (7) I t  a  ciiapel
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not hav^ rnddlds like the saddXss of the Ifus&lzaans (Kafi)
(3) Th^ mist not ba allowed to w a r  Chaddrs» turoanSf
and clocks 11^ the uleaa of Xslaai also they xaost not
t
have headgears and shoes like the Musaliaans# (4) 
should not have %mist«baads tied in a cirol© at
the front I they should have cords of wood or cotton 
tied in a knot at the front# (ahaii^ htii islaa Darakhsl)
( )^ They should not be allowed to wear shirts or cloaks 
of silk but only ootton cloaks the skirt of which lure 
not very long. (6) Jheir woosn nmst have oollaur of iron 
round their necks and their trousers ssost be different 
from the trousere of Haslia Women. (7) Xhe gatawa^i 
URzi Khan eays that ziaaala should not be allowed to 
wear anas and that the Husalmns should behave in such 
a way t}^t they are insulted in the public street.
(8) Scoe Barks were to be put over the door of their 
houses to distinguish thoea fkt»& the houses of the 
Musalnianst so th4t beg are oay not stand before their 
houses and p i ^  for thoir salvation. (9) following 
regulations were suggested for the control of Christians. 
They were not to beat their wooden gongs in their ho«ses 
in Husliffl cities or colloct their fellow Christians for 
prayer in theif housesi they imist p3^ alone. They were 
not to carry ee» oroosea out of their clmrches* If they 
recite the Old or the K« testa23ent loudlyy they will be 
prohibited trtm  doing so if they contain expression of 
shirk, but if they contain no essprossion of sliirk there 
will be no prohibition. Thc^ will not be allowed to 
recite their scriptures in the markets of the Musalaans. 
They will be prohibited tv m  selling wine and pigs openly 
in the cities and the suburbs} but if they are far froia 
the city sulmz^s then there is no ham in carrying the 
cross or be ting their wooden gngs*
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Theso are indlvldiial sugc^stlons of vritors on tho 
ah£irt*at« whoso books vort in Arabic and oonsoquontly 
not vlthin the reach of the public* There were occasions 
when both rulers and the ruled went aad oving to 
transcent fan^tic^ passions, fiat it should not be 
ino^ined tiiat the provisions a^ ;ainst non«*HusIinis brou^t 
together in Fatawa-»i Alaiagiri in any way represented 
the polioy of the states of l^rsia a2id Central Asia*
But terrible days of which the 3hcxi*at authorities 
iiad never dre<^d were in store for Husaioans* Urst 
the Chinese Qara Khaties defeated Sultan Sanjar aad 
levied a trilmte free the rulers of Kawaimtn Hahr and 
Khvorasm. Then the ill-fated Kuehlak» whi> iras a 
Oiristian c<Ki^lled the Musalsans of Turkestan to chose 
between dressing as Christians or as Chinese| the 
crucifieation of one or two religious scholars cowed 
tlM whole Kuslia c(»aaunityf Hard o«i the heels of 
Qttohlak came the Ohan^si Hon^ls who brought not insult 
but death* For the next three generation® both Musal- 
isans and Christians were huable suppliants at the Courts 
of the Hoi^l prinea*
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C!mi»CT U l
gftg m U o s : M i Auranga^lK %M 01 %m S 9 im ^
Ho Qxaaiijafeion of th» career of AurangzQbf Ijowever 
miorosoopict will repeal w a  a secoM rat® ganlus of 
any sort • *»^e cawiot raak hi® m on g th« generals of
Inaia- let alone foreign lantis. Aurasgzeb»s Beocan 
entorpriso is a pathotic trage y ooiajmred with Halik 
:vafur*6 aoiiiov^ocnte in the same at&& uader maoh more 
difficailt cirounstanoas* Halik Safurt acting under
Alaudciin’s instructions, left th® peasantry alone and 
went strsjtigiit against the forts of the ra^asj his mpid 
mirchos in a seiaiexplored land stand in sharp contrast 
with the clow cmwling of Aur .ngaeb’s indieciplined force, 
which at its best covered four to six miles a day* Halik 
Kafur and liis right iiand man, KjaraJa Ha^it saw to the 
proper feeaine of men and the proper supply of horses* 
Aurangaeb on tlie other hand, in epite of long and bitter 
experience, coild never under stand the A.B*C. of supply 
and transport arranijeamtSi he left his soldiere to 
thoir own device® or to the tender mercies of the com- 
aeitsliants {ban:iuraa) wiio preferred to march with the 
array. 'Sim Jang«"i«»aa3zaQii (cossack-«warfare) which 
paralysed the arsiies of Shah Jalian and Aurangaeb, would 
•i£:,vo proved i^tile e ^ a e t  IC&fur« fhe invention of 
gunpowor# as Tiiaur proved, load sads it easier to capture 
oven the most well-oonstructed forts* But one has only to 
oo&i^ are the accounts of the siege of fUintambhor
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Chi tor by and of VJai««gal bj? Hallk
Kafur with A«yaRgzefe*s siege of GoiKcmda to realise 
how low Aurangseb had fallent ve are fortunate la having 
vlved dO B Q tlp tim e of the foraer by Amir Kimsras an4 
Zi& M din Bciral and of the lattoy by m m l  Khaja^ l All.
Both Banjier and Homicci have ©:<|jress«d the oplnloii 
that Aurangzeb* s lll-<2lacipliaed cuid diaorgonlsed ajray 
could have boon defeated by sQ m 30,000 well-armed and 
woll-disclpllRod Suropean soldieriS* fhey aro probably 
right* In tho aatt©r of ailltary laofflelQacy Aurangzob 
can be coog?arod with Firoas Shah aloao among the rulers 
of India# But I'iros Shah had tho good B m m  of leaving 
the i>eccaa alosfe, AuraagsQb was unfortunately ofrtenat®*
It is not to be expectod that every rulor of Xadia 
will be gifted with military talents# Alauddin was a 
militaiy gonlust still his Delhi Eotwal, Alaul HuHCf gave■j
hia the oorroot advice tlmt he sliould remin at the oapitsi 
and assign the ooi^est of the provinces to his gecQrals# 
for ts^ie security of the «ap©ror at tlie centre creats a 
feeling of confidi^nec in the whole eiysire. AuxtingiBeb 
would have been well-advised to follow this froepe,
Aoong hie ancistors, Sabur had learnt the art of war 
through the lon^ process of trial and error* tiaiaayun* 
who iiad R© alternative but to be hXe own ooasaender-lni- 
Ciiieft isarched to Gu;|r:it on one side and to 0aur on the 
othert but hlu strategical blunders led to hia defeat 
in both regions* Akbar i^s s good soldier and a good 
general* he said ho not bear to see a bird being
saorificedi but on the field of battle he was prepared 
to figut ^1/ ho caae across ^ d  delighted in
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the personal that: poasibXe for him * ^tlli
a oareful study of hia early oatapaigrm shows that he 
novor took aa^ imnecessary risie@t m s  only after
be had decisively crushed Kha&«i ZamsA and his throne vae 
safe, that he undertook the oonquest of far-off proviaces* 
Jahangir knev that he was no generali as a prince he 
singly avoided fighting, inspite of his fatiier»s orders, 
after his accession to the tiirone he depended upon others- 
Shaikh Farid JBoklmri, Shah ^ahan, and later on« Haha!»t 
FChan- for the prosecution of silitary interprlsea* Shah 
Jahan was no warrior, and he Insisted while a prince on 
not uadortakijig snj' military venture unless the resources 
placed at his disposal made miccess certain. Auraagzeb*s 
position was peculiar* As a Prince he haA lost the three 
enterprises- the Usbek m t and the two siegec of Qandhar- 
assigned to him* Nevertheless he succeeded in getting a 
lailitary reputation* iHir ng the war ofSuccession all his 
battles, with the possible exception of the battle of 
Dharcaat, were imna^ed by others* But he mounted the 
throne over the body of his rivals, and even tie critical 
Bernier declared that he v&s »a great King** It was not 
till he began his Decc^ entex^rise in 163t ttmt the 
hallowness of his Mlltary coiamand became visible* 
Aurangaeb could not like msmy of his great predeoeseors
- Sh&habuddin Ohori, Aibek, Iltutmish, Allauddin Khilji, 
and Hohonoad bin Tughla%, Babur and Akbar-conduo^ a 
caiapaign in person. He sever entered into a pereoml 
coabat with anybody, e«oopt during the battles of the 
war of succession, he kept away froa the fire-line.
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But he icBistad on keeping the supreae otnmcd*^ in  hiR  
handSf and as one ftitiXe yoar followed anotuert adl 
his high officers war© oonvinced of the in cojs^eteaoo 
of his direct lag authority* fhey wore soiaotiaes 
insolent» still Aur^i^eb suooetdod in aaintaining 
his personal dignity dorir® hie life-tiae oven aftor 
his death*
In  his lettor to his ia^risonod father# Aurangzob
talks as if ho was very coi^eiont Hngf devoted to 
tho public woal# But it is is^oaaiblo to o<msidor 
Auran^ob an efficient adoinistsutor* A part t r m  tho 
revenue administration of Hurshid Quli Khan in the 
Deccan (which was fortunately recorded by S&diq and 
copied by Khafi Khan )# there is not a single properly 
executed measure for the publie weal which stands to 
his credit. It is true that he gave @®ae good orders 
(whioh have been duly recorded by Maauria Ki3E.fi Khaa 
and others) but they were ignored by his officers* 
Mohaasaadbin Tughlaq had given orders ten tinses aore 
difficultf but offioei« who ignored thea were severely 
punished* But inflicting punishments wits not possible 
for Aur^zeb, this was partly due to the fact that he 
had obtained the tiirone with the help of the laartfuihaaya* 
and when of the great SSSSSkSa£S» M^abat 
Khant coiaraitted oricies aniounting to imrderf Mrangsseb 
had no a1.t;3raatlve but to overlook thaa* lluaaaiity was 
not a guiding prineiple for Aurangssebf when be was 
not afraid of consequences, he quite forgot the Prephet’s 
inslstapi proliibitlon of torture-' as in the case of 
Sauibhajl* Auiungsseb*s inability to punish his officers
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vas fundaoontally due to his oharactert he ifas a 
man of oraft and quitdf deeply suspicious of every one 
and even after becooing the head of the State^ he 
ttiought it vOiXd be busier to obtain hie ei^s by 
underground aethods* As a result the working of 
enorwms adninietrative eoid ailitary stachine of the 
Mughal eapire kept declining from year to year. During 
this degenerationf as Khafi Khan points out» *a feast 
of plunder* vas spre<i^ d all over the Decoan owing to 
eorruptionf oppression* estbezslament and sind^r. 
measures that had to th# ten^orary pros, erity of ths 
officers of the State, fiat with the cultivation of the 
Seooan ruined and the ni^er of officers constantly 
increasing, no land for allotment as .toirs was left.
The situation has been described Maourl and is 
well soamed up in the sentence* "^e world (i«e the 
official world) was left Mithcmii any iagir>" Boverth«» 
less« Aurangseb succeeded in saving his reputation.
While his officers were embeszling millions and 
millions! the ^iperori whose duty it was to prevent 
tills corruption, not only looked the otiier way but 
managed to get a reputation for iiimself by l^;endc tc 
thft effect that he was earning his oim livelihood by 
making skull-oaps etc. and selling them in a way that the 
public could net discover.
Though Aurangseb governed India for s«ae fifty 
yearSf he has left us nothing great or good by which he 
con be r^a^obcred. Beth Babur and Jalmngir havo left 
us their wonderful fuzaks (Hcmories). Akbar laid the
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fotttdation o f Mtighal ar^hiteoture and paintlngf aod 
Jal^ uAglrs* dlscemadst as sai art oritlo and his 
fODdnesa for 6t/etio songs and poetry is vall^knovn*
Shah Jahan many ddfdcts of oraractsr and polioyi 
but no ono viio has s«on the (let alond his other 
buildings) vill f&il to render his hiaage to the 
deai£pior and builder of India's most beautiful edifice • 
As a^iUnst thisy six ti^t survives to us f r m  Aurangseb 
is (a) a reoard of iiov he ruined the administrative 
systca w^ iich Akbar i^ ad built and Jal^oiglr and Sh^ ih 
Jahan had preserved^ (b) a aeap of letterSf aost of theoi 
not written by hiioself^  (c) the voluaos of the Fataim^i 
AXaagiri« a useful, collection of secondary sateriftl 
Bade by Arabic-Loving clerks who brought no rational 
soholarship or Synthetic reason to their task ondf 
(d) lastly* a ftitilet unsuccessful but oischievous 
attoapt to convert the country of SLjay cults into a 
Mati’ul I»laia territory or a country governed by a 
sixU.1 HusliQ ainority. Vho invented this precious term 
is not Ibiovnt but i» is not contec^latod by the Siarl'at.l 
Ins last I t s a  deserves a caroful InTestieatlon.
1« Pi VO voXMmB of these letters arc reviewed Sir 
Jadunath S^kar in ids Studlwi in Auranmob’s R eii 
Chaptar .iVlII. Aiirangaot'8 lettars.
*»1 Ji­
ll
» the yorM grips hard oa tbo Imrd-stapiTingi" 
poQ% ifefla ha® oM  tm f m n  tov© Imd a greater
grip on the things of this vorld ts^ an Aurangseb. 
was prepared to sacrifice ©verything for tha sake of 
his ambition- including od oourse both lelas ax^ tiie 
Husalioan^* ^ortuns a M  the poXi^ of Shah 
favoured i‘4m* t^ i^ ah Jahan was very anxious tiimt l^ ura 
Sfiukoh Bust suooeod Mm, reaeabering bis Ovn actions, 
and theliistor^ of iliislia aonarcliies in generul, he 
siiould havoailovfed Bara to survitr© and strangled his 
other sons after their birth, no heavenly revelation 
vas needed to tell iiim that one of liis sons wo^ ild 
slaughter the other tiiree. Instasd of that hs 
followed the ruinous ooui«e of declaring Bara to be his 
suQcoseor aosd keeping liia at the court, while Aur uogaeb 
was aesigned the i^rdosttasks and sent to gpvem 
different pi^jvinces* In the course of hia apprenticosiiip
Aurangzeb ho4 im intimate contact with a large ijucft^ er of 
laansabdars and raist have won thea over# 2her© was at 
least one g.uality to reoonaaend him, he investi@atod 
matters personally and decided for I4.£i8elf« and he 
would nev' r be a tool in the tends of an aabitions 
politician or a clioue* In case he case to the 
throne, every oansabdar -was confident tl-ittt 4urangseb 
would decide all matters appertaining to oija on the 
basis of his own ®id|5^ent* and in this they were not
1-* "Sakht me^erad jahan bar marduman-i Sakht Flosh.v
mlstakon* the datails oould not imve bten
aettlBd in adronco, Aarangaab* officers seem to bav« 
deoidsd that thoy would not al3.o«r Simh to stand
in his ¥S7 «
Mr. Sy«d Athar All of the Aligarh History 
D^^artxiontf who t^s spent ooiron years in studying all 
a^nailablo oatorlal appertaining to Aurangseb and his 
offieors« has cosks to two dofinits conclusionst* first* 
that no roliffloua isiine was involved in tl» war of 
suoes&iont andf sooondlyt timt during th« first ten 
years of his roi£pEi« Aurangseb did not chEUOgs tho 
traditional policy of tho ecipiro#^
reader of Kh&fi Kiian and Hasftiri will have any 
difficulty in acceptino either proposition* vhsn the 
War of SuocQSGion started t every laansabdar follo%red tho 
Slioi^ zada und:^ r whoa he was s a r t in g * but the m^ority of 
the Hindu ra^ao with their a^tcir»*3a/;ir8 were direotly 
subordinate to the centre and they fought for Darm 
ShoXoh. But Auran6»®b*s victory at Dharsuat coapletely 
changed the situation* Shah Jalian was now a prisoner 
and Oara a fugitine* Jai Singh» inspite of his victory 
over Shu^ noar BanaraSf decided to Join Aurangseb and 
advised his fri<^« Diler not to zaake a fool of
hiosolf by following Sulaiaan Shulsah's fallen fortunes, 
thereafter all rajas o^iniSd Aur^ n^gzeb* Aurangseb had 
decide. that the sKinaabdars of ;iis brothersy who joined
hia at ai^ tine- ev<m after being defeated in open battle 
would be taiken into his service on the saiae grade or 
with increase of f^ rade« their past conduct in
1* -^ a||r^ read before the illstory Congress at Aligarh*
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fighting against Hm would, not be considarod a charg« 
•gainst th€sa at m y  t tm »  S am  of AurcingzetJ* s boat 
offloQrs hafi formerly b^sn in th9 servio© of his 
brothers, fha saae policy was foliotiied with reforewse 
to rajas vlio «©re aa3asab<3ars. and m  fiM the sons of 
rajast who had aied fighting against himt wsr© allowed to 
retain thoir Watan^-na^ira# In tho e«tr@ffi© easQ Of 
Jaswant sln^ jh, as is well-imownt Aujuagaeb offered tha 
governorship of Oujrat to the (who had fled from
bis caij^ s at Bahadarpor) sereljr to p r m m t him from 
joining Dara.
I)i6 first docado of Aurangzeb saw two Hindus raises 
to office whioii no Hindu had hald b©for«. Raja 
l^hunath was mide w^ir at thd Centre* while th9 
highest provincial ciiarge, %>m fiooroyalty of th«
Decoani was given to Ha;|a ^ai 0ij9^* Bsth offioers 
discliar^' thoir i^tlos m i l *  Nevertheless the Mughal 
officore wer« decisivoly baaton in two ij^ortant regior-Sf 
while in tho third Aurangaab failed becaus© h© laeMed 
the vision of Jai 3in^.
1 » Sliie crooking Ahxm fr o g s have Moked the dying 
i»neal elephant while the goverimont and people of India 
looded on," Dr* S.G^ Mu^aadar says in the dedication 
to one of his latost books. It is on old Ahom habit*
2hey iaad brought SoiJhteyar Kidl^i to grief at the 
beginning of the thirtsentli oentury* It was also their 
privilege to give theffirst kiek to the Mughal el^hanitf 
which to all appearances seemed q.uite healthy* Hir 
Jamla had officially brolcati the teaijles of the conquered 
people and Insulted their roligioni he tried to protect 
the peasantry but his efforts in that respect proved
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XhQ oI4 JeveX morohaat of seventy § vliad 
wac a au£itor of chlcan^zy and intrigud, tried to 
aako a cood siiov as a genaral* But his whoie plan 
o t oaz^ pai£;n« which l^ore the basic factors of ths 
mnso^t t m  post'^o^soon disoasasf the nsads of thd 
cooaissariat and th& bitter has till ty of the p<^Iatlon«
was fuQdaau»italIy Idiotic* <^ 0 by a popular mass* 
nwveniontf which wo o m  eaeily undorstaiidi but which 
was quite be./cud Au^uogsob’a lioitod ccni^ roheflsionf 
tho Mu^ml troops wore driven p9ll««&3XI out of iCuoh 
3ihar und Assa&« Biiah Jahaa iiad suffered a great loss 
of prestige owing to l^iis dofoats at the hands of the 
Uzbocl£8 end the i^raians* But here woros two sazall 
3i*ajaSf who b^:;d dofeatod tiie l^hal ecopire aiui evemi 
eupturod a part of!lughal territory (Gouhati or Kughal 
ASGQffl) wiiioh Aurung^ebf in spite of hiB efforts was 
unablo to reecvor* ^boaimd uazia# writing at 
Auron^eb's ordert finds it i£3possibIe to explain 
tr.ls debacle except by the adoiission that the Indian 
peasantry wus treated by Its own m^as better than by 
the officers of the ei^iro* Xt is a confession of 
terrible iaport (1662«65)
(2) In April 166?y Shaista Shan# who had been 
sent a ^ n s t  Shivajit caae t o ^ o f  in a way timt is well 
jcnovn. la 1564 3hiva4i plundered Surat for the first 
time aiKi collected a crore in spoilsy B a^ Jai ^inghf 
who was sent acalJ^t hiiit isnew very well that if he 
tried to conquer and ar*nex Kalmraatra mit right f he
would met thef ite of Sir Juala aM the Slughal troops 
would be driven from the lands So he preferred to
cake a esnpromisa wMoh wouH Iciive Sliiim^ i his 
and a post o f honour in the ^^ g^hal 
*^ire# Six* Jaduaafeh Sarkear tea eaQ^lained at laogth 
the of a a o id m t^  owing to whiefa Shiva^i did sot
receive at Aurcoigaseb* s court the reception that hai 
been planned for ?iim* ^tiil Aurangasb ha<i enough tlae 
to aoctiiV thOGQ errors by contaoting SMvaji airecrtly 
or through intomJdiariQs* but h© preferred to waste 
tiia© in a usol<56s oorrespondenco with 3a.i Sin^#
After all it the ^eror*e sol© priirilege to decide 
what Shivaji’s atatue in the cac^ ire sliould to be,
Jai Sliigh could talce m  r a c p o m i h i l i t f  in  laattor* 
Shivaji veiy wis^ sly fled l^ *ck to Ba^garh and devoted 
the next two years to the oonaolidation of his povmr*
He an indopondont ruler now and in 1668 Aiirangseb 
recognised Iiis title as aajt.** Six years later Shivaji 
orownod hinself in accordarK,*Q with the acoeptod illr^ u 
rites 'and the Ijraim^ a^e sanafactar€^  a genealogy for 
hiiEf declarir^  r:im to bo a truo Khsattriya descoaded 
froa the • ighest Eajput ciaea# the sisodias of Howar*
(5) In the viintor of tS66 <Jai Singh «ae ordered 
to proeoeu against Bijapur and an order vas gi-w m for 
the total destruction of the S|;Japar peasantry on th« 
f^,rouiid that the'j wor^  infidels tmd * supers ti tons * •
Jai i^n£;h has no authority to negotiate# 2he Btjapur 
officers, on their part, alao decided to follow a, 
soorohsd ,iLirth policy* Ja4 Singh could not ooae «rit lin 
stricldng distance of Bi^apur city, he vas defeated 
and rtv m i back and died broken-hearted# It v m  not
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%o b@ eoQioctdd thftt another offlodr would mxoGQ&d vhtre 
Jfti Sijogh bad falX^« It is true# as Shafi r^mrk3« 
that the M^puris did n ot set a hap^ dajr after «Tai 
SlB^ invasion* But Aorangzab also found it hard tc 
•xplain his failure* U«t ordered Mohanssad Sasia to vrita 
that the o^ueat of Si^pur not been Intended but 
only the destruction 9f the peasantry * The Mughal 
ei^ire under Aurangseb vas rapidly beoooiag an institii* 
tion for plundering the iimooont and the helpless*
(4) In January 1 6 6 6 f  Shah Jah«t died# and Aurangzob 
vho had alrady ia^riscmed his cvn eldest sont vent 
through all the oer^^mies of awuming for the father, 
whom he had so grievously wronged but froa whom he 
now absolutely safe« In Hareh of the satae year the 
Tusufzais rebelled at Peshawar and an egQ>ansion of the 
rebellion a M  a fourth crushing HugMl defeat of some 
sort seoaed ineiritable.
But about this tise there was a change in ATorangzeb* 
policy* It is best indicated by his stoppage of the 
official history after thetsnth year of his roign* He 
had ordered tiohaooad lazia to write a iroluae on the 
first eighteen years of ^4s rei^ pti* Shah Jaimn iiad left 
the oensorship of his official histories to hie offieersi 
like Sa*dullah and Alaul Hulk Tuni, but Aurangaeb had 
directed Kasia to %rrite under his personal direction*
But as year followed yeart Aurangseb found that he was 
driven either to the suppression of facts or to the 
utterings of lies* Bad ti^ Alaagir Hamah been 
continued for the ts*ol@ of Aurangzeb*© reign, it would
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probably have boon %ho Ix^k ot lios in the long
history af IMia im% r©d0<ai^ Uig f a%ur@»- 
oorr@et dates & oorrodt i^otd
hifh9ir offleial pvom tiom * iitm m tf Iho atofpage of 
III* offloial hiatoxy m& a oI@ar in^m U m  %h» pubUo 
« in  m m  to the « that
of tl)0 OQ^lre yoM ohaagtng» Vhat th« ohaago voiild bdf 
thoy did not know and voro not allovod to antieipato*
7h« inltiatino lojr vith the oaporor* »o nmt not 
bo surprlsod that tltirtdon years passed before ^ smxi, 
took up hid tomiiQ an lno<»i^ Xote list of vliat bad 
impponod* Auprang^ ob l&f% m  rooord of his ti'^ mshta 
and he took m not Hb mvtX^  into his confiaonoe* 
StlU hia poUisgr and his aotl<^ gifo &am lndioatl<m of 
Ills inn@r tlio^ hta*
i n
Vo do not 3^tmi ho» u^ran^ EEOb odu<mto4« hm i 
Dam va@ an o^ oisg^ lished aoholair of Z^m im and ISaniikrit 
i« ijfov^ by is tiio gr^t workC| ths
whioh had bo«a boforo tiie
War of SiiooQo^tm* Ehafi sthan sa^s that Ittsad Wmm vaa 
one of Aur4igsdb*a toaoi^ ors t»it telle us nothing; aore.
90 rellanee om be plaoad upon tim oi^lalntn vbisbf 
aooordin^ to Soneii@r and Haimooit Amn^eb mdo to Ms 
taaoher for net being #^ucate4 properly. But the Alaia^y 
Saaah tells us in finite of the terrible preoccupations
t * h^is is a translifttion os" about 7^ upanlshads* fhe Persian t^03Ct ima been e ited %  Dr* tara and 
Agha riaini and printed in lxm»
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of the Var of Sucees6lon« Auraogzeb had oocsoitted the 
Quran %o m@oory and that he vas stttdylng the Kjolya-l 
Sa«adat and the Ahvaftl Ul\» of laaa Giiaazall* The lattQ^ 
18 a long work in Arabic and can only be sti»iie by
one ¥ho as %#elX-acquaintod vith that lan^oage. At the 
same time he had aade a copy of the Quran* It has to 
be admitted^ irankly, that Aurangzob a wry industrl 
Industrious student all his lifo# specially with reforenc 
reference to theolofical aatters* In the second decade 
of his rei^ he directed Shaikh «^e vas store of
a courtier than a schol^rt to Jave the gatawa-*! Alaaairi 
cooqpiled and the vork was finished in about six or 
seven years*
Before venturing to ezastine the policy on which 
Aurangzeb now oabarkedt seme preliiainary natters have 
to be clarified.
(a) 3^e religious Scholars of Islam were divided 
into two groups throughout the middle age&» the layctics 
or ulaoa^idlrtavi (or uluiaa*i ^tini) and the ©xtarnalist 
Scholars or ula:au,«»i gahiri* Both groups were e uoatod 
in the same syllabus* the Qurant Quranic oomentories 
and the Prophet^s precepts (hadlsQs)« But they differed 
in their iiiterpretations* the ulaim-»iaahlri interpret­
ed all sacred seriptares literally and siet^ ianistically. 
®he Et stios, on the otner hand* blienod in a spiritual 
interpretation of the sacred texts. Anothf»r scuroe of 
distinction was their altiu\de to the govensasnt* 5Ch« 
externalist© scholars kept appealing to the state for 
postsf pensions, laad-^rants (iaadad*>iim*as-i) and the 
like. laystlesf exoept in the dajrs of their degener- «
ation, believed in reaaining independent of th« State*
2he my’GtlQs gave the miae of tari^at to thsir ways of 
life* i^ile Ih® or externalist scholars kept
on repoatlng tibi® 3imria.t text-boo^. Auruagzeb mot b« 
defiimtely c3Uaas@d with the saillal.is* for his <soneoption 
of Xaiaoa vas materialistic ai^ mdohaiiistio*
(b) fh« Millais# who wer« dopond^st for thoir 
livlihood upoa the state i wero always crying t o r  B om  
neaeures against tli^  Hiri^ us* M t  the g r ^ t o<%structive 
statesa^n of the ages almye avoided raising tho
religious question* Whon a deputati^ of uleaa called 
Xitutaish and aaked him to suppress the Undue, hie 
vazirt Hisaoul ^plained to them timt the govetm&oM
vsLB too weak for suoh an enterprise a M  the siatter would 
be taken in hand when the tiiae axrived* ^ b a n  told hie 
offioers that he would not undertake any (^s^ign against 
the Hindu rajas as hie prime duty m s to protsot India 
fraa the Hongols. Mauddin Khiljif who was able to flight 
both the Mongols aid the ra^aSf said frankly that he was 
conoeme with the public good which he sought on tlie 
basis of escperiORce and that be did not know the 
Shariat ms. Molmsaad bin fugbla^, according to 
Ziauddin Ba,mi, knew a good part of ImaoR Burhanud^in* s 
Hedayah Igr hecurt# but though the Kitalms 3lv3;r of Hoday^i 
is mch better written tiieai the m m  olmpter of gatawa-i 
AlaRKiri# Holmnaaad bin Tughla% never dreamt of enforcing 
any of its provisions, he associated with Hiadu Jogis 
(If U&iani is to be believed) and put sevemi aullahs to 
death. *Mw& Abul ^aal wanted to supj^ ort A3Ssar*s policy
he had a large aass of mystic literature 
which he could quote in ita support* Huoh icvestigation
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aftd tsiae will fee a@@d©d to ejeplain how for flvo canturiss 
th e vhoXe of ladia Q sm to accept th« prinol^s that th* 
aoperor o t Belhi aod the m^ority of his offiosTS should 
h9 Xndiazilsdd Huallias of foreign 02traeti0n« But a 
dfcllcato balance been reaohod and it reaiired a 
t&otful handlings
(c) poliey of Aicbar had ijaturally proroked a 
reactionary z:aov€£i^ t m<mg the H u m lm m * headship 
of tfiis aoremeat is generally ascribed to Shailct Ahaad 
Slrfaindi, to vhOB tii© little of Mu,1adid^ i Alf Sani 
(Eeviver of XsX.^ durii^ the eeoood oillenitzs; has been 
given. But Jahangir seat him to prison and later on 
gave liim a pension* the Sahik* s grandsonj H&suqi lived 
at the oourt of Auras^eb, he got financial support frtaa 
Amrangaeb and carried on soae sort of propaganda# But it 
weuld bo an error to consider Aurangaeb the follower of 
any religious tsiioaer or the representative of a religious 
moveaent* He did every tiling on his o*,jm initiative.
(d) In a le tter addressed to Aurangaeb in Oroe^ a 
fra^ iaenii^  wliloh Sir Jadunatli Sarlmr Ims attributes to 
Shiva^i, tUe atatament ie oade that the Ji^ yuii is ”unlaiown 
t© the la¥ of India#'* Unfortimately sinee the term Jiaya 
occurs in the literatiirQ of the Sultanate period, the 
great Idetorioa ovarloolsed the aabiguity of the terc*
Tbe term Jiz-/a. along with Ivllra.1 is xised# In a loose 
stnse by the Muslim writers of the Sultonat poriod# A 
few ezasu^les sliould suffice suffice. (1) In a zVit-^ hoi
inoorporated in theUnois-^ i Khtisrayi of M r  Klmerau# 
Alauddin Khil^i*s general, Badr> inforss the eagperor that 
he had realised Jizya from the Mueals^u» of Shasnin.
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(2) Shaikh Msassuddin* acoordiiag Ajsslr Hama*s 
iTa%raidul rktrrafeod a story in  wMoii a Huelia salBt#
who had cultivated bairen lejadl by th$ side of the Rairt 
was askej by %h& ias*KJ0iX©ct0r* •Hth©r 3i*oir ae a miniole 
or puy the Jizya** ilere th© t|l2ya olyviously means the 
land-tax* But tlm  m n G lm i^  proof that Jizm did not 
mean a poll-tas m  a aon^usliia for roaiiining a aoa-Mtssiim 
comes fjr<»s the .gatai^ *>i Jahmdari of 2iauddin Baraai*
Barani ftpeais of tli0 Jiam beiiSG talsea from the |ir«-*?usli« 
er^erors of Persia t r m  thoir sub;|eots and with rsferenoe 
to ids 9vn time he reaarlcs* * If the Muslim King •••id 
merely coatent tc talso thd Jlaya and ths Khirai frca the 
Hindus and presortea both isfidela m& infidelity a£M!l 
refuses to risk his power in  attmpting to owrthrow thea, 
irhat differ^^noe will tiiOn? bo in this respeoti betv©en the 
icinge oet I s ltm  and tiio of tho infidel.* Sf or *h9
%is of tiie iiifideis a l s o  o m o t  %h& Jis.va and KMm.1 
fraa the Hi«du6f who bcion^ ' to tboJr &m falise oreed# and 
fill ttoir tr^Oiir©© with m m y  go obtained^ in fact 
thqy collaot a iimdred tiaas moro tsxos*® ^
Hohamiiiad b ^  Qasiia is^eod Jiaya on the HinMs of 
BrariUKinao&d but iwj left its oolletction to the 3rcihm»s 
with the imtraotion timt they should *cbargc according 
to capacity to pay*, m  say safely assuas that,the 
injustice due t® its rogreesivo cS^ractsr waa roE.ove-1* 
rh# only otJter reference to the Jigya as a poll-tax is 
Afif*a account of its i^sltion on the arahmns of Delhi
’ • .abib a M  Afear . mttical Jm om of tb» DelhiSultanate* p. 46#
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by Firoz Siah. But nlnce I'lroa Shah had not the 
machiiMiy required te coXleot a poll-tax from all the 
Hindus o f his d^ilnion&t ther^ Is obviously some error 
in tho tradition k t i f  has recorded*
IV
At th@ beginning of theaacond decade of rei^, 
and oatirely on his own initiative, Aurangaeb attenpted 
an ©a^erimont froia which all his predQCSBsors had siirunk
- the ia^osition of the iihariat on India* It Is not 
necessary to repeat the thirteen items of Sharl&t-refoaa 
whicii have been related by Khafi Khan*^ Bat Aurangaeb# 
like the ehreved man be proceoded first with 
ne^sujTOs with wUioh the ilindu public was not r^lly 
conesmed- eg * the cijan^ e of Galendart the stoppage of 
Jliuroku^Darsrian. etc* General proolaaations for the 
oloeinL* of taverns and the prohibition of idolatry were 
purely foraal and no one tool: thea serioussly. On the 
quofition of the dietaisail of fiindu Peshkurs, Auraugzeb 
had to saal£C a cos^roaiise^ and he also iia^ osed a higiier 
traiisit uuty on Hindus (5^) than Husllas (21^ 5) • 3ut 
in neither oase was trere a public protest of any sort* 
So on April 20» 1679* nurjiCgseb ventured to issue his 
Jizva Ordiixyace with its inevitable preaaple of 
theolo£:ical iiisolence, tliQ text of it has fortunately 
survived in the Hirat-i
t . For a list of tlilrteen supposed Igjapio Ordlflam^ .^ 
see Sir Jadunath Sarkar, A Short Mstoyy of Aui^Sg&d 
p, 101-105* '
* AS tlie ali-powerful and high Edndod o^eror 
l>e8tows greau cars on etrenalihealrig the true religion 
aiid the flm path (Shari *a^ t> and wants to bring s l l  
affairs of the etate, ravenue tronaactionB and laatteni 
of adxuinistratiOQ \#ithin the corpus of the Shariut 
and introduce tlmn ( in the countzy}t How during tide 
august pQ3^od £ickjOlars« Xoaztiod lasn and tho taaihae* 
perceiving the reiigious oindednass of the aaparort 
have represented that the Jia:/a*tax should be taposed 
on the zityiin of the protected es^ire as is required 
by the true 3x.ariat, rates and procedure for 
collecting it :mve been placed before the oapcror fro* 
books of the fiolu
»I ^isya sliould be levied up<m the I^zsais of th« 
lio ok f ^oro^trlaas and idol-wojrshipors of A4aa» it 
ia not to be levied upon the idol-^rohipers who are 
at vur» apostatef &inors« Womdtt» SXavcs« persons vliose 
hands and feet have b e^ cut offy blind £ien» lunatiesi^  
persons liientalljr affectedf ax^ poor men who have no 
profession*
•II Twelve dirhams from the poor (faoir). 
twcntyfour dirhess froii the Biddle class t ^  forty- 
eight dirhasis froa a rich man should be realised 
annually as the Jiaya-tax. Since ml present dirhams 
are not current##*  ^/ t/aO of a aasha^  is to be 
realised from thepoort double of it from the middle
1# SJh© text here is not clear# It w.iS probably intended 
to indicate the cos^rative value of gold and silver 
but soiae necessts.ry words have been omitted#
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7. A f t o r the a s a m s s im tt the aaount t o r the 
whole year m st ba realised frcj® the rich atoned* 
middle oiass nan and the poor san oay bo allowed 
to pay th« anitual tax in two aM four instala^ts  
ronpocfci’sssiS'*
«V2* Jlspi-tax is oaiicolled of the Z im x aaopts 
lalaa or di<5s.
If before the m ^ eossaent of tii« Jia.m 
. in tho first a 2iaai miiior attains tt mjority#
» 2ia^ gi slavd beoomea free or aa infidel at war 
bectmoe a 2iiaiai} or a sick Simi recovers# the Jis.va-> 
ta^ of that yoar is to fe© realised frea thoir aooordit® 
to thoir financial eoMition* Butt if any of these 
eventB happen aftsr the the iTlzm for the
year ifs not to bs realised from th^»
“VIII If a aan is rich at one time sad poor at 
another tins©# thoa if he ha© been poor for the Itarger 
part of the year, Ik  aliould tiie poor m n ’e Jlaya.
If he l^as been rich for imlf the yeat a M  poor t o r the 
other half* he should be oharged the J i z m  o i a aiddle 
class san*
”IX. If a Ziiatai im s been ill for one^imlf of the 
year or more^ no Jiaya^tax should be desanded froo him# 
"UltiEtitaly luayatullali KJ|aa t r m  mosiQ the 
imperial serviaats was appointed to carry out this dftJty* 
Then the iaijerial order was issued to the effect that 
Ji2sya*tax yas rtot to b© desalted from the CiuiMai) 
government servant» but fr«Ha all other Ziasais it 
8>}0tild be realised according to th« Sliariat*^
1« It vill be observed that the text of the Ordinance 
aakes no reference to the Jjgya as a poll-tax being 
levied before Aurangzob.
All thd ovils vhioh affleoted Aurangseb during th« 
r38t of idQ life are to ae fouod in this precious 
docua^nt* ‘Sh9 Hlmtu working cXaase* of Delhi protosted 
a:,:aln8t It but w9re helpless, We ar« not told of any 
Qoveacnt aaoog the Hucalatins In favour of it* £;jr the 
insvitable lo^ tio of events it led Aurangseb to tlie 
Decoanf wheire ho lie# buried in Iferatha-land* And 
the eaae lo^ i^o of eTents brou^ :ht the Haratime to Delhi. 
It is a great coi3pU£ieiit to Auz«n^'?eb'soom0n sense and 
and practical reastm tiiat he managed to suryive such 
a prievousj eri*or for about t iree dsoadeSf Still the 
!4ughal €3i@ire was unable to mirrive the shooki tliough 
it resauined a aasms for a century o M  a Imlf*
! f
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class msXif oM  rich tsan ts to pay the double o f  
vhat th« 24d<aiQ class m m pays* rupee is not 
to be accepted a M  if asyottQ peiys it is rupessf the 
rui>ees s m^ld be tiAken after weighing aocoiillag to the 
above rat as» -^ .tsr on% when the dirha b m e been 
alnted» only diriiaas will be acoap|ed»
"III yhere is a difference (of opinion) in 
dtocreoinating between the rioh* the alddle class naan 
asd thepoor* So tlie followinglnterpretation oust be 
followed. A rich m n  is iie who cnme (property) worth 
ten t.^ KTusand dlrhusie or a oiddle class £3an ia one
vi:o has (property) worth two teidred dirliaas and more*
A aan wiio possess less than two hundred dirhas is to be 
oonsidered a poorimn* % e  Jiam-tax should be taken 
tom thera accordingly* If a poor laan has no pro’jertyt 
but his ea.CTiings are more than the needs of hiaself
and l^is faiailyt the Jiaim-tasc should be leiried on hia.
If eamia«?s do not suffie© hi© needs and the need# 
of his fedily, he should be exwapted f r m  the Jlgya-tax 
« I?. % e  collector of the Jizm-tax should take
the Jiayo. x v m  the ZXsmi in the following laaBner* Tho
Z iim i should come on foot to pay the Jigyat-tax and 
should r^ jsain standing ¥hile the collector is sitting* 
The collector should place his hand oyer the hand of the 
giiai;^  and sayt *0 ^iaai pay the Jigm#» If a i^sgai 
sends 14s deputy to pay the Jiava-taae. the collector 
should not aooept it# also the coileotor should not 
take the merely at m  imfozisal meeting*
m m o Q M k m i
( I hxvB only listed Ih© books waich havs been 
usei by me for as2r york. 2!he work of eoj^iliae & 
complete mlHkdsm of Psrsiiii worljs been) tom 
QfticXontlf an^  wsll by Sr. C,a. storey* I have seon 
no roason for inflating ciy lis t  by raferring to worics 
only USC54 for occasional rofemica, like Al Faliri*
(a) Persian liiaussripta*
(1) 33ad8?iah ^ amli of Sadiq Khan* A liistory 
of the roieu of Shah ^ ai-ian. British Husetaa MSB OE 17| 
and MSS. OR 1671, and tha Raapiir mmiaoript are available 
at Aligarh. For further reftsy^ iaoe see Chapter 2, 
Introductioa*
(2) History of Alaa^ dy •* Coatimi tion of Safilq
Khan*s Ife^ dsnah ^ «ajaah. by Abul i'aaal Mamiri. British 
Mussiim HSi? OR 1671 andl the B^ pfar oantisoript • A 
transoript of the vmmrnript a rototraph of
the 33ritish Mueeua ©anyiscripi are available at Ali(|aiii# 
For further reference b^r further refereac© see 
Chapter Ilf Xntroauotion.
(3) Fatuimt^ i Alsagjri of laar Bae ^ a^r. ’^hls 
is a {ilstory of Aurang»cb*B reign upto the 54tij year.
A rotograph of the MSS, Mev I 26fS» is available at 
Aligarh. For further reference see Sartert
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(4) DiXlsusha or Dllimsi-m
of 2hla Sen, ac>n of nafliuimuiiii me. A rotograph of the 
ItSo Kiev i 271af is avallat^ ie al Ali^rh# l*or further«
rcfcrenae see SarlrarJ ^tuaioii Iq AgraiayoiaQb,
(B) lijnsiAi? pt>irT::5) voi^a
(5) rarikh«*i SImh of ,^sum bin Hassan bin
i^ aXth* i^iie is  an aceount- of tlie 3ife of Sbt-lmsda 
Hohasmd Shuj’a , aM of the ovonte which pr<2ceded aad 
followea the aooession of /urau^^eb* ^hie fccok me 
writton in 1070 A*a» (1659-60 The author ikms in
the service of Shahzada. Mohaiaaad Shu3*a for a^out tvreaty 
fiire years* This vork has b«en publishedi by Beagal 
Asiatic Society*
C<^) Vute.1^ -i AlwAri o r  AkmeXx^.*
ascribed to A<iil Khaa Bwai* This work baa ^it#d 
by K.ii. Zafar Human aaa published by th© hligox'h  
Historical Hecoarch Institute. Seo also Chapter III(^  
Ijitroduotion.
(7) Alamir-iiaaah of Himsbi Holjaaoad l^isi 
Published in %h® Bibliothica liidica (H.A.S.B)* For 
further refereno# sea Compter iv, Introductiori*
(B) m  lim ^  xto»l Ail i
A faoitions ajtid starical account of Aurangzeb’s rei^ of 
iiai^ Jarbad. -^ or further referonce se© C>saptor vi» 
XntrcKluotion*
(9) rla«aslr>*l,ilag^ .lil by Mohasoae^ d Sa^i Hostaid 
Kha»s It is a cos^lets Jiistory of Aurajjgseb*e reign, 
the first ton yaars being an abri%cment of the Alaia^ lr 
Haiaah* It has been tnmdlatod into aoglish and edited 
by Sir Jadunath Sarkar (E^A.S.B.)
H i
(10-11) tis0 Padsimh Maaahs of Labo. i and Warrtai 
It is the offieial history of th® roiga of Shah Jahan 
in three partSf each covariag the period of on© decade*
The first tvo parts were written fey Abdul Haaid Lahorl, 
ai^ the last one by Holiamriiad Warris# this work was 
coiapiled fr<m Stato-papersi news-*she0tst reports of 
daily occur<3no@s at court and other offioial documents.
It haa boon printed and published by Mbliothica India 
Society I c^ dite by M o M  Kabiruddin Absoad and Molvi 
Abdul l iai*
warris ims ru»t been printed but transcript of it is 
available at Aligp-rh,
(12) Aaal«*i Saleh by Saleh Kaaboht A history of 
Shah ^ahanVs reign in three volumes $ edited by Hr» Tazdani
( b *h* a« e ) •
(c)
(15) • Fatawa*! Maagiri* or Fatawa-i HlMiah 
Translated into 0rdu by Maulana Aadr Ali* ’^or further 
reference see chapter V# Introduction.
(14) Maulaaa, ShibUt Aun-m^aeb Alaaf^ irt Par 3k Hazar. 
This work is a good exaxe^ ple of an uncritical Adulation of 
Aurangzeb. 2!ii€ book .md been reprinted by the Jaisia Milia 
Press Aligarh* 1924* -^'or further discussion see chapter 
IX^ Introduction.
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